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Abstract
One of the main goals of the software engineering discipline is the provision of ap-
propriate tools for the construction of complex and interactive software systems. A
large number of tools, languages, and methods exist to cope with the problems of
administering the documents, information, and processes of creating large software
systems. Specification languages and methods have been developed to describe formal
aspects of these complex and interactive systems.
At the Department of Computer Science III at Aachen University of Technology,
the specification language PROGRES (PROgrammed Graph REwriting System) has
been developed in the context of the IPSEN (Interactive/Integrated/Incremental Project
Support ENvironment) research project. With PROGRES it is possible to formally
describe complex graph-based structures and operations on these structures. Further-
more, it is possible to generate rapid prototypes of the specified software systems as
stand-alone applications.
In this thesis we have used the PROGRES specification system together with the
rapid prototyping framework to build tools for editing, analysing, and interpreting
visual languages. During a collaborative research with the Department for Process
Control Engineering we have built such tools for an IEC-61131/3 compliant language
which is widely used in the automation and process control industry. We have detected
shortcomings of the PROGRES language for the specification of such large systems.
The identified problems of the PROGRES language are mainly dealing with reusabil-
ity of specified code. Many modern programming languages offer genericity for mod-
elling reusable software units, often together with an object-oriented programming
methodology which also gives users support in an easy adaption of real-world prob-
lems to formal models. In this thesis we have examined those programming and mod-
elling languages and improved the PROGRES language by corresponding concepts.
As being a statically typed specification language, PROGRES already has an elaborate
two-level typing system. We have extended this typing system to allow for generic
modelling of specification units.
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The PROGRES graph model revealed another drawback for the specification of visual
language systems during our research. It was only possible to specify the structure of
a software system as an attributed graph and (graph) transformations on this structure.
However, we were not able to define any behaviour of graph elements (nodes). Since
a graph-based modelling approach already suggests an object-oriented specification
methodology, the lack of transformation methods as part of graph elements became an
obstacle for the specification of an extendible and generic visual language program-
ming environment. Therefore, we have changed the graph model which PROGRES
is based upon such that it is possible to assign a behaviour to graph elements. Further-
more, the effects of these changes on the rapid prototyping framework are discussed.
The PROGRES language and environment is very often used for rapid prototyping
purposes. A very elaborate and flexible rapid prototyping environment UPGRADE
was being developed at the Department of Computer Science III. In many collabora-
tive research projects, as e. g. the IMPROVE project, we work with PROGRES and
UPGRADE. Therefore, it was an important issue to ensure platform independence
of the specified software systems. This is the reason why the prototype environment
has been implemented in Java. In this thesis we describe the tighter integration of
PROGRES specifications and the prototyping environment by the generation of Java
code from a specification. The final step for gaining a complete platform indepen-
dence is the adaptation of the underlying database system on which PROGRES and
UPGRADE are based. This is out of scope of this thesis, though.
Zusammenfassung
Eines der Hauptziele des Lehrstuhls für Informatik III der RWTH Aachen (Themen-
schwerpunkt “Software Engineering”) ist die Bereitstellung von geeigneten Werkzeu-
gen für die Konstruktion von komplexen und interaktiven Softwaresystemen. Eine
große Anzahl von Werkzeugen, Sprachen und Methoden wurden entwickelt, um den
Problemen der Administration von Dokumenten, Informationen und Prozessen Herr zu
werden, die bei der Erstellung großer Softwaresysteme auftreten. Es wurden Spezifika-
tionssprachen und -methoden entwickelt, die dazu benutzt werden, formale Aspekte
dieser komplexen und interaktiven Systeme zu beschreiben.
Im Rahmen des IPSEN Projekts (Interactive/Integrated/Incremental Project Support
ENvironment) wurde die Spezifikationssprache PROGRES (PROgrammierte GRaph
ErsetzungsSysteme) entwickelt. PROGRES wird dazu benutzt, komplexe graphar-
tige Strukturen sowie Operationen auf diesen formal zu beschreiben. Weiterhin ist
es möglich, Prototypen dieser so spezifizierten Systeme aus PROGRES heraus zu
generieren und als eigenständige Anwendung auszuführen.
In dieser Arbeit wurde das Spezifikationssystem PROGRES zusammen mit dem Pro-
totyp-Rahmenwerk UPGRADE als Grundlage zur Spezifikation von Editoren, Anal-
ysewerkzeugen und Interpretern für visuelle Sprachen genutzt. Während einer Zusam-
menarbeit mit dem Lehrstuhl für Prozeßleittechnik der RWTH Aachen entstand eine
Programmierumgebung für eine standardisierte visuelle Programmiersprache, die in
der Norm IEC-61131/3 definiert ist. Diese Programmiersprache ist in der Automa-
tisierungstechnik und Prozeßleittechnik weit verbreitet. Durch die Spezifikation eines
Teils IEC-61131/3 konnte die bislang nur unzulänglich formalisierte Norm besser
strukturiert werden, welches für künftige Erweiterungen hilfreich ist. Die Spezifika-
tion dieses Systems enthüllte jedoch auch Schwächen von PROGRES bezüglich der
Modellierung solch großer Software-Systeme.
Die identifizierten Probleme der PROGRES-Sprache sind vor allem in der Wiederver-
wendung von Spezifikationseinheiten zu finden. Viele moderne Programmiersprachen
bieten die Möglichkeiten der Generizität zur Modellierung wiederverwendbarer Soft-
ware-Codestücke, oft gepaart mit objektorientierten Programmierkonzepten, die die
Nutzer dabei unterstützen, leichter reale Probleme auf formale Modelle abzubilden.
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In dieser Arbeit wurden die existierenden Systeme und Sprachen untersucht. Anhand
der Ergebnisse konnte die PROGRES Sprache erweitert werden. PROGRES verfügt
bereits über ein statisches, zweistufiges Typsystem, welches durch diese Arbeit jedoch
so modifiziert wurde, daß es nunmehr ein generisches Modellieren von Spezifikations-
einheiten erlaubt.
Das PROGRES-Graphmodell zeigte weitere Schwächen bei der Spezifikation von
visuellen, graphbasierten Sprachen und Programmierumgebungen für diese Sprachen.
Bislang war es nur möglich, die Strukturen solcher visuellen Programme als attribu-
tierte Graphen zu spezifizieren. Es war jedoch nicht möglich, den Programmele-
menten (Graphelementen, d.h. Knoten des Graphen) ein Verhalten zuzuweisen. Da
das graph-basierte Modellieren ein objektorientiertes Denken bereits fördert, wurde
dieser Missstand zu einem großen Hindernis beim Spezifizieren von erweiterbaren
und generischen Programmierumgebungen für visuelle Sprachen. Aus diesem Grund
wurde in dieser Arbeit das zugrundeliegende Graphmodell von PROGRES so erweit-
ert, daß Graphelementen ein Verhalten zugeordnet werden kann. Der Effekt dieser
weitgehenden Änderung auf das Prototyp-Rahmenwerk wird ebenfalls diskutiert.
Die PROGRES-Spezifikationssprache und -Programmierumgebung wird derzeit sehr
häufig zur Erzeugung von eigenständig ausführbaren Prototypen eingesetzt. Am Lehr-
stuhl für Informatik III wurde im Rahmen des UPGRADE-Projekts ein sehr flexibles
neues Prototyp-Rahmenwerk geschaffen. Durch die enge Zusammenarbeit mit vie-
len anderen Forschungsgruppen (z.B. im Sonderforschungsbereich 476 IMPROVE)
war die Forderung der Plattformunabhängigkeit des Rahmenwerks dominant. Aus
diesem Grunde wurde das Rahmenwerk in Java implementiert. Mit dieser Arbeit
wird dem Wunsch nach vollständiger Plattformunabhängigkeit Rechnung getragen.
Durch die Entwicklung eines neuen Java-Codegenerators kommt man diesem Ziel
einen Schritt näher. Die Anpassung der den PROGRES- und UPGRADE-Systemen
zugrundeliegenden Datenbank ist der nächste Schritt in diese Richtung, der allerdings
den Rahmen dieser Arbeit sprengen würde.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The development of software systems does not only have the goal to create computer
programs that support users with one or more tasks but it also encompasses the
creation of several different documents which specify the behaviour, architecture, and
implementation of the product. These documents often have mutual interdependencies
such that changes on one document interact with changes at other documents. Thus,
the creation of software is a complex process for which software development
environments such as Khoros [Inc] or Rational Apex [Cor] have been created in the
past to avoid as many mistakes as possible.
Nowadays, a vast number of tools, languages, and methods exist to cope with the
problem of administering the documents, information, and processes of creating
software. Specification languages and methods have been developed to describe
formal aspects of complex systems. At the Department of Computer Science III at
Aachen University of Technology we deal with conducting research on such software
development environments (SDE) and specification environments. Both are complex
interactive systems.
There is no clear definition of what an SDE has to comprise. It can range from a
simple but uniformly usable set of tools to customisable, integrated, complex, and
process-oriented environments. The core research project at our department aims
at creating Integrated Project Support ENvironments (IPSEN) [Nag96]. Within the
IPSEN project several tools have been invented and combined for the support of tasks
within the field of software engineering, i. e. for requirements engineering [Jan92,
Koh96], programming in the large [Bör93, Kle99], programming in the small (e. g.
[Ame83, AG98, Wir85]), etc.
Furthermore, we found that during the development of a software product many
accrued documents, e. g. the documentation of design rationales, appear to be related
in a way which can be easily modelled by graph-like structures. Also, not only
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requirements engineering documents, but also architecture diagrams and even the
development process itself form graphs. So, the applications of systems which support
the user for dealing with graphs are manyfold.
Many of these systems and languages use special classes of graphs, e. g. Conceptual
Graphs [Sow79, Sow84], Entity-Relationship-Diagrams [Che76, EW83], Petri
nets [Pet76, Rei86], or attributed trees [Knu68, Rep84].
At our department, we have developed a tool with which we can model
directed, acyclic, and attributed graphs, their internal structure, and also dynamic
transformations on those graphs in a very intuitive way. This PROgrammed Graph
REwriting System is called PROGRES. PROGRES is based on research results on
the interactive development of complex software systems by e. g. Lewerentz [Lew88]
and Engels et al. [EGNS83]. [Nag76] was a valuable input to the development of
PROGRES from the theoretical point of view. The origin of the development of the
PROGRES language and programming system dates back to 1991 when A. Schürr
has published his thesis [Sch91a]. Meanwhile, the PROGRES system has developed
further by the work of many diploma theses and doctoral theses. Nowadays, the
system is being used in many projects, not only in the academics but also in industry.
Due to this large community of users and the variety of projects and research topics
we identified several shortcomings of the language and our system. Throughout the
years we have worked on these problems, a major step in language development of the
PROGRES language presented in this thesis.
This first chapter will be a general introduction into the thesis’ topic “Generic
Modelling and Programming with Graph Rewriting Systems”. The introductory
section 1.1 gives an overview of the context of this thesis and presents its research
focus. Section 1.2 outlines the main goals this work aims at and sketches the
achievements of our research. The final section 1.3 gives an overview of the structure
of this thesis.
1.1 Research Environment and Motivation
PROGRES has been developed as a specification language for modelling graphs and
graph transformations. At the beginning, Schürr developed the formal foundation of
the PROGRES language [Sch91a]. Also, a first implementation of a graphical as well
as textual editor and analyser were realised under his supervision. Short after that,
Zündorf developed an interpreter for PROGRES specifications and also a compiler,
which translates specifications into C code [Zün96]. In [Poe95] the development of
a first rapid prototyping environment is described. Nowadays, this rapid prototyping
environment named UPGRADE forms an essential part of many projects as it allows
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the execution of a specification in a graphical stand-alone application, which executes
about ten times faster than the PROGRES interpreter.
The main use of the PROGRES system including the rapid prototyping environment
is modelling (and solving) graph-like structured problems in the area of software
engineering, software development processes in particular. Thus, PROGRES is often
used as a so-called Meta-CASE-Tool for rapid prototyping of CASE systems designed
for programming with visual languages. In the following, we sketch two applications.
Since many years our department is part of the collaborative research project
IMPROVE (SFB 476, e. g. [HJKW95, JSW00, HSW03]), sponsored by the German
Research Council (DFG). The main purpose of this research project is the development
of new concepts for the a posteriori integration of chemical process engineering
tools. One of its central components is an administration system which supports
simultaneous as well as concurrent engineering activities. PROGRES has been used
for the specification of dynamic task nets (DYNAMITE), which may be modelled quite
naturally as attributed graphs [HJKW96, Kra98]. In [WJS00] and [Sch01] this idea
is taken further, also supporting dynamic evolution of development processes. This
project AHEAD as described in [Sch01, JSW00] addresses the challenges of managing
development processes in different engineering disciplines by providing an integrated
environment for modeling and managing these processes. Products, activities, and
resources are managed in an integrated way; furthermore, AHEAD supports evolving
development processes by seamless interleaving of planning and execution. A wide-
spread object-oriented modeling language (UML) is employed for acquiring process
knowledge from domain experts [JSW99, Sch00].
Another project at our department deals with reengineering of software for embedded
systems. The importance of embedded systems for our daily life is rapidly increasing.
More or less unnoticed they fulfill the task of controlling the “behaviour” of many
technical systems. Embedded real-time systems play a special role. One important
field of application for embedded real-time systems is in the telecommunications
industry. The complexity of these systems is rapidly increasing while at the same
time the software part is becoming more and more important. In the E-CARES
(Ericsson Communication ARchitecture for Embedded Systems) research cooperation
between Ericsson Eurolab Deutschland GmbH (EED) and our research group the
subject of study is Ericsson’s Mobile-service Switching Center (MSC), called AXE10.
The cooperation aims to develop methods, concepts, and tools to support the
processes of understanding and restructuring complex legacy telecommunication
systems. PROGRES is used in this research project to model these complex systems
to learn about their structure. Details about the latest developments can be found in
[HM01, MH02].
The PROGRES specifications developed in these projects exhaust more than 200
printed pages. Experiences with the PROGRES system and the PROGRES language
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have revealed quite some space for the improvement of both, the language and the
system. After the core language being designed by Schürr it became obvious that
for large specifications a structuring mechanism was necessary. First, a Modula-2 like
module concept was developed which was published along with ideas how to use active
database system technology for defining abstract graph views in [WS97b]. After that,
this module concept was being refined and a Java-like package concept resembling the
object-oriented modelling standard UML was adapted. For this purpose, the package
concept of the UML was formalised and improved. Research results were published
in [Win00, SW97, SW98].
Also, updatable graph views played a more and more important role for large
specifications which happened to produce large host graphs as well. Another
significant topic was the possibility to control a specification’s run-time semantics
better by introducing integrity constraints. Both matters, the updatable graph views
and the run-time checking of a specification’s semantics, could be addressed by the
integration of Event-Condition-Action rules as known from active database systems.
In [MSW00] the results of this research are presented.
1.2 Contributions
Specification languages as PROGRES are mostly used for modelling purposes, i. e.
creating models and patterns for real-world problems. Basically, these models address
the level of specification rather than implementation issues. In the past, it became very
clear that object-oriented languages allow for a more natural mapping of real-world
problems to mathematically formal models. Graphs already suggest the way of object-
oriented thinking. Nodes are objects, representing entities of the real-world, edges
between nodes are relationships between these entities1.
In PROGRES, it is possible to add attributes to nodes. However, it is not possible
to model any behaviour of nodes. In many specifications this turned out to be a
real disadvantage. Complicated expressions and transformation structures had to be
invented to circumvent this problem. The effect was that the model specified in
PROGRES did not reflect the actual real-world objects any longer. Examples can
be found in the aforementioned DYNAMITE, AHEAD, and E-CARES projects.
Also, our PROGRES research team has been involved in a close research cooperation
with the Department for Process Control Engineering at Aachen University of
Technology for modelling and formalising an industrial standard language IEC-
61131/3 [IEC94] which has been enhanced by Enste [Ens00]. The research of
1Of course, this is a very ER-model-like view of graphs which is not necessarily the only possible
view. However, practice has shown that this way of interpreting graphs is very popular.
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formalising this language is presented in this thesis (cf. chapter 3) and shows
the shortcomings of the current PROGRES language as well. The IEC-61131/3
language mainly consists of function blocks which are the essential programming
units, encompassing attributes and a behaviour. Not being able to map these units
to appropriate objects or object types in our model leads to unnatural modelling
techniques which make the understanding of the model difficult and, thus, its
usefulness questionable.
When it comes to modelling of software systems, their architecture, data models, and
dynamic interaction, we often think of reusable patterns or so-called (parametrisable)
templates. Many modern programming and specification languages offer mechanisms
to implement generic templates which can be instantiated with different parameters
and be reused often. Examples for such languages are C++ [ES94], Ada [Fel97,
Eng97, Bar96, Nag99], Eiffel [Mey92], or Haskell [Tho96]. The PROGRES language
supports the specification of generic templates only in a very limited way.
As explained in chapter 2, PROGRES supports a two-level typing concept which
allows for storing data types in variables which can be used as parameters to graph
transformations2. However, parametrisable declarations of templates which are also
statically type-safe (something the mentioned example languages Ada and Eiffel offer)
are not possible in PROGRES. Practice has shown that a parametric polymorphic
typing system is highly desirable which allows for a type-safe use of templates.
In the context of this thesis we developed such a typing system to enable the user
to reuse already specified components. Having said that PROGRES is often used as
Meta-CASE-Tool for the specification of CASE systems for visual languages, the reuse
of components for similar languages or similar problems is common sense. Within this
thesis we will demonstrate the benefits of these extensions.
Finally, we have already mentioned that the PROGRES language and environment is
often (or mainly) used for rapid prototyping purposes. Recently, a very elaborate and
flexible prototyping environment UPGRADE [Jäg02] with a modern graphical user
interface was being developed at our department. This prototype environment has
been implemented in Java [AG98] to ensure its portability, a very important issue if
different research groups using different computing platforms have to cooperate as is
the case in e. g. the IMPROVE research project. This thesis also contributed to the
tighter integration of PROGRES specifications and the prototyping environment by
the generation of Java code from a specification, rather than plain C code.
2We use to call it “Polymorphism for poor people”...
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1.3 Overview
In this thesis we will first discuss the history and theoretical foundations of graph
rewriting systems in chapter 2. In this same chapter, we will introduce the PROGRES
system and describe the state of the language and the system as we have found before
starting with this thesis. The underlying graph model, a directed, acyclic graph, is
explained, the syntax of PROGRES is demonstrated by small clips from our running
example. A PROGRES specification is always divided into two parts, the graph
scheme and the graph transformations. All available language constructs are discussed,
as well as the abovementioned UML-like package concept, inheritance rules, etc. We
also introduce the PROGRES environment briefly. Chapter 2 concludes with the
comparison of the main representatives of other graph rewriting systems which are
available, i. e. AGG, DIAGEN, GENGED, and FUJABA.
Chapter 3 deals with modelling in the large using PROGRES and, as an example,
the formalisation of the IEC-61131/3 in particular. We first discuss the model of a
general visual language which can easily be extended to the IEC-61131/3 language. In
chapter 3 the hardware and software model of the IEC-61131/3 language is presented,
as well as the extensions to a component-based function block model as worked out by
Enste [Ens00]. Our work comprises the development of an editor, a simple analyser,
and an interpreter for this language. All parts of the system are explained. Also, we
discuss the extension of the IEC-61131/3 standard to the IEC-61499 standard and how
this can easily be incorporated into our existing specification. Finally, we discuss the
reuse of the implemented components for the specification of other visual languages
such as ROOM [SGW94].
In chapter 4 we show which advantages the ability of specifying templates would have.
First, the theory of typing systems is explained in detail, mathematical definitions of
the terms used are given for a better understanding of the subsequent explanations.
Based on this classic theory, we develop the theory of a parametric polymorphic type
system for PROGRES. We introduce the new syntax and also describe the essential
changes to the implementation of the PROGRES system.
Chapter 5 deals with the extension of the PROGRES language to a truly object-
oriented language. As already said, from the very beginning of the development of
the PROGRES language, we were able to declare attributes for every node of our
graph. However, it was not possible to specify any behaviour of the nodes. In this
chapter we describe the syntactical changes to the PROGRES language we have
made and also the effects of it, i. e. the new modelling possibilities, how it interacts
with the existing package concept, and how it improves the model we have specified
as described in chapter 3. One of the new modelling possibilities is the simulation
of hierarchical graphs. We present a theory of hierarchical graphs as introduced by
Schürr and Engels in [ES95]. We also shed some light on implementation issues again,
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i. e. mainly changes which had to be applied to the compiler, the C code compiler in
particular. The changes to the rapid prototyping environment are outlined in chapter 6.
One the one hand, we have already achieved immediate improvements by our changes
regarding the run-time behaviour of the generated prototype, on the other hand due
to graph model changes (to an object-oriented model) the prototyping environment
itself has to be modified to make full use of our improvements. This chapter gives
suggestions for these changes.
We have mentioned the tighter coupling of PROGRES specifications and the rapid
prototyping environment by generating Java code. In chapter 7 we describe the
structure of the Java code we generate and how the PROGRES Graph Code3 maps
to Java. This Java code generation is still ongoing work and under constant evaluation.
Therefore, the section dealing with future work gives suggestions how to combine
the results of our research work developed in this thesis with the existing Java code
generator framework.
Finally, chapter 8 summarises our work conducted in this thesis. Of course, it also
points out the future work for which this thesis serves as basis.
3The PROGRES Graph Code is compiled from the specification; the built-in interpreter directly
works on this code. It also serves as input for the C code and Java code compiler.

Chapter 2
Graph Rewriting Systems
Many research areas and application domains in computer science work with
graphs. Nowadays, one of the main purpose graphs serve is to model and visualise
relationships between different objects. Sometimes, people speak of “diagrams”
although they are actually speaking of “graphs”. Examples will be given later.
Graphs mainly consist of two basic constituent parts: nodes and edges. Nodes
represent objects while edges represent the relationship between these objects. The
advantage of graphs is the easy-to-understand visualisation of complex structures.
Examples are manyfold: electrical engineers use graphs for representing switching
circuits. E. g. resistors, capacitors, transistors are modelled by nodes, electrical
conductors are edges. Also, in business processes graphs play an important role
in everyday’s life. Workflow charts are using the concept of graphs extensively.
Tasks are displayed as nodes, precedence relationships as edges. Other very popular
examples in the area of Software Engineering are Entity-Relationship-Diagrams
[Che76], Structured Analysis Diagrams [DeM79], or UML Diagrams [Rat00].
Many software systems work on those data structures given previously. These software
systems have in common that they need to store information in such a graph-like
structure, retrieve information, and display it appropriately. Therefore, it is desirable
to have methods, tools, or languages for (cf. [SWZ99b]):
 designing data models with a graph-like structure
 an appropriate (high-level) description of transformations on graph structures
 validating graph structures and transformations
 translating these transformations into system implementations.
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The idea to use graph transformations for specification and very high level
programming purposes is now about thirty years old. Some early visual programming
languages such as Plan2D [DFS74] are indeed graph rewriting languages. Göttler
has done research on attributed graph grammars, resulting in PAGG [Göt83, Göt87]
(Programmed Attributed Graph Grammars). Graph grammars e.g. are used for the
definition of the syntax and semantics of visual languages like in DiaGen [MV95].
Beyond that there are a still growing number of visual languages that rely directly
on the graph rewriting paradigm, such as GraphEd [Him89] or GOOD [PBA92].
Also, process modelling systems were described with the help of graph grammars and
realised by graph rewriting systems. An example for that is DYNAMITE [HJKW96]
which implements a dynamic task net. Other applications of graph grammars and
graph rewriting systems can be found in Computer Integrated Manufacturing systems
(see [Wes96]).
The design of graph-like data models is not very difficult. A number of examples
have already been given: in workflow environments tasks are represented by nodes,
precedence relationships by edges. For the description of transformations on complex
structures rule-based languages have been used successfully. Introducing this principle
to the world of graphs yields in graph rewriting systems.
In the following sections we will describe the theory of graph rewriting systems (also
refered to as graph transformation systems) and introduce one of the best-known
systems PROGRES.
2.1 Formal Background of Graph Grammars
2.1.1 Graph Definitions
Different models for describing graph structures have been invented [Ber73]. We
distinguish between two main classes of graphs: hypergraphs and “regular” graphs.
The main difference is that “regular” graphs use nodes as (attributed) objects and
edges only describe relationships between the objects. That means that edges are not
(attributed) objects themselves. In hypergraphs edges are objects themselves and nodes
(vertices) are mainly used for glueing hyperedges. That leads to a higher expressive
power of hypergraphs. We will mainly deal with “regular” graphs and show the
differences in theory incrementally where appropriate.
In this thesis we will concentrate on “regular” graphs since we consider them more
intuitive. Using graphs as models for real-world problems, in computer science we are
used to describe objects (or “things”) as nodes and relations between them as simple
edges. However, we will only give an introduction to graph grammar theory within
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this chapter of the thesis. The complete semantics of the different approaches will not
be explained in detail. We will point to the appropriate literature for a more detailed
insight into the theory. A good starting point are the first two volumes of the handbooks
on graph grammars which have been published in the past years [Roz97, EEKR99].
In our graph model nodes can be attributed and edges are directed. We also speak of a
“directed, acyclic, attributed, node- and edge-labelled graph”. There are three popular
approaches for describing graphs and graph transformations (see [SW92]). The first
one is based on set theory and was further investigated by Nagl [Nag73, Nag76, Nag79,
Nag87] et al. We will sketch the idea of this approach briefly. The second approach is
based on category theory [HS73, EL93, Cou88]. This approach serves as theoretical
basis for the AGG system [LB93]. The third approach based on logics theory, i. e.
predicate logics, has been examined by Courcelle and Schürr [BC86, BC87, Sch91a].
This is the main approach which serves as background for the graph rewriting system
PROGRES. The PROGRES system will be described in more detail in section 2.2.
The following paragraphs will explain the core concepts of graph definitions and the
(mathematical) definition of graph transformations.
First, we need to introduce some general definitions. Definition 2.1 deals with graphs
in general. It describes the graph model which will be used throughout the whole
thesis.
Definition 2.1 (Directed, labelled graphs) Given two sets of node labels 

and
edge labels 

a directed, labelled graph G is a triplet
     
with
  (vertices) is a (finite) set of node identifiers
     

  is a set of edges, 

is a (finite) set of edge labels
     

is a node labelling function. 

is a (finite) set of node labels.
The set of all labelled graphs over 

and 

is described as 	



.
Definition 2.2 (Subgraph) Let  
 	



.  is said to be a subgraph of 
(  ) iff
   

   

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  = 



    
     

.
These definitions are already sufficient to define a homomorphism from graph  to .
Definition 2.3 (Graph Homomorphism) Let ,  
 	



. Furthermore, we
define 	     . The function 	 is called (graph-)homomorphism from  to   iff
	 preserves the labels of nodes and the orientation and labels of edges:
  
   

	  
 

 


   
 

 

  

 
   	

  	

 
 

.
We also write 	    .
Definition 2.4 (Graph Isomorphism) Let 	    . h is an isomorphism from G
to G’ (written:   ) iff
 	    
 is injective and surjective
 	

 

  is a homomorphism from G’ to G.
G and G’ are called isomorphic (written:  


) iff 	    .
Definition 2.5 (Difference, Union and Disjunct Union of Graphs) Let  

	



. Furthermore, let  and  be consistent, i. e. 


 



. Then the
difference of  and  (   ) is defined as:
 

   

 

 


 

 

 .
Similarly, we can define the union of graphs:
 

   

 

   

 

   
 (i. e.  = , if  
     otherwise)
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If       we speak of a disjunct union of graphs (  ).
Now we have defined the basic syntax of a graph, i. e. our graph model is fixed.
Furthermore, we have introduced some mathematical properties of operations on
graphs.
These definitions enable us to define a graph transformation from some arbitrary graph
 to a graph  according to a given transformation rule as known from e. g. context-
free grammars (see also [DG78]). Let us consider example 2.1 first.
Example 2.1 (Graph Transformation)
1 : D 3 : E
1 : D 2 : A 3 : E
nextnext
4 : B1 : D 5 : C 3 : E
next ??
1 : A 2 : B 3 : C::=
next
Figure 2.1: A very simple graph transformation rule applied to some graph 
This example shows a simple transformation (also: “rule”) which replaces a node with
label 
 by a construct consisting of two nodes labelled  and  which are connected
by edge . This is shown in the top part of the picture. The next row of the picture
shows some arbitray graph  with three nodes labelled , 
, and . For applying the
rule we have to find a homomorphism from the left-hand side (LHS) to the graph 
(we also speak of a “match”). The node with identifier  in graph  matches the node
labelled 
 of the rule. Next, we cut out this node with the help of definition 2.5. At
the same time, both  edges will disappear (which is also part of definition 2.5).
Then we insert the construct which can be seen on the right-hand side (RHS) of the
rule, giving both nodes new identifiers  and . The theoretic background of that step
will be explained in section 2.1.2. However, at this moment we do not know how to
embed these new nodes into the graph  to obtain .
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To embed the new nodes properly into a graph  we need separate embedding rules.
In contrast to e. g. string grammars the embedding of the new elements (here: nodes)
is not clear. Instead, it has to be handled explicitly. Therefore, it is necessary to store
the context of the node to be replaced (in our example the node with identifier  and
label 
). This context consists of the nodes  and 	 in example 2.1. This context is
called 1-context.
Embedding rules can be defined for all rules globally or they can be defined for each
rule separately. In definition 2.6 we show how embedding rules are defined globally.
In PROGRES, however, we only use locally defined ones. Since globally defined
rules are a bit easier to understand we will give the idea of embedding rules here and
refer to [Sch91a] for a more detailed understanding of locally defined rules.
Definition 2.6 (Embedding Rules) Let    , where  means “In” and 
means “Out”. An embedding rule is defined as:
  

   



 

   

with (in order):
1. Label of the context node
2. Direction of the old edge
3. Label of old edge
4. Label of old node
5. Label of new node
6. Direction of new edge
7. Label of new edge
In order to embed the two nodes  and  in example 2.1 we define the following
embedding rules:
   
  
  
  
With these two rules we yield the result as shown in fig. 2.2.
The graph transformation in example 2.1 has also the property of being context-free.
That means, on the LHS of the transformation rule we replace one node which is
labelled by a non-terminal symbol. No further context is modelled on the LHS (which
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4 : B1 : D 5 : C 3 : E
next nextnext
Figure 2.2: Resulting Graph 
would destroy the context-freeness). For our further definitions we consider only this
kind of rules for the sake of simplicity. However, the PROGRES system which will
be introduced later also allows for context-sensitive graph transformation rules. Their
understanding will be intuitive, though.
With the help of our definitions and the embedding rules it is quite straightforward to
define a contex-free graph grammar with global embedding rules.
Definition 2.7 (Context-Free Graph Grammar with Global Embedding Rules)
A context-free graph grammar with global embedding rules is a tuple
  



 

  with:
1. 

 




is a finite set of non-terminal and terminal node labels
2. 

is a finite set of (terminal) edge labels
3. 

is a starting host graph, i. e. a graph without edges which contains exactly
one node which is labelled with the starting symbol  
 

.
4.  is a finite set of context-free graph transformations over 

and 

5.  is a finite set of global embedding rules.
In the previous example we have left out the description of how a rule is applied to
some host graph. It was shown informally how a node will be matched and deleted
from a host graph but the replacement of this node by the construct given on the RHS
of the rule was not explained in detail, i. e. we have explained the rule application in
an intuitive way without giving the formal definitions on which the graph rewriting
is based. In the next section the application of a graph transformation rule will be
described more thouroughly.
2.1.2 Application of Graph Rules
After having introduced a graph model and also a graph transformation paradigm in
the last section we will now take care of the formal background of rule applications
in the set theoretic approach. For details of rule applications as defined in the
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category theoretic approach we refer the interested reader to [EL93] and [LB93]. Rule
applications in the logic theoretic approach are explained in section 2.2 with the help
of the graph rewriting system PROGRES.
In the previous section we have defined graph homomorphisms and graph
isomorphisms. With the help of these definitions we can define when a transformation
rule with a LHS L and a RHS R is applicable to a graph G:
Definition 2.8 (Applicability of a Graph Rule) Let p = (L, R) a graph transforma-
tion, G a graph. p is applicable on G iff       (G’ is a subgraph of G) and





. In this case, G’ is called an occurrence of L in G.
In the case of context-free grammars this definition means that the non-terminal node
of the LHS has to appear in G. After having replaced a matched subgraph by the RHS
of the graph transformation, we have to embed this newly inserted (sub-)graph into the
host graph G:
Definition 2.9 (Embedding of a subgraph) Let   . The embedding of G in G’
(written:  —  means “context”) is defined as:
 

  

    

  with
1.     defines the (1-)context nodes
2.  indicates the direction of the context edge ( means “input”,  means
“output”)
3. 

is the label of the context edge
4.  denotes the nodes of G.
 In detail:


  

   


 

   
 

  
  

   
 

 


   


 

   
 

  
    

 
 


Definition 2.10 (Derivation of a Graph with a Graph Transformation) Let  




 

  a graph grammar;  
 ;  
 	



. Then we
can derive  from  with  (written:     ) iff
 p is applicable to G
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 Let 

be an occurrence of the LHS  of p in G, 

  the embedding of 

in . Then there are the graphs 

 

 and 

with properties:
1. 

  

(deletion of the LHS)
2. 

 



with 



 (insertion of the RHS)
3. 

 

 

  

, with  defined as:
  

 

	


 

 

 





 

 


 

 



 







 


  
   
 

 

   


 
 

 




   





 





  

 
 


 


 

 




 

 


 

 



 







 


  
   
 

 

   


 
 

 




   





 





  

 
 
 





The definition 2.10 defines that  is uniquely determined (not considering
isomorphistic derivations which can be achieved by consistent renaming of elements
on the RHS before the graph 

is inserted into 

) as soon as the graph match of the
LHS is determined, i. e. 

and 	    

have to be given.
The explanation of the complicated embedding rules 

and 

of a RHS into the host
graph as defined in definition 2.10 under (3) is rather simple: create an edge with label
el’ from context node 

to the node of the RHS 


if 

was connected to node 


on
the LHS with label el. Furthermore, the embedding rules have to contain a “suitable”
component for this embedding, i. e. an entry with the corresponing edge labels, edge
directions, and node labels. Similarly, the explanation works for outgoing edges (see


in the definition).
Example 2.2 (Application of a Graph Transformation) In fig. 2.3(a) we have spec-
ified a graph transformation rule which replaces a node with label S by the specified
graph, i. e. a node with label in, connected to two parallel nodes labelled S by edges
with label next (as all edges are labelled in our example). These two nodes with label
S are then connected by one edge each with the node labelled out. Node identifiers
on the LHS are preceeded by a so-called backquote while node identifiers on the RHS
are suffixed by a quote symbol to be able to distinguish identifiers. The corresponding
embedding rules for this graph transformation have to state that all edges leading to
the LHS node have to lead to the node with identifier 1’ after the transformation and
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4 : in5 : A6 : B7 : out
4 : in5 : A6 : B7 : out
3’ : S
2’ : S
1’ : in 4’ : out
8 : in
9 : S
10 : S
11 : out1 : in 3 : out
1 : in 3 : out
4 : in5 : A6 : B7 : out
1 : in 2 : S 3 : out
(1)
(2)
(3)
‘1 : S ::=
(a) Graph Rule
(b) Application of Graph Transformation
deletion of LHS
insertion & embedding of RHS
nextnext
next next
nextnextnext
next
next next
next
nextnextnext
next next next
nextnext
next next
next
nextnext
next
Figure 2.3: Application of a Graph Transformation Rule
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        
     
      
     
      
Figure 2.4: Embedding rules for the graph transformation as shown in fig. 2.3(a)
all outgoing edges have to be reconnected to node 4’. Thus, we have the following
embedding rules as shown in fig. 2.4.
Fig. 2.3(b) shows the application of this graph transformation rule to a host graph (1).
First, we search for a match of the LHS of our rule. We find that there is only one
possible match of the node labelled S. The next step is to delete this node resulting
in the graph shown in (2). All incoming and outgoing edges to this node are deleted
implicitly as well. Then we insert the RHS of the transformation rule into the host
graph. Finally, we have to embed this RHS, resulting in graph (3). The embedding is
computed as follows:
 

  = {(7, I, next, 2), (1, I, next, 2), (4, O, next, 2), (3, O, next, 2)}
  = {(7, next, 8), (1, next, 8), (11, next, 4), (11, next, 3)}
2.2 PROGRES
At the beginning of this chapter we have already explained the need for a system
which provides its user with different means, i. e. methods, tools, and language
constructs, to define graph structures such as data structures, diagrams, etc. and
describe transformations on these structures. A certain graph model and the theory
of applying transformations to graphs of this graph model has been the topic of the
previous section. In this section we will introduce one of the best-known graph
transformation systems, PROGRES (PROgrammed GRaph REwriting System).
PROGRES has been developed on the basis of the logic theoretic approach to graph
grammars. This approach is very similar to the presented set theoretic approach. The
graph model, the definition of graph transformations, the rule application including the
embedding rules can be found back in this approach.
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A first big milestone in the development of the PROGRES language (see [Sch91a])
and the PROGRES programming environment was the integration of an interpreter
which was able to execute a graph grammar and its graph transformation rules,
also considering non-deterministic execution controls [Zün96]. Furthermore, a step
towards “specifying in the large” was taken by Winter [Win00] by adding a UML-like
package concept to PROGRES.
In the meantime, a number of master theses have added smaller extensions
such as an enhancement of the two-level typing system [Zin95] which we will
explain in more detail in this section, efficient backtracking mechanisms [Ort96],
constraints, preconditions and postconditions to transformation rules [Mün96], and the
generation of prototype applications implementing the functionality of the PROGRES
specification [Poe95]. We will present the state of PROGRES in this section as we
have found at the beginning of the work on this thesis. We distinguish between the
PROGRES language and the PROGRES programming environment.
The PROGRES programming environment consists of a syntax-directed editor, an
analysing tool, an interpreter, and a compiler. These components will be presented in
this section. First, we will deal with the editing of a PROGRES specification. The
description of a graph, i. e. the definition of its elements like nodes and edges, and the
set of transformations is called specification. Therefore, we are going to introduce the
syntax of the PROGRES language in the following section 2.2.1. After that, we will
describe the analysing tool, the interpreter, and the compiler in section 2.2.3.
2.2.1 The PROGRES Language
PROGRES is a strongly typed specification language for complex data structures.
The PROGRES language is based on the graph model which has been introduced in
definition 2.1 with a slight modification: nodes in PROGRES are attributed. That
means, that every node can contain additional information. The different forms of
information a node can hold will be shown in detail later.
An important issue about our graph model is that it distinguishes between node
identifiers and node labels. That means that two nodes are different as soon as
their identifiers are mutually different. Even if the node’s labels are equal and all
attribute values correspond to each other, they can still be distinguished from each
other. Edges, however, are a tripel (source node identifier, edge label, target node
identifier). Therefore, it is not possible to create two distinguishable edges with the
same label between two nodes. Edges do not have identifiers. Fig. 2.5 shows two
graphs, one valid graph according to our graph model (shown in the upper half), and
one invalid graph (shown in the bottom half). This figure gives a small introduction
to our running example, i. e. modelling of automata. As a basis we consider simple
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deterministic finite automata. We will introduce the example by degrees as needed.
Our automata mainly consist of states and transitions. Let us first consider two states
connected by a next edge (which will be replaced by proper transitions later). Although
the nodes of the valid graph have the same label STATE and both contain one attribute
with value waiting they are different because of their different identifiers 1 and 2. The
graph at the bottom of fig. 2.5 is invalid because there are two equally labelled edges
between two nodes. Since edges are not identifiable by any other means than the tripel
consisting of their source and target node and the edge label, these edges cannot co-
exist. The example is taken from a simple implementation of a finite state automaton.
1 : STATE
waiting
2 : STATE
waiting
next
2 : STATE1 : STATE
next
next
Figure 2.5: Valid and Invalid Graph
The PROGRES language comprises several language elements for defining families
of graphs and operations on these graphs. The definition of the kinds of elements
of a graph by node and edge types is called a graph scheme. The graph scheme
defines the static properties of a family of graphs. Operations on this graph scheme are
called graph transformations. Therefore, we distinguish between these two parts of a
PROGRES specification.
The PROGRES Graph Scheme
A graph scheme, i. e. the declarative part of a specification, consists of the definitions
of basic graph elements like nodes and edges, and also derived relations, i. e. paths and
restrictions. In this section we will explain the language constructs PROGRES offers
its user for defining the scheme of a graph.
First, one of the most important parts of a graph are its nodes. As mentioned before,
nodes are the central construct in our graph model. Nodes are characterised by their
label and identified by their unique identifier. In PROGRES we call a node’s label its
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type. E. g. the nodes in fig. 2.5 are all of type STATE, their identifiers are the numbers
1 and 2, resp.
In PROGRES we have a two level typing system: abstract node types and concrete
node types. Abstract node types define the internal structure of a node, e. g. attributes
of a node. We can also define an inheritance hierarchy over abstract node types.
Therefore, we call abstract node types node classes. At the moment, the inheritance
in PROGRES allows for a structural object-orientation. That means, the properties
of a node (defined by its attributes) can be inherited by other node classes. However,
operations on those nodes will not be affected by the inheritance hierarchy yet. This
deficiency is a main research topic of this thesis and will be dealt with in chapter 5.
On the second level we can derive concrete node types from node classes. Concrete
node types are called node types in PROGRES for short. Adding attributes to node
types is also possible. With the help of this two level typing system it is possible to
store node types in variables and thus, parametrise e. g. operations or other constructs
over node types and still being able to maintain the strong typing of the PROGRES
language. This typing concept is very similar to the one implemented in Haskell
(see [Tho96]).
As already mentioned, nodes can be attributed, i. e. they can contain more information
than just their identifier and their label. Attributes are local properties of instances
of node types. Node attributes are an essential part of graph scheme definitions.
There are three basic attribute types built-in: boolean, integer, and string. These types
come along with the usual predicate logics operators, arithmetic operators, and string
handling operators. It is possible to define new functions based on the built-in standard
functions. However, it is not possible to define new attribute types over these three
built-in types.
If new value types are needed it is possible to define them in a so-called host
programming language like C or a C compatible language. Also, operations on these
newly defined data types can be written in the host programming language. The new
data types and operations have to be compiled and provided to the PROGRES system
as a dynamic library which will be loaded/imported at run-time. However, we will get
to know this mechanism later on (cf. 2.2.1:The Package Concept).
In PROGRES, node attributes can be divided into four groups:
 intrinsic attributes:
The values of intrinsic attributes are assigned directly to the attribute. Their
value does not depend on any other attribute value.
 static attributes (meta attributes):
Meta attributes are not depending on any other attribute’s value either. Their
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value is assigned directly as well. However, in contrast to intrinsic attributes the
value of meta attributes cannot be changed at run-time. Meta attributes are used
to model certain constant node properties which will never change during the
life cycle, i. e. the time between creation and deletion, of a node.
 derived attributes:
In contrast to intrinsic attributes this kind of attributes does not have directly
assigned values rather than values which are calculated implicitly. Therefore,
derived attributes depend on other attribute’s values.
 constraint attributes:
Constraint attributes are also derived attributes. That means their value is also
calculated depending on other attributes’ values with the restriction that the
resulting type of this calculation has to be boolean. Constraint attributes have
to be evaluated to the boolean value true, otherwise they are said to be violated.
If a constraint attribute is violated a special mechanism for repairing the graph
can be triggered, if specified. Finally, a violated constraint attribute can lead to
stopping the execution of a specification. We will deal with the use of constraint
attributes later.
Besides the obvious case that an attribute may be assigned a unique value (as required
for constraint attributes), PROGRES also allows set-valued attributes. We can classify
the so-called cardinality of attribute values in four cases:
 element valued attributes:
The value of this attribute must be defined and must be exactly one value. This
is denoted by the shortcut [1:1].
 optional element valued attributes:
The value of this attribute may also be the empty set. However, if it is not
the empty set its value has to be exactly one element. The shortcut for this
cardinality is [0:1].
 obligate set valued attributes:
Attributes of this kind can store sets of different values of the same type. This
set must be defined, i. e. it must contain at least one element. Its shortcut is [1:n].
 optional set valued attributes:
These attributes can contain a set of values of the same type. The set may be
empty and it may contain an arbitrary number of elements. This kind of set
complies to the commonly known mathematical set definition. The shortcut for
this attribute cardinality is [0:n].
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The table in fig. 2.1 summarises these four cardinalities. However, these cardinalities
are not limited to attribute value definitions. We will see later on that they appear at
several places in a PROGRES specification with similar meaning.
obligate optional
element valued [1:1] [0:1]
set valued [1:n] [0:n]
Table 2.1: Summary of (attribute) cardinalities
Attributes cannot only contain information typed according to the three built-in types
or imported data types. Valid data types are also node types and node classes. That
means that attributes can “contain” other nodes as value, i. e. they can refer to other
nodes. These “pointers” do not make sense with all attribute kinds. Since constraint
attribute have to be boolean typed they are out of discussion. Meta attributes cannot be
changed during the life cycle of a node instance. Therefore, it is not possible to refer to
other instances of nodes with that attribute either. Intrinsic attributes, however, are very
often used as pointers to other nodes. Other nodes can be assigned directly as value
to these attributes. This is very similar to using edges nodes. Therefore, PROGRES
treats intrinsic node-valued attributes as edges. Set-attributed nodes represent edge
bundles from one node to a set of other nodes. Derived node-valued attributes model
complex relationships between two nodes.
Having mentioned edge type definitions we will introduce these graph scheme
components in more detail now. Edges are binary relations between two nodes. An
edge type definition introduces the label (type) of the edge, its source node class (or
type) and its target node class (or type). The source and target node class (or type) can
also have cardinalities each. The interpretation of these cardinalities is straightforward.
Entity-Relationship-Diagrams and UML diagrams make use of this notion as well.
Fig. 2.6 shows an example of different edge type definitions with cardinalities.
In fig. 2.6 there are five different graph scheme components which have been described
before. First of all, we have defined four different node classes, ENTITY, STATE,
RELATIONSHIP, and TRANSITION. Node classes are depicted as rectangles with
“sharp” corners. Furthermore, we have defined two node types, state, and trans. Node
types are denoted by rectangles with “round” corners. The arrows with hollow heads
indicate an inheritance relationship between node classes and node types. That means,
that e. g. STATE inherits all properties of node class ENTITY. Also, the node type state
inherits all properties of node class STATE. In this case, state inherits the intrinsic
attribute currentState. Its type and cardinality information are left out here. It will be
an element valued imported data type with values waiting, active, interrupted etc. The
mechanism of importing data types will be dealt with later. Inheritance relationships
between two node classes are shown as solid lines while inheritance relations between
node classes and node types are shown as dashed lines.
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ENTITY
STATE
intrinsic
  currentState;
TRANSITION
state trans
RELATIONSHIP
[0:n]
src
[1:n]
[1:n] [0:n]
trg
Figure 2.6: Simple graph scheme definition with edge type definitions and cardinalities
Fig. 2.6 also shows two edge type definitions. The two edges’ identifiers are src and trg.
These edges can be drawn between two nodes of the abstract classes RELATIONSHIP
and ENTITY. The cardinalities indicate that every outgoing edge of type src or trg
from RELATIONSHIP has at least one target node of type ENTITY. However, it is
also possible that a bunch of such edges emerge from the same node instance of type
RELATIONSHIP to different nodes of type ENTITY. This is shown by the cardinality
[1:n]. On the other hand, an instance of the abstract type ENTITY may be the target
of several src or trg edges. However, it does not need to be a target of such an edge.
E. g. in a State-Transition-Diagram the starting node and the final node do not have trg
or src edges. This is indicated by the cardinality [0:n]. However, this diagram is true
for e. g. Petri nets. We would need an additional constraint that there may be only one
transition between a source state and a target state for finite state automata (FSA).
Note, that in this example the edges src and trg could have been modelled as node-
valued intrinsic attributes of class RELATIONSHIP, as well. The semantics of the
cardinalities would not have been influenced if the type of the attributes was defined
as ENTITY [1:n]. We will see an example of such a definition later.
With the help of the graph scheme definition as shown in fig. 2.6 we can now introduce
complex relationships between e. g. two states. The graph scheme shown defines a very
simple graph structure for Entity-Relationship-Diagrams and, derived from that, State-
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Transition-Diagrams. Two entities are connected by a relationship via the defined src
and trg edges. To get from one entity or state to the one connected with it via a
relationship or transition we first have to traverse a src edge backwards. The resulting
node is of type RELATIONSHIP (or TRANSITION). Then, we traverse a trg edge
forward to find the final node of type ENTITY (or STATE). This complex relationship
is called a path in PROGRES.
Paths can be defined with the help of edges but they are more than that. They can be
a concatenation of different edge traversals, they can contain conditional expressions
which influence the target node(s) of that relationship etc. Fig. 2.7 shows the definition
of two paths in the graphical scheme view (nextState and FromStartToEnd) and fig. 2.8
shows the implementation of the path nextState. Note, that since TRANSITION inherits
from RELATIONSHIP and STATE inherits from ENTITY the edges src and trg may be
established between node instances of types TRANSITION and STATE as well. The
implementation of path nextState contains several information: first, after the path
name it says that this path leads from a node of type STATE to a node of the same type.
In this path, these two nodes are represented by the nodes with identifiers ‘1 and ‘3.
The graphical definition describes that node ‘1 has to be matched to a node of type
STATE (as expected) and in order to reach node ‘3 we have to do as described above
(traversal of edges src and trg). The resulting node of this complex relationship will
be node ‘3 which is of type STATE again.
Note that this path definition is already specialised to lead from one STATE to the
other. That means, it is not possible to use this path definition to get from one
ENTITY to another related one. To achieve that, all type labels STATE have to be
replaced by ENTITY, and TRANSITION by RELATIONSHIP accordingly. Then, this
path definition leads from one entity to another one. Since STATE inherits all properties
from ENTITY (and TRANSITION inherits from RELATIONSHIP) this path would be
valid and working for states as well. However, having general path definitions and
being able to use them because of inheritance relationships between the according
node classes is not always recommendable from a modeller’s point of view. A general
rule of thumb is to define relationships and complex (derived) relationships where they
are actually needed.
With the help of path nextState we are able to define an even more complex and
meaningful relationship between two states, e. g. a path leading from the start state
to an end state of an automaton. Fig. 2.9 shows the graphical definition of this path.
For finding a path FromStartToEnd, which denotes a relationship between one node
of type STATE (the start state) and another node of type STATE (the end states), we
first have to find a node (‘2) of type STATE which is not connected to a node (‘1) of
type TRANSITION via a trg edge. From this node we traverse to the next state via
the previously defined path nextState as long as possible (which is indicated by the *-
notation as in regular expressions) until we find a node (‘3) of type STATE which is not
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TRANSITION
ENTITY
src
trg RELATIONSHIP
FromStartToEnd
nextState
STATE
Figure 2.7: Definition of two paths nextState and FromStartToEnd
connected to another node (‘4) of type TRANSITION via a src edge. This is assumed
to be the last node in our diagram. Therefore, starting from a node which complies to
the requirements of node 
 the result of this path will be node 
	, guaranteeing not to
be connected to a transition by a src edge.
Paths are binary complex relationships between two nodes. In PROGRES we also
have a unary complex “relationship” taking effect on a set of nodes. This is called
a restriction. Fig. 2.10 shows an example of a restriction. The restriction is almost
self-explanatory since it shows the last part of path FromStartToEnd, i. e. it defines the
restriction to a node not to be connected to a transition by a src edge. That means, if this
restriction is applied to a node in a graph pattern definition which has to be matched to
a host graph only those nodes will be matched which comply to this restriction.
Another language construct which belongs to the graph scheme in PROGRES is a
function. Functions are — as the name suggests — simple mathematical functions
which can transform one value into another.
In PROGRES the user can choose between two views on his specification. The graph
scheme definition of a simple State-Transition-Diagram as shown in fig. 2.6 uses the
graphical view window. Since the information is stored in an abstract syntax tree
internally there is also another way of displaying and editing this scheme information.
Next to the graphical scheme view there is also a textual view available. Although
inheritance structures and edge type definitions can be recognised and validated by the
user easier in the graphical view the textual view has advantages as well. First of all,
because of the lack of space, evaluation functions for derived and constraint attributes
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path nextState : STATE -> STATE =
‘1 => ‘3 in
‘3 : STATE
‘1 : STATE
src
trg
‘2 : TRANSITION
end;
Figure 2.8: Path Definition of nextState
or values which can be assigned to intrinsic and meta attributes are not shown in the
graphical view but the textual one. Secondly, if a scheme definition grows larger it
is very hard to layout the graphical view properly so that everything is visible at one
glance. An experienced user will have a better overview over the scheme definitions
in the textual view since it is more compact. Also, experienced users are faster typing
the textual scheme definition rather than using the syntax-directed graphical input.
In fig. 2.11 a textual scheme definition is given. It is similar to the one shown in fig. 2.6.
However, the edges src and trg are not shown as independent edge type definitions now
but are modelled as intrinsic attributes. Node valued intrinsic attributes are handled
internally just as edges in PROGRES. The semantics of this definition is similar to
the one in fig. 2.6. Furthermore, in node class TRANSITION we have defined a derived
attribute nextTransition which is similar to the nextState path definition in fig. 2.8.
However, this attribute does not point from one STATE to the next one but from one
TRANSITION to the next. Inheritance relationships between node classes are denoted
by the “is_a” language construct, i. e. STATE is_a ENTITY means that STATE inherits
all properties from ENTITY.
The attribute nextTransition can contain a set of nodes of type TRANSITION, i. e.
it is actually an edge bundle from one node of type TRANSITION to a set of other
transitions. The evaluation function expresses that this set of nodes is reached if a trg
edge is traversed forward and a src edge is traversed backwards afterwards. Finally, it
is necessary to add a type check to make sure that only nodes of type TRANSITION
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path FromStartToEnd : STATE [1:1] -> STATE [1:n] =
‘2 => ‘3 in
‘3 : STATE
nextState *
‘2 : STATE
trg
‘1 : TRANSITION
src
‘4 : TRANSITION
end;
Figure 2.9: Implementation of path FromStartToEnd
are “filtered” and assigned to nextTransition. The reason is the definition of the src
and trg edges. After traversing a trg edge forward the resulting node is of type
ENTITY. Following a src edge backwards from there we will get a set of nodes of
type RELATIONSHIP and all subclasses of RELATIONSHIP which can be reached.
It is obvious that such a graph does not make any sense from the modeller’s point of
view. However, it is syntactically possible to create such a graph with that scheme.
PROGRES does not provide any means to prevent that. It is not even possible to
circumvent that problem up till now. Therefore, we need to filter the wrongly typed
nodes out by using the type check : TRANSITION [0:n].
It is easy to see that it is desirable to be able to redefine the types of attributes, i. e. to
redefine edge’s target node types. Then it would be possible to define parametrisable
paths and evaluation functions for derived attributes to make it possible to define
templates for certain complex relationships between nodes. The correct typing
information will be bound to the singular expressions of such a e. g. path definition
implicitly. Chapter 4 of this thesis will deal with that topic in detail.
Another interesting point to be found in fig. 2.11 is the textual notion of edge traversals.
Instead of defining that expression graphically we made use of the expression node.-
edge->. In PROGRES we adopted the philosophy to offer graphical as well as textual
input to the user as often as possible. The graph scheme and inheritance hierarchy can
be defined both, graphically and textually (although these alternatives just form another
view on the specification). However, path definitions and restriction definitions can
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restriction EndNode : STATE =
‘1 in
‘1 : STATE
src
‘2 : TRANSITION
end;
Figure 2.10: Implementation of restriction EndNode
node_class ENTITY end;
node_class RELATIONSHIP
intrinsic
src : ENTITY [1:n];
trg : ENTITY [1:n];
end;
node_class STATE is_a ENTITY end;
node_class TRANSITION is_a RELATIONSHIP
derived
nextTransition : TRANSITION [0:n]
= self.-trg->.<-src- : TRANSITION [0:n];
end;
Figure 2.11: Textual representation of our simple graph scheme
also be written down textually instead of graphically. Note, this is not just another view
but a separate definition. Fig. 2.12 shows the textual notation of path nextState which
has been defined graphically in fig. 2.8. This path definition has the same signature as
the one shown in fig. 2.8. However, the implementation is different: we do not need to
identify the starting node (
 in fig. 2.8) nor the target node (
	 in fig. 2.8). The starting
node is determined implicitly when this path is applied to some node. From there,
we traverse a trg edge backwards, reaching a transition node. That being reached, we
traverse a src edge forward. The resulting node of type STATE is the result of this path.
Similarly, restrictions can be defined textually as well. Evaluation functions of derived
(and constraint) attributes and mathematical functions cannot be defined other than
textually. The reason for that is the lack of clearness and readability if (several)
graphical parts are mingled among the definition of e. g. a node class. Another
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path nextState : STATE -> STATE =
<-trg- : TRANSITION
& -src-> : STATE
end;
Figure 2.12: Textual definition of path nextState
disadvantage of attribute definitions is that they cannot be parametrised. Restrictions
and paths can be parametrised. Therefore, paths and restrictions can be seen as
parametrised derived attributes. However, the examples previously shown can all
be expressed by derived attributes as well. The different kind of parameters will be
explained in the next subsection about graph transformations.
The last schema component we will discuss in detail are constraints (see [MSW00]).
With constraints the user can declare several graph patterns which have to be present
(or may not be present) at any time1. There are two different kinds of constraints:
constraint attributes and separately — either textually or graphically — defined
constraints.
Constraint attributes have been introduced before already. Their evaluation function
has to be of boolean type. This function must evaluate to true at all times. There is
the possibility to attach a transformation to a set of constraint attributes which will be
triggered if at least one of the constraint attributes’ evaluation function delivers false
as result. This transformation has to “repair” the graph so that no constraint is violated
any longer. Therefore, after the repair action has been triggered the according set of
constraints will be checked again. If it is still the case that at least one constraint is
violated (i. e. evaluates to false) the graph is said to be erroneous and the execution
will be stopped.
Fig. 2.13 shows an example of a constraint attribute with repair action. The evaluation
function of constraint OneActive contains an expression similar to a case-expression2.
The first conditional branch is evaluated if the current state of this node is set to active.
The boolean result which is assigned to OneActive is the result of the expression
(self.(=nextState=> + )).currentState # active which expresses that the current state
of all subsequent state nodes may not be active. If this constraint is applied to a whole
diagram of states and transitions it is ensured that at most one state is active. However,
if more than one state is active the repair function will be called. If this function resets
1The evaluation strategy of constraints has been optimised due to high run-time complexity.
Actually, only after the execution of operations which are defined as public in a package (see
section 2.2.1) we check constraints.
2Note that we distinguish between expressions and statements in PROGRES. Expressions are
functions while statements are instruction lists in e. g. graph transformations (see next subsection).
Therefore, the syntax differs as well.
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node class STATE is a ENTITY
intrinsic
currentState : StateDescriptor;
constraint
OneActive
= [ self.currentState = active ::
(self.( =nextState=> + )).
currentState # active
| true ]
else
DeactivateAllStates
end;
end;
Figure 2.13: Node class STATE with constraint attribute
all currentState attributes in the diagram to a default value (e. g. waiting) this constraint
can be fulfilled again.
Finally, given the case that the conditional statement self.currentState = active
evaluates to false the attribute OneActive is assigned the value true.
Separately defined constraints can be declared either graphically or textually.
Graphically defined constraints consist of three parts: an optional for-part, an obligate
ensure-part and an optional repair action. The semantics is transferable to first order
predicate logics, i. e. to Event-Condition-Action rules (ECA rules as known from e. g.
active database systems [WC96]):        , i. e. for all graph patterns as defined in
the for-part ensure that there exists a pattern as defined in the ensure-part. This formula
can be extended by an “else”-part, i. e. if the condition we have previously specified is
not met, then we can trigger a repair action. After the execution of the repair action
the constraint is checked again. If the constraint is still violated the host graph is said
to be erroneous.
Fig. 2.14 shows an example of a constraint expressing the same as the attribute in
fig. 2.13. In this constraint in fig. 2.14 the conditional expressions are attached to
the graphical nodes as restrictions. The constraint expresses that for all nodes of type
STATE where the attribute currentState = active the ensure-part must be valid. If no
such state node can be found, the constraint is not evaluated and, thus, not violated.
However, if such nodes can be found the ensure-part is evaluated. Here, we collect all
subsequent state nodes, starting from the one we have just matched (which is indicated
by the path nextState *). However, we claim that there may be no node where the
attribute value of currentState is set to active. Otherwise, the repair action will be
triggered and, afterwards, the constraint will be checked again.
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constraint
for
‘1 : STATE
valid (self.currentState = active)
ensure
‘2 : STATE
nextState *
‘1
valid (self.currentState = active)
else
DeactivateAllStates
end;
Figure 2.14: Graphically defined constraint
Textually defined constraints are actually the same as graph queries without parameters
but with an optional repair action and the special runtime-semantics of constraints as
described before (stopping the execution if a graph is still erroneous after repair). In
the next subsection we will deal with graph transformations and queries. Therefore,
the discussion of textually defined constraints is left out here.
The PROGRES Graph Transformations
The graph scheme defines the elements of a graph and unary/binary, simple/complex
relationships between them. However, for creating graphs and modifying them we
need to define transformations working on the graph scheme. Given both, a graph
scheme definition and a set of graph transformations, we speak of a graph grammar
(compare definition 2.7). In PROGRES we also speak about the operational part of a
specification when we speak about the set of graph transformations. These expressions
will be used synonymously in the following paragraphs.
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PROGRES offers its users two language constructs which are encompassed by the
operational part of the specification: graph queries and graph transformations. Both
have similar expressive power as will be explained in this section. However, as the
names suggest, queries cannot modify a graph while transformations do so.
Graph transformations are very similar to rules as in other commonly known grammar
definitions, e. g. string grammars. Rules have a left hand side (LHS) which defines
the pattern to be replaced and a right hand side (RHS) containing the replacing
pattern (see example 2.2(a)). Based on our previously defined graph scheme
fig. 2.15 shows a simple example of a graph transformation InsertRelationship in
PROGRES. The notation of graphically defined transformations (we will learn later
that transformations can be defined textually as well) in PROGRES is not from the
left to the right but from top to bottom, i. e. the actual LHS of a transformation is on top
of the figure while the RHS is found beneath the “” sign. This has been done due
to the better readibility. However, we will stick to the commonly known vocabulary
“LHS” and “RHS”.
node_type relship : RELATIONSHIP end;
transformation InsertRelationship =
‘2 : ENTITY‘1 : ENTITY
::=
2’ = ‘21’ = ‘1
src trg
3’ : relship
end;
Figure 2.15: Simple graph transformation inserting a relationship between two entities
The transformation shown in fig. 2.15 defines a graph modification to insert a node
of type relship. This node type definition is shown in this figure as well. Using the
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definitions from section 2.1.1 the way graph transformations work in PROGRES is
easy to understand.
entity
entity
relship
entity
entity
src
trg
Figure 2.16: Simple host graph
First, the LHS has to be matched to a host graph. Fig. 2.16 shows an example of a
simple host graph. Let entity be a node type derived from node class ENTITY just as
relship is derived from RELATIONSHIP. The application of our graph transformation
InsertRelationship works as described in example 2.2:
 First, we have to find a graph matching function 	 from our transformation’s
LHS to host graph . Let us assume 	 matches the upper and lower entity node
on the right half of fig. 2.16. Since the node type entity is derived from node
class ENTITY this is a valid match.
 Since we specify context-sensitive graph transformations in PROGRES rather
than context-free transformations as demonstrated in the example 2.2, we have
to consider the nodes ‘1 and ‘2 on the LHS of our transformation definition,
which are replaced identically. In PROGRES this is denoted by x’ = ‘x. (Nodes
on the RHS of a graph transformation are suffixed by a normal quote sign while
nodes on the LHS are prefixed by a backquote sign in PROGRES).
 The next step is to create the new nodes of the RHS, i. e. those nodes which are
not replaced identically.
 By embedding the newly created nodes into the host graph as indicated by
the RHS (the embedding is modelled graphically, using the context nodes —
otherwise the procedure is similar to the one given in example 2.2) we derive
the new host graph G’. (The result of the application of InsertRelationship to the
matched nodes looks exactly like the diagram shown on the left half of fig. 2.16).
However, the nodes participating in the graph match h were chosen arbitrarily. Any
two nodes of our host graph could have been chosen as well. Just the case that the
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same node in the host graph matches to ‘1 and ‘2 can be ruled out here because
PROGRES “remembers” the nodes which have been matched already and does not
use them for other matches any more, unless otherwise (explicitly) stated. This way
of specifying is typical for declarative programming. However, if the two nodes
to be matched should be determined precisely PROGRES offers the opportunity to
parametrise transformations. Fig. 2.17 shows the same transformation as in fig. 2.15
with a parametrised graph match. We have added two parameters to the transformation,
ent_node1 and ent_node2. Both are entities. The LHS of the transformation is slightly
modified: the notation ‘x = [variable] means that exactly the node given in [variable]
has to be matched rather than some node of type ENTITY. Therefore, node ‘1 has to
match the node given in (parameter) variable ent_node1 and node ‘2 the one given in
ent_node2.
transformation InsertRelationship( ent_node1 : ENTITY ;
ent_node2 : ENTITY) =
‘2 = ent_node2‘1 = ent_node1
::=
2’ = ‘21’ = ‘1
src trg
3’ : relship
end;
Figure 2.17: Parametrised graph match
The principle of parametrisation of transformations is carried even one step further.
Since we have a two level typing system in PROGRES, i. e. node classes as abstract
node types and node types as concrete node types, we can look at node classes as types
of node types. Therefore, we can define variables in PROGRES which can contain
types as their value. Furthermore, we can use these variables as types. Fig. 2.18 shows
again a variation of the graph transformation presented in fig. 2.15. Here, we can
pass a type, e. g. entity to the transformation. This type will be stored in the variable
search_type. The variable can then be used just as any other type, e. g. in constructs
like 
   !	_".
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transformation InsertRelationship(
search_type : type in ENTITY)
=
‘2 : search_type‘1 : search_type
::=
2’ = ‘21’ = ‘1
src trg
3’ : relship
end;
Figure 2.18: Transformation with parametrised node type information
Until now we have introduced so-called read-only parameters. It is not allowed to
assign any value to those parameters inside the transformation. In PROGRES we also
have write-only parameters, so-called out-parameters. With out-parameters we can
return e. g. newly created nodes or matched nodes to the routine which has invoked this
transformation. Furthermore, we are able to specify textually for every transformation:
 attribute conditions: expressions may be defined for restricting attribute values
of matched nodes (this is also possible by using restrictions),
 attribute assignments for intrinsic attributes of either matched nodes or newly
created nodes,
 folding clauses where sets of nodes on the LHS may be specified which are
allowed to match the same node in the host graph
 embedding rules to copy, redirect, or remove edges of nodes (however, it is
encouraged to use graphical means to express this because a graphical solution
is easier to comprehend)
 return statement to assign nodes or attribute values of nodes which appear on
the RHS to out-parameters.
Fig. 2.19 shows an example where we have made use of three of the above mentioned
textual annotations. The specified condition restricts the graph match on the LHS
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only to those nodes at which the value of the attribute currentState is waiting. After
the evaluation of the RHS the attribute will be set to active. Finally, the node with
identifier 3’ will be returned by using the formal out-parameter relnode.
transformation InsertRelationship(
out relnode : TRANSITION ) =
‘2‘1 : STATE : STATE
::=
2’ = ‘21’ = ‘1
src trg
3’ : trans
condition ‘1.currentState = waiting;
transfer 1’.currentState = active;
return relnode := 3’;
end;
Figure 2.19: Graph transformation with different textual annotations such as a
condition, an attribute assignment, and a return-statement
Note that the use of embedding statements is rather seldom and actually the users are
being discouraged to make use of it. That being said, the necessity for specifying the
context of a graph transformation appears to be inevitable, especially for being able
to specify embedding rules graphically. Having nodes at hand which can be matched
to exactly one node is not enough for that purpose. That is the reason why we have
introduced cardinalities to nodes as well. It is possible to define node matches which
are optional, obligate, element-valued, or set-valued. Fig. 2.20 shows the different
possibilities. The use of set-valued node matches could be to find all nodes in a
host graph which fulfill certain criteria, e. g. those which have certain attribute values,
certain types etc. These nodes could be deleted on the RHS of the transformation or
attribute values could be changed and so on.
With the help of parametrised transformations PROGRES allows an imperative style
of modelling graph rewriting systems. Although the strictly declarative style of rule
definitions serves as the basis for the PROGRES language, experience shows that the
PROGRES language is mainly used in a predominantly imperative style by our users.
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[1:1] [0:1]
[0:n][1:n]
‘3 : STATE‘4 : STATE
‘1 : STATE ‘2 : STATE
Figure 2.20: Node definition cardinalities (cf. fig. 2.1)
The imperative programming or modelling style requires mechanisms of concatenating
transformations, using conditional statements, calling other transformations etc.
The usage of purely graphically notated transformations does not include those
mechanisms. As in path definitions we allow a textual definition of transformations
as well. This textual definition comprises those mechanisms for controlling the
“execution” of a PROGRES specification. Textually defined transformations can
contain:
 Deterministic Concatenation: This is the well-known principle of executing one
command after the other. It is denoted by the &-operator and is the probably
most often used operator in practice. With this operator, the imperative style of
programming is supported.
 Non-Deterministic Concatenation: A classical concatenation in declarative
systems. The keyword for this concatenation is and. The meaning of this
construct is that every command which is concatenated by that symbol and must
be executed successfully. However, the order does not play any role. Another
non-deterministic concatenation is the or-operator. Or indicates that one of the
participating operations has to be evaluated successfully but it does not play any
role which one.
 Conditional Statements: PROGRES offers something similar to the classical if-
then-else- and case-constructs. The if-then-construct is called when-then, case-
statements (with else-cases) can be constructed by the choose-statement.
 Loops: PROGRES has a built-in construct for unconditional loops, keyword
loop. The loop terminates if the execution of its body was not successful, e. g.
because of a when-then-statement which did not evaluate to true.
 Local Variables: With the use-statement it is possible to declare variables with a
local scope.
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Fig. 2.21 shows an example of a transformation, which is defined textually. In this
figure we have summarised a number of the different control structures described
above. First of all, we define two local variables, srcState and trans. The latter
is a set of transitions which may be empty. The first operation to be executed is
GetActiveState which is a graph query returning the (one and only) active state of a
state-transition-diagram (as shown by the out parameter). Then, we call the query
GetTransitions which delivers all outgoing transitions attached to srcState. Since
the order of execution matters we had to concatenate these query calls and also the
following for_all loop statement by the deterministic concatenation operator &. The
for_all loop is executed as long as there are elements in our set of transitions trans.
Each time one transition is assigned to the variable t which is local to the loop. Inside
this loop, we have implemented a choose-statement which is similar to a classical if-
then-else-statement. First, we try to evaluate the condition given after the when-clause,
i. e. we test whether the firing condition of the chosen transition evaluates to true3. If
so, we call a transformation FireTransition which deals with this case, i. e. adjusting
the attributes of the transition’s source and target state, executing transition procedures
(if defined) and so on. If the condition of the when-clause evaluates to false nothing
will happen, which is indicated by the skip statement.
transformation ExecDiagram =
use srcState : STATE;
trans : TRANSITION [0:n]
do
GetActiveState( out srcState )
& GetTransitions ( srcState, out trans )
& for_all t := elem ( trans )
do
choose
when (t.fireCondition = true)
then
FireTransition ( t )
else
skip
end
end
end
end;
Figure 2.21: Textually defined transformation ExecDiagram
3At this time we do not care about the firing condition in detail. We will see that this mechanism is
very uncomfortable and we will discuss a better and more elaborate model for finite state automata in
chapter 5.
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Finally, transformations can have optional pre- and postconditions. These are textually
defined graph queries (see below) which have to be evaluated successfully. If the
evaluation was not successful the execution of the specification will be stopped
immediately. Therefore, they can be seen as local constraints to transformations.
However, pre- and postconditions do not enclose repair actions. The purpose
of preconditions is the assertion of certain properties of a host graph before the
transformation is executed. Similarly, a postcondition ensures properties of a
transformation to leave a host graph in a certain (e. g. “consistent”) state.
The second construct which belongs to the operational part of a specification are
queries. In contrast to graph transformations queries cannot modify a host graph.
However, since they do not belong to scheme information we classify them as
operational language construct.
Queries can be defined graphically as well as textually. A graphical query is just the
same as a graphical transformation’s LHS. Also, the further annotations which relate
to the LHS of a transformation are available at a query’s definition, such as attribute
conditions, folding statements, and also return statements. The main purpose of a
graphical query is to search a graph pattern and return the (set of) matched node(s).
Textually defined queries encompass the same expressive power as textually defined
transformations. However, queries are not allowed to call graph modifying operations.
Instead, they can make full use of all scheme components and other queries.
Parameters passed to queries are of the same diversity as the ones passed to
transformations.
The Package Concept
Over the past years PROGRES specifications have grown larger and larger. Very soon
it became inevitable to introduce language constructs to the PROGRES language to
be able to structure a specification. It is already possible to hide the implementation of
transformations, queries, paths, or other definitions. This can improve the readability
of a specification in a small scale. However, this has nothing to do with “structuring”
a specification.
The first approach which was taken for Specifying-in-the-Large was a purely
syntactical structuring, i. e. the structuring means did not have any influence on the
semantics of a specification. We call those syntactical structuring means sections.
Sections can summarise several operations and scheme definitions but they do not
have any influence on e. g. name spaces: node type identifiers which are declared in
one section cannot be used for declaring another node type in another section any
more.
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So, in cooperation with the hiding facilities of the PROGRES editor it is possible to
structure a specification syntactically with the help of sections. Operations and scheme
definitions can be summarised in one section. If the implementation of that section is
finished it can be hidden to improve the readability of the specification. Although this
gives a taste of modularising a specification it has nothing in common with a proper
module concept.
The need for a module concept is clear. On the basis of the UML package concept
a module concept for PROGRES was developed recently [WS97a, SW97, Win00].
We have chosen UML as basis as it is well-known to many users. The semantical
flaws UML’s package concept had are dealt with in [Win00]. There, interpretations
of several ambiguous constructs are given and a formal semantics for UML’s package
concept is described.
Basically, a package represents a container for various declarations. These declarations
can have visibility flags. Packages can put into a relation to other packages, like
specialisation and import relations. The package concept of the UML consists of three
parts: packages, visibilities, and relations between packages.
First, a package contains declarations which are accessible for usage, also to every
other declaration, in that package. With the help of visibility flags every declaration
can be characterised regarding its accessibility from other packages. We distinguish
between three visibility flags: public (+), protected (#), and private (-). An
element marked with the visibility public can be accessed from any other package.
Elements which are protected can only be accessed from specialising packages.
private elements cannot be accessed at all from other packages.
Fig. 2.22 shows an example of packages (modules) in PROGRES and their relations.
Here, three packages are defined: ER_Diagrams, AUTOMATA, and DatabaseScheme.
In package ER_Diagrams two node classes are defined: ENTITY and RELATIONSHIP.
They are both publicly visible. This is indicated by the leading ’+’ sign. Furthermore,
two edges src and trg are defined. Again, these edges are publicly visible as well.
The package DatabaseScheme imports the node class declarations ENTITY and
RELATIONSHIP from ER_Diagrams. This is shown by the two node class
references for ENTITY and RELATIONSHIP in the according package. References
are distinguished by the additional comment (from ...) where “...” is the name of the
package of this element’s original declaration. The package DatabaseScheme is related
to ER_Diagrams by an import relationship, indicated by the dotted arrow between
the packages. The meaning of the visibility of relationships between packages (here:
public) will be explained later.
A similar situation is depicted in package AUTOMATA. Again, both placeholders
for ENTITY and RELATIONSHIP are shown. In this package, however, two further
node classes are defined: STATE and TRANSITION. This package AUTOMATA
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−
ER_Diagrams
+ ENTITY
src+ trg+
+ RELATIONSHIP
+
DatabaseScheme AUTOMATA
# STATE # TRANSITION
−
ENTITY
(from ER_Diagrams)
RELATIONSHIP
ENTITY
(from ER_Diagrams) (from ER_Diagrams)
RELATIONSHIP
(from ER_Diagrams)
Figure 2.22: Packages in PROGRES: Specialisation and Import of Packages
specialises the package ER_Diagrams. Therefore, we are allowed to specialise the
node classes ENTITY and RELATIONSHIP to STATE and TRANSITION, resp. Note,
specialisation of node classes is not allowed if these node classes are imported (see
DatabaseScheme). Only a specialisation relationship between the according packages
allows for further specialisation of the contained node classes. Both, STATE and
TRANSITION are marked out with visibility protected (#). That means, they are
only visible to packages which specialise AUTOMATA further. However, they are not
visible to any import relationship.
Summarising, it can be noticed that:
 all elements can be accessed within the package where they are declared
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 elements which are marked as public can be accessed from any other package
which either imports from or specialises the package where the element is
declared
 elements which are marked as protected can only be accessed from packages
that specialise the package where the element is declared
 elements which are marked as private cannot be accessed outside the
declaring package at all.
The above summary is quite general by using the word “elements” instead of node
classes etc. It is still unclear which PROGRES elements can be imported or
specialised. We have to distinguish between these two possibilities. The import
relationship can reference the following elements as soon as they are marked as
public:
 node class and node type definitions
 edge type, path, and restriction definitions
 function declarations
 query and transformation declarations
The import relationship cannot reference sections, other (contained) packages, or
constraints. It is neither possible to specialise imported elements.
The specialisation relationship can reference the same elements as the import
relationship as long as they are either marked public or protected. Furthermore,
it is possible to specialise node class declarations, i. e. a node class defined in the
specialising package may inherit from a node class defined in the specialised package
(see fig. 2.22: package AUTOMATA).
The import and specialisation relationship itself can have different visibilities as
well. That leads to six different combinations which can be categorised as follows
(cf. [Win00]):
 Interface import: This is an import relationship with visibility public (see
fig. 2.22: the relationship between ER_Diagrams and DatabaseScheme is an
interface import). With that kind of relationship it is possible to import e. g. those
node type declarations which are used as parameter types of exported functions
which are declared in the importing package (client package).
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 Protected Import: This import relationship is used if elements must be imported
which are only important for implementation but not for general clients of the
importing package. These elements are visible to packages which specialise the
importing package.
 Implementation Import: An import which is declared as private is only
important for the implementation of the package. No client will be able to use
the imported elements.
 Interface Inheritance: A specialisation relationship marked public is used
as an assertion of the client that the interface of the specialising package is an
extension of the interface of the redefined package.
 Protected Inheritance: Elements which are visible via a protected specialisation
relationship are not visible to clients importing from that package. Only clients
which are specialising the package further can access these elements.
 Implementation Inheritance: This relationship is marked private. It allows a
more specialised implementation of another package.
Import and specialisation relationships serve different purposes. An import
relationship extends the name space of the importing package. It is possible to use
declarations of other packages in the importing package. However, if a package
specialises another package it must be possible to substitute the more general package
by the specialised one. Thus, the choice of relationship between two packages
documents a crucial design decision.
Furthermore, it is possible to nest packages. While UML defines nested packages as
an implicit import, in PROGRES nesting is stronger than an explicit import. The three
cases we have to distinguish are very similar to the three different import relationships
as described above. More details can be found in [Win00].
Finally, PROGRES offers its user a special kind of packages: external packages.
In PROGRES it is possible to define functions and also data types outside the
integrated environment in a different language, e. g. the programming language C.
These functions or data types can be imported into PROGRES by using external
packages. Fig. 2.23 shows an example where one externally defined data type
stateDescriptor is declared and two functions: StateToString and StringToState. The
stateDescriptor is an enumeration of different labels (e. g. active, inactive, suspended,
etc.). The functions which have been externally defined in C convert those enumeration
labels into strings or vice versa. Accordingly, the parameters and result types of the
functions are defined. PROGRES imports these externally defined functions and
data types from a dedicated library which can be defined in an environment variable.
However, the definition of external elements is not within the scope of this thesis. We
use them — where appropriate — in an intuitive way.
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external package StateMachines
types stateDescriptor;
functions
StateToString : ( stateDescriptor) -> string;
StringToState : ( string) -> stateDescriptor;
end;
Figure 2.23: External package definition for data types defined in C
2.2.2 Summary of the PROGRES Language
In the previous sections we have introduced the PROGRES language in detail. A
PROGRES specification always consists of two parts, the graph scheme and the graph
rule definitions. Both, the scheme as well as the rules, can be defined either graphically
or textually. While the graphical scheme definition is just an alternative view onto the
scheme definition, the rules differ in semantics: graphical rules describe graph matches
and graph transformations while we are able to construct a framework consisting of
control structures such as loops, conditions, or (non-)deterministic structures for those
transformations with textually defined rules.
The graph scheme allows for the definition of a two-level typing system. PROGRES
offers to specify attributed node classes which can make up inheritance hierarchies
which also allow for multiple inheritance. These node classes can be “instantiated”
to node types which, finally, form the types (labels) of a graph’s nodes. With the
help of this two-level typing system we are able to specify type-safe polymorphic
transformations. In chapter 4 we will extend these concepts of polymorphism to a
more general approach.
We have also shown that it is possible to declare different kinds of relationships
between nodes in a graph such as paths, path expressions, restrictions, or constraints.
PROGRES’ graph rules are either made up by a graphically defined LHS and RHS
which describe a basic graph transformation where the graph pattern as defined by
the LHS is to be replaced by the graph pattern of the RHS. PROGRES allows for
context-sensitive graph rules as well as additionally defined embedding rules. The
graph pattern of the LHS can be restricted by attribute conditions while attributes of
new nodes on the RHS may already be initialised in the optional transfer part of the
transformation.
Textual rules in PROGRES offer deterministic as well as non-deterministic control
structures for the execution of graph rules. The user is able to specify loops,
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Figure 2.24: The IPSEN Architecture
conditional statements, concatenations etc. to control the behaviour of the
specification.
In the next section we will introduce the PROGRES environment, its architecture and
also the integrated tools which help the PROGRES user to develop, analyse, interpret,
and debug a specification.
2.2.3 The PROGRES Environment
The PROGRES language is embedded into an integrated development environment
which helps its user in many ways: the PROGRES system consists of a syntax-
directed editor, an analysing tool, and an interpreter with built-in compiler (see
also [Mün00b]).
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The PROGRES environment is a typical example of an integrated and incremental
programming support environment, IPSEN for short (see [Nag96]). The IPSEN
architecture is shown in fig. 2.24. Logical Documents of specifications are the central
data structure in IPSEN. The syntax-directed editor and also the analysing tool work
directly on the these documents. Logical documents can be manipulated in different
ways: Unparsers convert a logical document either into a text buffer where the user
can change the document using a simple text editor (#Emacs), or another unparser can
convert the document to a graphical representation document upon which a graphical
command-driven editor can be used for applying changes. A layout editor supports
the user by editing graphical parts.
A compiler can translate the specification into abstract graph code. This graph
code implements the functionality of the specification stored in the logical document.
Furthermore, the graph code serves as basis for the integrated interpreter and also
the generation of C code. The interpreter has the unique property among graph
transformation tools to be able to backtrack as soon as an execution path leads to a
dead-end rule derivation, similar to interpreters available for PROLOG [CM81]. With
the help of the generated C code a rapid prototyping environment can be built which is
based on either a Tcl/Tk based user interface or a Java based user interface. Particular
adaptations are implemented in the UI Generator.
The strength of the IPSEN environment is the integration of these different tools and
also their incrementality. It is possible to intertwine e. g. editing and interpreting a
specification. The changed parts are analysed immediately. As soon as they are error-
free they are translated isolated from the rest of the specification and can be executed
without restarting the whole interpretation cycle.
Logical documents are stored in our non-standard database GRAS [KSW95b, Bau99]
(GRAph Storage). The main purpose of GRAS is to store graph-like data structures
persistently. In the IPSEN environment GRAS plays an important role. Every graph
which is produced by any tool is stored in GRAS. Therefore, GRAS offers mechanisms
for
 creating/manipulating/querying graph scheme information
 creating/manipulating/querying graphs
 maintenance of graphs (i. e. open, close, copy, ...)
 incremental attribute evaluation
 nested transactions on the graph database
 undo/redo of transactions on the database
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 recovery after system crashes
 multi-user management (i. e. access control, ...)
In the following subsections we will describe the integrated tools which form the core
of the PROGRES environment. First, we introduce the syntax-directed editor, then
the analysing tool, and, finally, the interpreter with the built-in compiler.
The Syntax-Directed Editor
As we have seen in several examples (e. g. in fig. 2.7, 2.15, 2.21) the PROGRES
language offers graphical as well as textual language constructs. Therefore, text editors
like GNU’s XEmacs, Windows	
 Notepad etc. are not sufficient for implementing a
PROGRES specification.
The PROGRES system offers its user a syntax-directed editor which supports both,
textual and graphical inputs. Users are supported by being given just those commands
which are meaningful w.r.t. the language’s syntax. Placeholders can be selected
and the language constructs that fit this placeholder can be chosen from the menu.
However, it is also possible to open a MicroEmacs and type instructions (i. e. textual
specification parts) in a small text editor. This is preferred by more experienced
users who find it rather annoying to fiddle through various menus all the time.
Graphical parts of a specification cannot be edited freely4. That would require a graph
drawing tool which produces pictures that have to be parsed. This is far beyond the
implemented functionality of the PROGRES system.
Fig. 2.25 shows a screenshot of the PROGRES environment. The upper window
shows the textual scheme definition while the lower window shows the graphical view
of this definition. The textual view in the upper window shows the editing of an
attribute definition. Here, we insert another intrinsic attribute. A small text editor
has opened and waits for the input of the attribute’s identifier declaration (indicated
by the placeholder (<DeclIAttId>) which is the identifier of an intrinsic attribute
declaration). Note, that we have hidden the attribute definitions in the graphical view
due to readability reasons.
The Analysing Tool
Writing a syntactically correct specification is mainly supported by the editing tool
already. However, we have implemented an incrementally working analysing tool
4Since every graphical language construct has a textual analogon it is possible to edit graphical parts
in the textual editor as well. However, this is a quite uncomfortable way of editing.
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Figure 2.25: The PROGRES Editor
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Figure 2.26: The PROGRES Analysing Tool
in PROGRES which can check a specification context-sensitively. That means,
language constructs will be checked regarding their type compatibilities, variable
scopes, context, cardinality correctness etc. With the help of more than 300 rules
we are able to check a specification’s static semantics. The PROGRES user is
supported by avoiding errors, finding them, and eliminating them by this analysing
tool, a browsing tool, and also a very first version of an error elimination tool. The
error elimination tool can detect and solve those errors being made in connection with
multiple inheritance of attribute definitions at node classes and node types.
The vast number of rules we have implemented indicates already that many errors
can be analysed thouroughly. That means that the error description is very detailed
in PROGRES and helps the user by explaining what he has done wrong. Fig. 2.26
shows an example of such an error message. The error we have made here is quite
obvious: we want to navigate from one state to (one of) its successor state(s). The path
drawn between these two states should first navigate a src edge backwards, resulting in
a TRANSITION and then navigate a trg edge forward to the next state. The first half of
our navigation is done but, obviously, we forgot to specify the second half. Therefore,
the error message says that the result of this path expression belongs to a wrong class,
i. e. the result TRANSITION does not match the class STATE.
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Erroneous parts of a specification are marked by colouring the background black.
These errors are critical and an execution of the specification will be prohibited by
the system. The analysing tool also finds so-called warnings which are not critical
but mark a construct which might be wrong according to the static semantics of the
specification (e. g. mixed up cardinality information of edges is not necessarily wrong
regarding static semantics but might contradict to the user’s ideas).
The analysing tool cannot guarantee that a rule’s execution will be successful at run-
time of a specification. However, most obvious and also less obvious mistakes can
be detected and repaired. Also, the elimination of errors requires another thought of
the specifier. Practice shows that a lot of mistakes of a specifier are avoided by this
mechanism.
The Interpreter and Compiler
The last very useful tool which will be presented here is the PROGRES interpreter
with built-in C-code generator. As all other tools, the interpreter and compiler work
incrementally, as well. After having checked the specification’s static semantics and
eliminating all errors this tool can be started. Note, the interpreter does not work on
erroneous specifications.
The interpreter is one of PROGRES’ most valuable tools. With the help of
the interpreter a specification can be validated, i. e. graph rules can be executed
interactively. Therefore, all parts of a specification will be translated into abstract
graph code, the so-called PROGRES graph code PGC (cmp. fig. 2.24) [Zün96]. The
actual execution takes place on an abstract graph code machine.
An execution is started by creating an interpreter session. This includes several
initialisation tasks such as creating a new empty host graph and the compilation of
those parts of the specification which are needed immediately. In general, these
are the graph scheme and the main transformation (like in the language C this
transformation is called Main in PROGRES as well). The currently executed part
of the specification is marked with a grey background. PROGRES offers various
commands for controlling the execution, e. g. to execute the specification step by step,
in larger increments, or running to a certain breakpoint. Also, it is possible to step into
specified transformations which helps the user to debug his specification considerably.
Furthermore, with an undo/redo-tool it is possible to take several execution steps back.
Since all PROGRES tools work incrementally and intertwined it is possible to change
a specification at run-time and continue the execution without restarting the whole
interpretation session.
While executing a specification the resulting host graph can be controlled using a
graph browser. This tool visualises the host graph and the effect of the specified graph
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transformations can be watched. The graph browsing tool offers a set of possibilities to
adjust the appearance of nodes, edges, and attributes. The user can also choose which
nodes or edges should be displayed and which ones should be hidden. This increases
the “readability” of a host graph under change.
An integrated C code compiler can translate the abstract graph code into C code.
This code will be generated into a user-specified directory. With the help of the
GRAS database system [KSW95a] and a prototyping framework based on the Tcl/Tk
package [Poe95, Ous94] this C code can be translated by any C compiler into a stand-
alone application. This application implements the functionality of the PROGRES
specification. Our latest developments comprise the implementation of a Java based
prototyping framework (see [Jäg00]). We will come across this new prototyping
framework in the next chapters of this thesis.
The advantages of compiling a specification into a stand-alone prototype application
are mainly the speed and ease of use. When such a rapid prototype is started
a graph browser window opens. This window has several menus, one of them
containing all transformations which have been specified in PROGRES. Both, the
Java-based and Tcl/Tk-based application use configuration files to set up the main
menu bar. Therefore, the user can configure the menus containing the PROGRES
transformations as he likes (for the Java-based environment this is done by using
an XML file). However, this prototyping environment offers its user even more
configuration settings. First, we have implemented a number of different graph
layout algorithms the user can choose from. They can be applied when needed or
they can be preset, i. e. the graph will be layouted properly after every operation.
Also, the visibilities of node and edges can be determined. Another nice feature we
have integrated into the rapid prototyping environment is the possibility to define so-
called edge-node-edge constructs which represent a single edge. With the help of this
complex construct we are able to attach attributes to edges which is not possible in
our original graph model. The prototyping environment can render this construct as a
normal edge.
Beyond that, the host graph which has been created within the rapid prototyping
environment can be saved to disc as a text file. Current research tries to establish a
uniform graph description format (e. g. an XML based format GXL — see [HWSS00])
for this purpose. Graphs can be exchanged easily among users of equal or even
different graph rewriting systems. The next section gives a brief overview of other
graph transformation systems which are available at the time of writing this thesis.
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2.3 Other Graph Transformation Tools
The history of graph transformation tools started about 30 years ago. A short
while later (see [Nag76, Nag80]), probably one of the biggest projects was launched
which made use of graph transformation techniques, the IPSEN project [Sch91b,
Nag96]. Graph grammars were used for the development of Integrated Programming
Support ENvironments. The disadvantage of the approach was, though, that graph
specifications could only be made up by pencil and paper, a comprehensive tool
support was not given. This lead to the invention of PROGRES which has been
described in the previous sections.
However, the invention of PROGRES was only possible on the basis of experiences
other people have made previously. The research conducted by Engels and Schäfer
(see [ES89]) and also by Lewerentz (see [Lew88]) was of central interest. Also,
the PAGG system (Programmed Attributed Graph Grammars) by Göttler [Göt83] has
influenced the development of PROGRES. All invented systems rely on the same
graph model as PROGRES, i. e. directed, attributed, node- and edge-labelled graphs.
In the following subsections we will briefly introduce the four most matured
graph grammar and graph transformation systems AGG, GENGED, DIAGEN, and
FUJABA [EEKR99]. These systems purely rely on graph transformations as means
of computation. Furthermore, together with PROGRES, they are academically most
important in the research area of graph grammars and graph transformation systems.
2.3.1 AGG
The AGG system (Attributed Graph Grammars) [ERT99] relies on a different graph
rewriting paradigm compared to PROGRES. While PROGRES’ underlying theory
is the logics approach of graph rewriting systems as described by Schürr in [Sch91a],
AGG is developed upon the category theory approach introduced in [HS73]. AGG’s
formal foundation is based on the single-pushout approach to graph transformations
(see [EHK97]).
As PROGRES AGG offers both, graphically and textually represented language
elements. Graph rules are defined graphically, data definition elements (the “graph
scheme” in terms of PROGRES) and control structure elements are declared using
Java	
 . AGG itself is implemented in Java. Therefore, not only the AGG system itself
but also applications developed with it are platform independent.
Fig. 2.27 shows a snapshot of the AGG system. With the rule LoadTruck, we can
load a container from a store onto a truck when the truck is located in front of the
storehouse. This rule has two additional negative application conditions (NACs) which
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Figure 2.27: A snapshot of the AGG system showing the graph rule to load a truck
are defined in the three separate windows in the upper half of the graph window. One
NAC is shown here (Empty Truck) in the leftmost window in the upper half of the graph
windows. There is also a second NAC which demands that there must not be another
truck in front of the store, blocking the loading bay. However, this NAC is not shown
in this figure. Instead, the figure shows the rule LoadTruck. This rule is represented
in the center window (the LHS of the rule) and the rightmost window (the RHS of the
rule) in the upper half of the graph window. The lower half shows the current host
graph where the Load Truck rule is applied to. In this scenario all NACs are met so
that the rule can actually be applied.
AGG is designed as a general purpose graph transformation based language as is
PROGRES. However, there are differences concerning the underlying graph model
and also the graph transformation concept. The graph model of AGG is the graph
structure of labelled and attributed hierarchical graphs. The use of hierarchical graphs
internally is one of the most essential differences to PROGRES. However, at the user
interface the use of hierarchical graphs is not visible yet. Furthermore, AGG’s data
types have to be defined in Java. PROGRES has some simple built-in data types like
boolean, string, and integer. Other data types for PROGRES can be defined in C.
Both, PROGRES’ and AGG’s nodes are labelled, attributed objects. The attribute
values are either Java objects or values in the case of AGG, or C values or
built-in data values in the case of PROGRES. Therefore, AGG allows attribute
evaluation expressions to be defined in Java while PROGRES allows either C-defined
or PROGRES-expressions to be used as attribute evaluation functions. Another
difference between PROGRES and AGG are edges. In PROGRES edges are directed
and labelled tuples without identifiers (binary relationships between nodes). In AGG
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edges are directed, labelled, and attributed objects with identifiers. Therefore, it is
possbile to define parallel relationships with the same label between nodes which is
not directly possible in the graph model PROGRES is based upon. However, both
systems can model m:n-relationships.
Another difference is to be found at the treatment of derived graph elements.
Graph views e. g. are planned in the AGG system while PROGRES can offer an
implementation with the help of Event-Condition-Action rules as known from active
database systems (see [WC96]). Derived edges (PROGRES path expressions) or
derived attributes are not available in AGG at all. Integrity constraints are developed
(see [HHT96, HMTW95]) for the AGG system but have not been implemented yet.
PROGRES uses visual and first order logics expressions for the definition of integrity
constraints. We have introduced integrity constraints previously in section 2.2.1.
Graph matches in AGG have to be monomorphic5 and isomorphic which is not
as powerful as the approach implemented in PROGRES (see “folding clauses” in
section 2.2.1). Conditioning graph matches by using Java for expressing attribute
conditions is planned, but not implemented yet in AGG. PROGRES uses first order
logics expressions for that purpose. Conditioning graph matches by giving node
contexts is possible in both systems, positive contexts as well as negative ones.
Finally, the control of graph transformation exhibits differences between the two
systems. In AGG it is planned to control graph transformation rules by using Java
methods. Thus, the programming style is object-oriented. PROGRES uses the built-
in language construct of transactions, implementing an imperative programming style
which can make use of backtracking as well.
While PROGRES is a self-contained system, AGG aims at the integration of graph
transformation rules and Java. The main research goal of the AGG system’s group is
the integration of graph transformation and distributed systems. PROGRES is tailored
towards the definition of graph-based (software) engineering tools.
2.3.2 GENGED
In this section we introduce the GENGED system (see also [BE99]). GENGED is
a system for generating visual language (VL) editors. As all formal languages a
visual language also encompasses two parts: an alphabet and rules. The alphabet
consists of pictorial objects rather than characters or character sequences (strings).
The rules describe how pictorial objects may be combined to form a valid sentence
5A morphism      in a category is a monomorphism if, for any two morphisms, fu = fv
implies that u = v.
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(expression/program) of the described language. These rules can be seen as operations
of an editor for this language.
GENGED comprises a visual specification tool for specifying pictorial objects as well
as the syntax rules in the same notation as used in the generated editor. The editors
generated with GENGED offer syntax-directed editing using the transformation-based
approach and the select & apply-paradigm.
According to this separation of VL-alphabet and VL-rules the GENGED environment
consists of two different editors, the alphabet editor and the rule editor. The system is
able to generate a certain set of simple rules automatically based on the alphabet (e. g.
insertion and deletion rules). However, these rules are only used for the (generated)
syntax-directed editor and do usually not belong to the actual VL-rules the user wants
to specify.
There are two components for the visual definition of the VL-alphabet. The Graphical
Symbol Editor (GSE) supports the drawing of graphical objects, i. e. the alphabet of
the language. Those objects may also be attributed. The attributes can also be defined
by using the GSE. With the help of a Connection Editor (CE) layout constraints can
be defined.
The Rule Editor (RE) supports the definition of VL-rules. Fig. 2.28 shows a snapshot
of GENGED’s rule editor. Here, the insertion of a third node is shown. The first rule
(in the upper half) creates a node from scratch, the second rule tries to match two given
nodes in the host graph to create a third node. For the application of VL-rules AGG is
used, i. e. AGG is responsible for the logics of a VL-sentence. The graphical layout is
done by the PARCON [Gri93] constraint solver wrt. the graphical constraints.
The RE consists of several different components, a rule viewer, a rule builder, and a
rule manager. The rule viewer visualises a selected rule. The rule builder is designed
for defining a rule by editing its LHS and RHS in the given two windows. For applying
a rule it is necessary to define the match morphism, i. e. each graphical symbol of the
rule viewer’s LHS is mapped onto exactly one symbol of the rule builder’s LHS or
RHS (for further information see [BE99]). The rule manager is basically a database
where the rules are administered, i. e. inserted upon creation and selected, deleted etc.
Finally, the generated graphical editor is a syntax-directed editor for the specified
visual language. The editor is generated from the VL-rules. Rule application is
supported by the AGG system. The graphical layout constraints as edited with the
alphabet editor are solved by the PARCON constraint solver. The graphical editor
visualises both, the rule and the host graph. The host graph always shows valid
sentences of the specified visual language wrt. the previously specified VL-rules.
In comparison to the PROGRES system GENGED is very much specialised towards
generating graphical editors. It is not a general purpose language or system. In
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Figure 2.28: GENGED’s Rule Editor showing the insertion of a node
fact, it does not comprise a language at all. Therefore, both systems are hardly
comparable. GENGED’s graph model is the same of AGG. There are only minor
differences between the graph definition and transformation parts of these two systems.
Therefore, the argumentation of the differences between PROGRES and AGG are
also valid for GENGED. The generated tools of GENGED are visual editors without
any further functionality. The tools we can generate with PROGRES together with
our prototyping framework UPGRADE are more versatile. We can specify not
only editors but also e. g. analysers or interpreters for the defined visual language.
Therefore, PROGRES follows a general approach while GENGED is very specifically
tailored towards its only application domain, generating visual editors.
2.3.3 DIAGEN
DIAGEN is a specification method and tool for generating editors for diagrams
(see [MV95]). It offers a special language to specify diagrams and allows to generate
diagram editors from the given specification automatically.
DIAGEN is special in many ways. First, it is the only available graph transformation
tool which uses hypergraphs for the internal representation of data structures.
Secondly, the generated editors are mainly free-hand editors, including a hypergraph
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Figure 2.29: A ladder diagram editor specified with DIAGEN
parser for checking the diagram’s correctness. The generation of syntax-directed
editors additional to the free-hand editors is planned, yet not implemented.
The editors generated by DIAGEN also provide automatic layout such as in GENGED.
The DIAGEN system uses the PARCON constraint solver for this purpose as well.
Furthermore, the most recent version of DIAGEN is implemented in Java 2 which
ensures its high portability. DIAGEN consists of an editor framework and a program
generator. The editor framework provides the functionality needed for editing and
analysing diagrams. The specifier has to supply a textual specification to the DIAGEN
system which defines the syntax and semantics of a diagram language. The program
generator translates the specification into Java code. Also, it may be necessary to
implement program code manually in Java (e. g. for special visual representations of
language elements). This generated code, together with the editor framework and the
manually written code implement the editor for the specified diagram language.
Fig. 2.29 shows an editor specified with DIAGEN for ladder diagrams. Ladder
diagrams are part of the industrial standard IEC-61131/3 which we will have a closer
look at in chapter 3.
The internal data structure of DIAGEN relies on hypergraphs [Ber73]. Hypergraphs are
a generalisation of directed graphs and consist of a finite set of nodes and a finite set of
hyperedges which are labelled and have a certain number of tentacles. The hyperedge
label determines the number of tentacles. The tentacles are connected to one node
each. Directed hyperedges have source and target tentacles. The short definition given
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here corresponds to the one given in [DHK97]. In DIAGEN nodes and hyperedges are
attributed. Attributes are used for e. g. constraining layout information for a particular
part of the diagram.
DIAGEN uses hypergraphs as diagram representations and hypergraph grammars
for specifying syntactically correct diagrams. Although being a rule-based system,
DIAGEN is especially tailored towards diagram editors which makes it different
from PROGRES which is also usable as a high-level general purpose programming
language. Furthermore, a specification in DIAGENis completely textual in contrast
to PROGRES where the user may use more intuitive graphically denoted graph
transformation rules. Finally, the underlying graph models are different between
PROGRES and DIAGEN. The more specific graph model of PROGRES does limit
the user of the system (e. g. it is not possible to specify attributed edges) which is not
given in the case of DIAGEN.
2.3.4 FUJABA
The last graph transformation tool we will present here is FUJABA [Zün01] (From
UML to Java And Back Again). The primary topic of the FUJABA project and
environment is “Round Trip Engineering with UML [Rat00], SDM [SWZ99a], Java
and Design Patterns”. FUJABA combines UML class diagrams, UML collaboration
diagrams, message sequence charts, UML activity diagrams, SDM story diagrams, and
design patterns to a formal system design and specification language. Furthermore, the
FUJABA environment supports the generation of Java source code out of a specification
which results in an executable prototype. Moreover, the way back from Java code to
the design and the patterns is provided as well.
Basically, FUJABA relies on almost the same graph model as PROGRES. Additional
to PROGRES’ graph model, FUJABA’s edges may be attributed and ordered.
Furthermore, FUJABA’s graph pattern matching algorithm is similar to the one we
use in PROGRES. However, the main goal of FUJABA is the conversion of a
UML diagram into Java code. Therefore, there is no integrated interpreter available.
Backtracking facilities have been omitted completely. The generated Java code uses
standard Java objects and structures and does not rely on a separate database like
PROGRES. This makes FUJABA’s generated code platform independent in contrast
to PROGRES’ generated code which is only executable on the operating systems
Solaris	
 and Linux due to our current database’s limited platform support.
Graph transformations in FUJABA do not have a separate LHS and RHS. Instead, all
elements are specified using one graph: Nodes to be created, deleted, or identically
replaced are distinguished by colouring them differently (e. g. nodes to be deleted are
red).
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Figure 2.30: A UML class diagram in FUJABA
Fig. 2.30 shows the FUJABA environment modelling a UML class diagram. On the left-
hand side of the window a project overview and class browser is implemented. The
main window shows a UML class diagram of an elevator simulation. Although UML
does not support directed edges, FUJABA adds arrows to the edge identifier to indicate
the direction of an edge (e. g. has > which indicates that the edge has class House as
source and class Elevator as target). The interpretation of this UML class diagram is
straightforward. There is a house which has an elevator connecting different levels
and there may be an arbitrary number of persons in the house. Persons can perform a
number of actions related to this scenario which are denoted as methods to the class
Person. It is easy to see how this diagram can be translated to Java code: Classes are
mapped onto Java classes, attributes and methods can be translated directly as well.
Associations are translated using balanced sorted trees or doubly linked lists in Java.
It is no coincidence that the FUJABA approach is similar to PROGRES. A. Zündorf,
FUJABA’s core developer, was responsible for the development of the PROGRES
interpreter. Therefore, a lot of concepts which have been integrated in PROGRES can
be found in FUJABA as well. However, derived attributes or backtracking facilities,
which are very complex operations and hard to realise, cannot be found in FUJABA.
Therefore, FUJABA pays the price to be less powerful than PROGRES by leaving
these things out which proved to be convenient to users, though.
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2.3.5 Summary
The last section discussed systems which are comparable to PROGRES. These
systems encompass a lot of features which are summarised in table 2.2. The table
consists of four parts in general. The first part deals with the underlying graph model
of the differents systems. The second part shows a summary of the possibility to define
derived data elements, the third part’s central topic are the graph rewriting rules (or
transformations), and the fourth part covers the control w.r.t. programming language
and style.
Basically, we have already discussed most of the topics shown in the table, i. e. the
graph data model and the rules. Dealing with derived data elements is clearly one
of PROGRES’ strengths. We have discussed path expressions for defining derived
edges, derived attributes, and integrity constraints in section 2.2.1.
Graph views can be defined in PROGRES by utilising integrity constraints. As
mentioned before, integrity constraints can have a repair action. If a constraint has
such an action attached it can be compared to classic ECA-rules (Event-Condition-
Action) as known from e. g. active database systems (see [MA94]). The event is the
execution of a transformation, the constraint implements the condition, and the repair
action defines the action to be fired.
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Another table entry we have not discussed in detail was PROGRES’ ability of multiple
graph matches which is also integrated in FUJABA. Both systems offer the opportunity
to declare nodes which are involved in graph matches as set-valued, i. e. all nodes
exhibited to the same graph context will be matched at once and can be deleted or
identically replaced (with context changes if needed) in one step.
Rules can be defined as so-called star rules. That means that a rule is applied to a host
graph whereever the LHS matches a graph pattern. However, only the graph before the
rule application is considered, i. e. any changes during the execution of this rule which
would lead to new matches are ignored.
It is also worthwhile to note the difference in the treatment of conflicts among the
systems. If two nodes on the LHS match the same node in the host graph but only
one of these two nodes is identically replaced on the RHS of the rule, we speak of
a delete/preserve conflict. AGG and GENGED decide to delete this node in this case
while all other system forbid such a situation. Also, the treatment of dangling edges,
i. e. edges which were connected to deleted nodes but not part of the graph match, is
different. Only DIAGEN follows the conservative approach to forbid such a situation
while all other systems implicitly delete these edges, too.
The last section of table 2.2 is the control of the particular systems. Since most systems
are programmed in Java the developers have made use of this language to define
complex graph transformations as well. PROGRES uses its own imperative language
which has been described in section 2.2.1. This imperative language is combined
with a rule-oriented depth-first-search and backtracking-programming style. Also, the
typing of these languages is mainly based on Java typing rules. They do not provide
any additional typing rules and, thus, no type checks. PROGRES has its own type
checker as described in section 2.2.3, implementing more than 300 rules. Finally, the
module concepts of the discussed graph transformation systems are mainly based on
Java. No systems has its own module concept. FUJABA makes use of both, Java and
UML packages. In PROGRES we have implemented an own, UML-based package
concept [Win00].
2.4 Application of PROGRES: Meta CASE Tools
After having introduced PROGRES and related graph transformation systems we
also want to have a look at the common use of the PROGRES system. We have
already mentioned previously that PROGRES is often used for modelling visual
diagrammatic languages, complex software systems, complex data structures etc.
Basically, PROGRES is very often used as a so-called meta CASE tool.
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In academia and industry there are a number of Computer Aided Software Engineering
(CASE) systems available which are used for defining other CASE tools. We speak
of meta CASE tools if we use such a tool for the definition of other systems of that
kind. Among the best known systems are MetaEdit+ [Con] as an industrial system and
KOGGE [JE96a] as a system coming from academia, i. e. the University of Koblenz,
Germany. The third system we want to discuss in this section is FUJABA as a graph-
based system which is similar to PROGRES.
2.4.1 MetaEdit+
MetaEdit+ is produced by MetaCase Consulting [Con]. MetaEdit+ provides tools for
engineering methods. It provides forms to define the concepts and rules of methods.
By drawing appropriate symbols, it is possible to generate a modelling editor prototype
together with the defined methods. MetaEdit+ is a multi-user, multi-project CASE
environment, running on all major platforms. It has diagram, matrix, and table editors,
several browsers, component selection and reuse tools. It offers instant documentation
of designs to desktop publishing and the web. MetaEdit+ has been applied to build
visual modelling editors with model analysis tools, code generators, and document
generators.
The editors for visual modelling languages which can be created by MetaEdit+ are
able to deal with any kind of symbols, i. e. they are adaptable to any syntax needs. In
PROGRES we are restricted to graph nodes and edges. Although their appearance and
also representation can be changed in the rapid prototyping environment we are limited
to the basic characteristics of a node or an edge as given by the underlying graph
model, e. g. edge types in PROGRES cannot be annotated with attributes since the
graph model does not provide attributes for edges. In this regard, MetaEdit+ is more
flexible. However, MetaEdit+ does not provide any static type system as PROGRES
does.
However, regarding specifying any functionality to a generated system MetaEdit+
relies on externally defined methods. The functionality provided by MetaEdit+ is
limited to editing operations on the visual model. The MetaEdit+ environment does not
offer an own programming language for the specification of operations on the visual
model. Derived attributes or an incremental attribute evaluation are not offered, either.
Also, complex relationships cannot be expressed in MetaEdit+ which is accomplished
by path expressions in PROGRES. In this regard, the PROGRES language is far
more powerful than the tools and “programming” opportunities MetaEdit+ offers.
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2.4.2 KOGGE
The KOGGE system (KOblenz Generator for Graphical design Environments)
was developed by the Institute for Software Technology at University of Koblenz,
Germany. The main goal KOGGE aims at is the generation of tools for visual
languages, data flow diagrams, entity-relationship diagrams, state charts etc. KOGGE
provides a base system which has to be accompanied by a tool description. Both,
the base system together with the tool description, form the specific KOGGE tool.
Therefore, users only need to provide the tool description for being able to construct
a specific KOGGE tool. This tool description consists of three parts: the concepts
of the method, the structure of the menus, the interaction with the user. Specifying
the concepts of the method basically means to formalise the visual language which is
to be specified. KOGGE makes use of TGraphs [JE95] for this purpose. TGraphs
are the basis for the EER/GRAL approach [JE96b] of modelling and implementation
with graphs. In KOGGE graph classes are defined by extended entity relationship
descriptions which are annotated by integrity conditions which are expressed in the
constraint language GRAL (GRAph specification Language). The EER model also
allows inheritance relationships of nodes and edges. The assertion language GRAL
is based on Z [Spi88]. In GRAL, it is possible to express constraints on e. g. values
of attributes of nodes and edges, to define path expressions in a graph, cardinality
restrictions etc. which are not expressible in the EER model. The KOGGE system
also supports multiple inheritance on node classes and edges. Typing concepts are
introduced by the use of the constraint language since it is based on Z.
The drawback of the KOGGE system compared to PROGRES is its lack of runtime-
semantics. With KOGGE, the user can only specify the formal syntax of a visual
language and create an editor for this particular language. KOGGE does not provide
a language for specifying graph transformations. The provided language GRAL is
a constraint language and is not able to express graph transformations. However,
KOGGE provides a macro language which is similar to Modula-2 [Wir85] to define
actions in an imperative style. GRAL expressions (predicates) can be evaluated as
well. User interaction consists of calling macros defined in this language.
KOGGE can be used for the specification of editors for visual languages. It relies
on different concepts for its goals, e. g. it uses a Z-like language for the definition
of constraints, a Modula-2-like language for allowing imperative programming and
evaluation of expressions, EER for the definition of language elements and data flows
etc. The system lacks a programming language which is capable of declaring the
language elements of a visual language along with the operations to be performed on
the elements on an appropriate level of abstraction as PROGRES does.
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2.4.3 FUJABA, DIAGEN, and GENGED
We have already presented the graph grammar based systems such as FUJABA,
DIAGEN, and GENGEDin chapter 2.3. Syntactically, FUJABA implements various
UML diagrams such as class diagrams, collaboration diagrams, message sequence
charts, and SDM story diagrams. It is also possible to define graph transformations
with FUJABA. When specifying an environment for a certain visual language, the
user is able to specify run-time semantics for the visual language constructs but there
is no generator for GUI-based prototyping applications integrated. In contrast to
FUJABA, it is possible to define editing operations for visual languages in a GUI-based
environment with DIAGEN. GENGED allows its users to define layout constraints
which are respected by the editor. However, in both systems it is not possible to specify
any run-time behaviour of the diagrammatic language.
Since FUJABA heavily relies on the concepts of UML and Java, the expressiveness of
the FUJABA language is restricted to the intersection of UML’s concepts and Java. As
an example, multiple inheritance is not possible with FUJABA. Also, path expressions
are not allowed, neither are derived attributes. The run-time semantics of the FUJABA
system has been introduced by the use of story diagrams. UML itself does not define
any run-time semantics at all. Furthermore, FUJABA does not have a static type system
which helps the user avoiding a lot of mistakes at compile-time already. Also DIAGEN
and GENGED rely on Java’s typing system and type checks for many purposes. They
do not have an own type checker. Furthermore, it is true for DIAGEN and GENGED
as well that they rely on many mechanisms of the Java language. Path expressions or
derived attributes are not provided by these systems either.
The core differences between PROGRES and FUJABA, DIAGEN, and GENGED have
been discussed in chapter 2.3 already and will not be repeated here. It is worthwhile
to mention that despite of all differences FUJABA is the system which is most similar
to PROGRES compared to all other meta case tools we have presented in this chapter
due to its character of using a graph rewriting system.
2.4.4 Summary
In this section, we have discussed different meta case tools, i. e. MetaEdit+, KOGGE,
FUJABA, DIAGEN, and GENGED. We have presented their core features, application
domain, and compared them to PROGRES. It turned out that all of them do have their
advantages but also some drawbacks which we do not want to live with. Table 2.3
summarises the results of the above discussion. In comparison, PROGRES is an
appropriate meta case tool for modelling a visual language which is compliant to the
IEC-61131/3 standard.
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Feature MetaEdit+ KOGGE FUJABA PROGRES
Graphical Language + - + +
Textual Language - + -6 +
Static Type Concept - -7 - +
Attributes + + + +
- derived - + - +
Complex Relations - + - +
Cardinalities - + + +
Inheritance + + + +
- multiple -8 + - +
Constraint Expressions - + - +
Run-Time Semantics - - + +
Table 2.3: Comparison between the meta case tools MetaEdit+,
KOGGE, FUJABA, and PROGRES
2.5 Summary
In this chapter we have presented the PROGRES system, its underlying graph theory,
and systems which are comparable to our PROGRESsystem, such as AGG, GENGED,
DIAGEN, and FUJABA.
The introduced graph theory which PROGRES is based upon relies on the logics
approach by Schürr (see [Sch91a]). In this graph model nodes are attributed and edges
are directed. We have given several definitions suiting our graph model and described
the structure of graph transformation rules and their application formally.
In section 2.2 we dealt with the implementation of the PROGRES language and
the PROGRES system. The PROGRES language is a strongly typed specification
language for complex data structures. The language comprises language elements for
defining families of graphs and also operations on these graphs. We have introduced
the language constructs for defining graph schemes and graph transformations.
Furthermore, we have discussed the recently added UML-like package concept
(see [Win00]). This package concept will play an important role in the context of
“Specifying in the Large” which will be dealt with in the following chapters of this
thesis.
6FUJABA offers textual editing only in the form of generated Java code
7KOGGE adopts the typing concept of Z
8Depending on the target language
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Section 2.3 discussed other available implementations of graph transformation tools
such as FUJABA, GENGED, AGG, or DIAGEN. We compared the different tools and
explained the differences, advantages, and disadvantages compared to PROGRES.
The last section 2.4 presented a common application area of PROGRES, i. e. its use as
a meta CASE tool. We discussed several available tools such as MetaEdit+ or Kogge,
and also described how the already in section 2.3 introduced graph transformation
systems can be used as meta CASE tools.
In the next chapter we will demonstrate the use of the PROGRES language and
system by specifying and formalising an industrially widely used function block
language, defined by the IEC-61131 norm. In this example the current shortcomings
of PROGRES regarding specifying in the large will be revealed and discussed. The
need of being able to model hierarchical graphs will be discussed as well as being
able to specify generic templates in PROGRES, e. g. with the help of parametrisable
node classes. Inheritance on edges will play a role in these discussions as well. The
following chapters 4 and 5 will deal with the improvement of the PROGRES language
and present the results of our research related to the mentioned shortcomings.

Chapter 3
Modelling in the Large
In the last chapter we have introduced the PROGRES system, its language, and
its fundamental theory. PROGRES is mainly used for specifying tools for visual
diagrammatic languages, complex data structures, modelling e.g. work flow systems
or version management systems. In our research group we are investigating and
formalising visual programming and modelling languages. Also, we build tools for
editing, analysing, and executing visual languages.
In this chapter we will give a brief introduction to visual languages (cf. 3.1) and present
the environment we have built for one such language, the IEC-61131/3 [IEC94], an
industry standard which is widely used in automation industry (cf. 3.2). We will
demonstrate how parts of the IEC-61131/3 language can be modelled in PROGRES
(sections 3.2 to 3.6) and, finally, we discuss the results of this work w.r.t. the IEC-
61131/3 and also PROGRES.
In this chapter we will present the design and structure of an editor, syntax analyzer,
and interpreter for a function block language. We will also show that the specified
PROGRES packages are reusable for the specification of other visual (modelling)
languages like ROOM or UML/RT.
3.1 Visual Languages: A Brief Classification
Visual languages are of increasing popularity and importance for many engineers.
These languages can not only be found at university laboratories but also in industry.
The most successful visual languages are based on the data flow paradigm, i.e. data
is passed from function (object, actor) to function via data connections (data flows)
(see [CGP95] and [VW86] for example). A family of visual languages which could
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increase its popularity dramatically are component-based visual languages. Nowadays,
these languages are widely used in industry and academia. Examples include the
IEC-61131 norm which is heavily used by electrical engineers, mechanical engineers,
process control engineers etc. [IEC94, MS99]. The popularity of visual languages
can be ascribed to their easy comprehensibility. Users, such as computer scientists,
engineers, or economists can understand a visually defined process or program much
easier than its textual counterpart (see [Goo99]).
A third approach of visual languages is made up by grid-based icon rewriting
systems [AW93, GIL95]. These systems are commonly used to program the
behaviour of robots. Fourth, there are form-based and spreadsheet-based visual
languages. However, the importance of these languages is very limited.
Due to the graphical character of visual languages, an appropriate formalism to specify
the syntax and semantics of those languages is the graph technology. Graphs play an
important role in applied Computer Science. There are a lot of visual languages and
environments which use graphs as their underlying data model (see e.g. [VL89, VL92,
VL93]). Graph grammars and graph rewriting techniques as explained in the previous
chapter are a useful approach for our purposes of defining the syntax and semantics of
a visual language.
3.2 The IEC-61131 Norm
Our research group is involved in collaborative research activities with the department
of process control engineering at Aachen University of Technology. We figured that the
norm IEC-61131/3 released by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
defined several languages in a rather informal and, thus, imprecise way. Our research
activities were aimed at formalising the language scheme of this widely used standard
and also generating an editor for IEC-61131 compliant languages.
The norm 61131 developed by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
is targeted at programming logics controllers. The market of Programmable Logics
Controllers (PLCs) has increased considerably over the past 15 years. In almost
all industrial manufacturing-plants PLCs can be found, e.g. from simple fire alarm
systems or simple household appliances to elaborate automatic manufacturing control
systems in the chemical industry. PLCs have become part of the backbone of industrial
automation. The success of the programming languages as defined by the IEC-61131/3
can be measured by the large number of major PLC manufacturers who are developing
products that are IEC-61131/3 compliant. IEC-61131/3 is becoming the standard of
choice in many industries.
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Up to 1993 there was no standard for programming PLC systems. Applications were
mostly programmed in BASIC, FORTH, C, and lots of proprietary languages. A
widely used (visual) programming technique were ladder diagrams. They were easy
to understand but not very powerful regarding e.g. structured programming or reuse
of code. Furthermore, very soon there was a vast number of different incompatible
implementations. This was a very disadvantageous situation for PLC programmers.
Technicians had to know all dialects because even one single plant consisted of
subsystems of different manufacturers, thus different programming languages.
These deficiencies hampered the growth of the market and caused increasing costs.
Industrial leaders realised the necessity of a uniform standard for process control
systems and programming PLCs in such systems. In 1979 the IEC established
a working group to work out a standard for process control systems, including
hardware, installation, documentation, programming, and communication. The norm
for programming these systems was first published in 1993. It appeared as IEC-1131/3
and was renamed later to IEC-61131/3.
3.2.1 Basics of Process Control
In the process control arena we deal with a variety of different processes. The
controlled processes can be either continuous, e. g. electrical power production, waste
and water treatments, distillation etc. On the other hand, we encounter batch processes
like e. g. in the food or pharmaceutical industry. The goals of process control
engineering are manyfold as e. g. the improvement of the efficiency of the processes,
improve yields, reduce operating costs, reduce usage of chemicals etc. Nowadays,
processes are mostly controlled by PLC systems due to the vast decrease of the price
of these systems in the past years.
Typically, the functional structure of these systems is modelled as illustrated in
fig. 3.1. The whole system consists of different functional modules for communication
(with other systems), an MMI module defining the man-machine interface, and a
module implementing the programming, debugging, and testing functions. The
signal processing unit consists of some operating system functions (OS), application
storage functions, data storage functions, and, finally, the application program itself.
This signal processing unit communicates via interfaces with the actual sensors and
actuators of the machine or the process. The interfaces convert the input signals or
data obtained from the machine or process to appropriate signal levels for processing
and vice versa, i. e. they convert the output signals to appropriate signal levels to drive
actuators or e. g. displays. The power supply functions take care of the conversion and
isolation of the PLC-system power from the mains supply.
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Figure 3.1: The basic functional structure of a PLC system
The illustration 3.1 also reveals an important issue in the process control arena: all
data are represented by signals which are passed from one functional unit to another.
The functional units transform these signals by algorithms for measuring, deciding,
and acting in to be controlled systems.
The functional units are made up of so-called function blocks which, from a software
engineer’s point of view, can be seen as instances of modules, having interfaces and
implementations. Thus, function blocks are objects which describe the realisation of
process control functions, defined by input signals, internal states, parameters, and
output signals. The difference of programming with function blocks and classical
(object-oriented) programming languages as known in the computer science arena is
characterised by connecting instantiated objects at compile-time rather than describing
classes of objects which will be instantiated at run-time. Thus, common properties of
function blocks cannot conveniently be modelled at compile-time but the programmer
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has to rely on a copy&paste mechanism. However, Enste has presented an approach to
generic design patterns for function blocks in [Ens00].
In the next section we will present the different programming languages which are
subsumed under the IEC-61131/3 norm. These programming languages are used for
defining function blocks and also implementing their functionality.
3.2.2 The IEC-61131/3 Language
The IEC-61131/3 norm defines various programming languages for the implementa-
tion of process control systems. The languages aim at different levels of abstraction.
The core language of the norm is the function block language which has been outlined
coursely in the previous section. Also, a language for programming with ladder
diagrams is included in the norm, as well as lower level languages like Structured
Text, similar to the Pascal programming language, and Instruction List, which is an
assembler-like language. In this section we will introduce the concepts of the IEC-
61131/3 norm and the environment in which programs are executed. The following
section 3.3 deals with the function block language in more detail.
The most important characteristics of the IEC-61131/3 norm are:
 structured program design (top-down and bottom-up)
 strict typing system/use of data structures
 execution intervals can be controlled exactly
 complex sequential execution can be programmed easily
 two visual and two textual programming languages are included
 IEC-61131/3 compliant software must be platform- and manufacturer-
independent (enforcing reuse).
Fig. 3.2 shows the software model defined by the IEC-61131/3 norm. Every software
application as its whole is called configuration. If there is more than one PLC in a
system every software application running on a PLC is called a configuration, too.
Each configuration can contain one or more Resources. A resource is an element
which is closely connected to the hardware the system is controlling. Resources
contain programs which are controlled by tasks. Tasks, however, can not only
control programs but also function blocks within programs (see right half of fig. 3.2).
Furthermore, resources provide access to shared memory (Global Variables) as well
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Figure 3.2: The software model as defined in IEC-61131/3
as local memory (local variables V). The arrows in fig. 3.2 illustrate that resources also
provide interfaces for communication with input devices, output devices, and also the
user (in this figure depicted by an abstract Access Path).
Usually, there is only one resource per PLC. However, resources can be simulated on a
common desktop PC. Therefore, the model considers an arbitrary number of resources.
The norm defines that every software consists of program organisation units (POU)
which can be reused in the application once they are defined. There are three kinds of
POUs:
 Program: Programs are the largest unit in a software system. They are declared
at resource level and consist of a set of function blocks. Programs cannot be
embedded within other programs.
 Function Block: A function block is an element which transforms sets of input
values to sets of output values according to a given algorithm. Function blocks
can also have a state, i.e. local variables which exist for the lifetime of the
function block. Therefore, a function block does not need to compute the same
output result for same input values.
 Function: Functions are very basic mathematical functions. They do not have
internal states as function blocks. Furthermore, they only compute one output
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value. The norm already defines some elementary functions like arithmetic
functions (e.g. add, sub), numerical functions (e.g. sine, square root), boolean
functions (e.g. and, or), bit-manipulation functions (e.g. shift-left, concat), and
selection functions (e.g. max, multiplex). The inputs and outputs of functions
and function blocks are also called input- and output-ports. Since functions
and function blocks have similar graphical notations, functions are not listed
separately in fig. 3.2 but can be regarded as function blocks which cannot be
triggered by tasks but which are part of other function blocks or programs. We
will also refer to functions as basic function blocks.
Variables can be declared in every POU. There are input variables, output variables,
local variables, and combined input and output variables. Furthermore, there are global
variables which can be addressed from every POU inside a configuration as so-called
external variables. The data types which are defined in the IEC-61131/3 norm are
only very simple. There are types for numbers in different sizes and formats (e.g. 8
bit integer or byte, 16 bit, and 32bit, floating point types), strings, booleans, date, and
time. Furthermore, the norm allows the construction of own data types by composition
of different typed data fields, i.e. structs, and also enumeration types.
The tasks shown in fig. 3.2 control the execution of a POU. With the help of tasks it can
be determined when a POU should be executed. The behaviour of a task is determined
by the following attributes:
 SINGLE: if the value of this boolean attribute is true the task will be executed
just once.
 INTERVAL: the attribute INTERVAL of type TIME determines the time interval
between the periodic executions of the task.
 PRIORITY: determines the priority of a task. “0” means highest priority. The
number of priority levels depends on the manufacturer of the PLC controlled
system.
In order to be executed, a POU has to be assigned to a task. If a configuration of a
system is started it will first initialise all global variables and then start all resources.
The start of a resource triggers the initialisation of all variables defined for that resource
and starts all tasks in the resource. If a task has started, all its attached POUs will be
executed according to a specified scheduling algorithm.
The coordination and sequentialisation of the execution of functions and function
blocks is regulated by two implicit boolean-typed ports, EN and ENO. The first port
accepts a signal which activates the execution of the respective function or function
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block. If the execution has finished, the port ENO will be set to true, indicating
following functions or function blocks to start.
Communication between POUs is modelled in a straightforward way. Data flows
connect the output ports of one POU with input ports of other POUs. Another way
of communication can be implemented by using global variables: the first POU stores
values in global variables where other POUs can read these values. The latter way
of modelling the communication of a POU can be found on the level of programs.
Physical external input devices always store their values in global variables. Programs
receive their input values from these global variables and write their output in global
variables where output devices can fetch them.
The external communication between programs which are located in different
configurations is not dealt with in IEC-61131/3. Although it is possible to define
an interface for a configuration where variables are accessible, the ways of further
communication are not described. Part 5 of the norm (IEC-61131/5) suggests several
solutions for this purpose. There, several function blocks are defined which control
the communication over a MAP1-based network. However, it is still common to use
proprietary solutions for this kind of communication.
3.3 Function Block Technology
As mentioned in section 3.2 there are several languages defined in IEC-61131/3, two
textual and two graphical ones. The textual languages are a Pascal-like language
called Structured Text and an Assembler-like language named Instruction List. The
graphical languages comprise the rather unstructured ladder diagram and a function
block language. Function blocks have already been introduced as one form of a POU.
A function block is designed to allow for more modern modelling techniques than
ladder diagrams. Information hiding, nesting function blocks etc. are included in
this technology. In this section we will have a closer look at function blocks and the
modelling techniques.
The function block technology is widely used for the creation of software for control
engineering processes. Historically, the function block technology arouse out of the
single device technology. Single devices had to be combined and integrated into
a network more and more often to manage all control tasks they had to perform.
These single devices worked very reliably but since all devices and the network were
realised in hardware it was rather difficult to maintain and extend. The control of the
whole network was then realised by function blocks. Function block technology is the
analogue of this hardware based technology in software.
1Manufacturing Automation Protocol
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It makes the maintenance and extendibility much easier if the functionality of a process
network is implemented in software rather than hardware. Also, it is easier to rewire
function blocks which are realised in software than rewiring a whole switch panel.
The possibility to use the well-known ideas of the “old” single device technology
further and to have an easy configurable system at the same time was the reason why
the function block technology is widely accepted as the standard for implementing
complex control tasks. Almost all process control systems contain a function block
system which is used for the implementation of control software.
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Figure 3.3: Sample program specified by the IEC-61131/3 language
The example shown in fig. 3.3 shows a network consisting of four function blocks
represented by rectangular boxes, three of which are named according to the name
given on top of the function block box, i.e. FB1_Instance1, FB2_Instance1,
FB1_Instance2. The fourth function block does not have a specific name2. The type of
the function blocks is annotated inside the box. The connectors of a function block to
the outside world are named i1, i2, o1, o2, and so on. Data connections are represented
by simple lines. It is a design guideline determined in the IEC norm to model data
flows such that the flow of data is from left to right. Of course, if we have cycles as
between FB2_Instance1 and FB1_Instance1 it is possible that data flows from right
to left. However, this can be seen easily in our example and does not collide with the
initial guideline. The connection of a network with other devices (or other networks)
is established by using labels, e.g. INPUT1, OUTPUT1, GLOBAL1 (which refers to a
global variable in this example).
As already described in section 3.2 every function block has a state, described by a
set of variables, and a behaviour, defined by methods implemented inside the function
2We will differ between basic function blocks (not named) and complex function blocks (named)
later.
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Figure 3.4: Communication between function blocks
block. All internal data are hidden for other parts of the systems. Ports, i.e. data
interfaces of a function block, are the only means to transport data to or from a function
block. Communication between two function blocks can only be accomplished by
connecting its ports.
Fig. 3.4 shows an example to illustrate thes restrictions. In this figure there are two
function blocks defined, FB 1 and FB 2. The first function block, FB 1, has two input
ports, i1 and i2, and two output ports, o1 and o2. Furthermore, there are two variables
declared in FB 1, v1 and v2. The second function block, FB 2, has three input ports,
i1, ..., i3, one output port, o1, and a method r1. In this example, the outputs o1 and
o2 of FB 1 are connected to the inputs of FB 2, i1 and i3, resp. That means, the
outputs of FB 1 are sent to FB 2 as inputs for the respective ports. This is a legal form
of communication between function blocks. However, a direct access of variable v1
to serve as input for the method r1 in a different function block (FB 2 in our case)
is forbidden. Instead, the variable’s value would have to be made accessible3 via an
output port and the method’s input would have to be connected to an input port of the
other function block. Then these two ports can be connected and the variable’s value
can be transmitted to the method as its input.
In function block technology only methods have access to the internal variables of a
function block. That means, no variable may be made directly accessible via any port
to other function blocks. Since variables describe the state of a function block, it is easy
to see that only the function block’s methods may change this state. The execution of
a method inside a function block is also called scanning of a function block.
The execution control of a function block is realised by using tasks which determine
when a method is executed, how often, in which intervals etc. Thus, in contrast
3by means of an according method
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to classic data flow languages, the execution control is implemented directly rather
than indirectly triggered by the arrival of data at a function block or method inside it.
Therefore, all variables, inputs, and outputs must have an initial value. It can happen
that a function block or a method in it is executed although a set of its inputs has not
received any data yet. In this case, the initial values are taken by the function block
or method. The IEC-61131/3 norm defines initial values for the built-in data types.
User-defined data types must be initialised by the programmer.
Function blocks can be described as objects in the sense of object-oriented modelling
according to the three common criteria, identity, state, and behaviour [Boo94].
Furthermore, there is a one-level typing concept available, i. e. a function block
type defines structure and behaviour of all corresponding function block objects.
This is comparable to the commonly known typing concept of object-oriented
languages like C++ [ES94] or Java [AG98]. However, it is not possible to establish
inheritance relationships between function block types. That means, it is not possible
to build common classes for similar function block types and create hierarchies.
Naturally, this is a disadvantage of the function block technology. The constantly
increasing complexity of function block systems requires better structuring means.
The maintenance of networks consisting of more than a hundred function blocks is a
challenging task. Also, the reuse of existing function block declarations is difficult.
In this thesis we will introduce the function block model as described in the IEC
norm, its extension, IEC-61499, and the component-based function block technology
as introduced in [EE99, Ens00]. The latter approach goes further than the function
block description as standardised in the IEC-61131/3 norm. The component-based
approach gives us the possibility to describe function blocks as independent, verifiable
components and to identify common characteristic traits of function block types and to
model them. That means, the drawback of the standard function block type definition
of having no typing hierarchies has been eliminated in this approach already.
The term “component” we use in this thesis is not clearly defined in computer science.
The discussion in [Bro98] shows that there are many different opinions of what a
software component can be. Descriptions range from enumerations of characteristics
to special software components in a technical context like CORBA or ActiveX.
Even a sound but abstract mathematical model is given by Broy [Bro96]. However,
all approaches have in common to describe a component as a black box with a
defined interface which describes the dependencies of a component to its environment
completely.
From our point of view, a component is an object of a software development process
which does not need to have a correlative object in the final running system. E.g.
function block types consist of components. Hence, components are means to describe
the internal structure of function blocks. Furthermore, components can be organised
in a hierarchy.
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In this thesis we will show how to model an IEC-61131/3 compliant visual language as
well as an IEC-61499 (see [IEC99]) compliant language. The latter IEC-61499 norm
is a first extension of the IEC-61131 norm. It provides more complex function block
types, e.g. nested function blocks, and a more complex execution control mechanism,
i.e. a finite state automaton (FSA) compared to a simple trigger mechanism.
Finally, we will discuss the development of a visual language which is compliant
to the component-based approach. This approach is more flexible since it does not
require any interference with the execution control system if changes have to be made.
Besides, it is the only approach of the three presented approaches which supports
abstraction in the sense of function block type hierarchies.
3.4 Modelling IEC-61131/3 Compliant Systems with
PROGRES
In this section we will describe how to model a IEC-61131/3 language in PROGRES.
The IEC norm is not very formal, though. Language constructs are explained in a more
colloquial way and modelling directives are not given at all (e.g. regarding typing
information).
Therefore, we formalised the language constructs, i.e. structured the language as
such, added type information to the language constructs, and integrated an execution
semantics as well. Since PROGRES is not a system ready for real-time applications,
the developed editor and execution machinery cannot be used for real-world control
tasks. However, the goal of our research was the formalisation of the IEC-61131/3
language which should serve as a basis for future extensions of the norm.
First, we will briefly sketch the different modules of a very simple functional (and thus
visually representable) language. Fig. 3.5 shows an example of a simple language. The
rectangles represent packages of different declarations, the dotted arrows represent
import relationships. Every program consists of a set of functions. Therefore, the
package program has to import function declarations. Functions usually consist of
simple control structures (e.g. conditional statements), arithmetic operators, and
variables. Control structures need the help of relational operations and variables
again. This architecture is very simple and straightforward. However, it will serve
as a skeleton to develop a richer “architecture” for bigger systems.
In a function block system we can identify different packages as shown in fig. 3.5.
Of course, every function is represented by a function block. Also, arithmetic
operators are implemented as primitive built-in function blocks in the IEC-61131/3
norm. Variables remain unchanged. We just differ between local variables and global
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Figure 3.5: Modules of a simple functional (and thus visual) language
variables. (NB: simple functional languages do not allow global variables, therefore it
was not necessary to make this difference).
Fig. 3.6 shows an adapted architecture for a simple IEC-61131/3 compliant language.
In this figure we can see that the actual basic algorithmic language has remained the
same as in fig. 3.5. However, the program has been replaced by the Basic Function
Blocks package (Basic_FB) which implements the built-in functions like add, mult
etc. Furthermore, basic function blocks have Ports for communication as explained in
section 3.2. However, a basic function block does not need to know anything about
any data flow because its communication purely relies on its ports.
“Normal” function blocks are derived from basic function blocks. The solid arrow
with hollow head indicates such an inheritance relationship. That means, a function
block4 can implement everything a basic function block implements plus some more
details. There are three important additional features:
 EN/ENO-Ports: a function block has trigger ports which a basic function block
does not possess. They indicate whether the function block has to be scheduled
for execution and whether the execution has finished, resp.
4If we speak about “normal” function blocks we omit any attribute, otherwise the word “basic” is
mentioned explicitly
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Figure 3.6: The architecture of a function block language system
 Aggregation: a function block can contain other function blocks (also basic
function blocks, of course).
 Data Connections: because of the possibility of aggregating function blocks,
data connections have to be modelled inside a function block as well.
Furthermore, we have integrated the concept of a program and a resource in our
preliminary model. The connection to the other modules of our architecture is
compliant with the system description given in fig. 3.2. A program can contain several
function blocks and local variables. A resource can contain programs. We will have a
closer look at resources later.
The architecture in fig. 3.6 is divided into two parts. The upper half represents
implementation details of basic function blocks while the lower half introduces the
abstraction levels of a system configuration as shown in fig. 3.2. Therefore, we will
omit the language details in future discussions about architecture and deal with the
abstraction levels only. We assume that the language details are integrated in the
concept of basic function blocks. Hence, we regard basic function blocks as the built-in
functions defined by the IEC-61131/3 norm.
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Figure 3.7: The coarse conceptual diagram of the implemented IEC-61131/3
compliant system
3.4.1 Realisation in PROGRES
After having set up the architecture of our function block language we will now have
a closer look at the PROGRES specification of our system. We have implemented an
editor for such a language, a syntax analyzer, and an execution machine. The language
and, thus, the editing operations are defined in a package FB_Declarations. The syntax
analyzer is derived from that package and enriches the syntax by e.g. type checking
rules. The execution machinery relies on the checked syntax and the main program
consists of the editing operations imported from the FB_Declarations package and
the operations to run the execution machine. This very coarse conceptual diagram of
the system is shown in fig. 3.7. The package UserActions implements some auxiliary
functions for some simple user interaction.
The Editor
The implementation of the editor follows the conceptual model as given in fig. 3.6 and,
hence, is implemented inside the package FB_Declarations of fig. 3.7. We will first
show the detailed structure of the graph scheme for such function block systems and
demonstrate editing operations on basic function blocks and their implementation.
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First of all, we introduce a node class in PROGRES which represents a variable.
However, variables can be of different types. For modelling this, we need a node
class ValueType which has several concrete heirs, namely IntegerType, RealType,
BooleanType, etc. These node classes can be used to determine the type of a variable’s
value.
Here, we can already see the first shortcoming of the PROGRES modelling language.
It is not possible to implement a variable class where different value types can be
instantiated. In PROGRES, there are two ways of realising such a variable definition:
either we model an own node class for each variable type or we have one generic
variable and store a more concrete typing information separately. Both variants are
depicted in fig. 3.8 and fig. 3.9.
The first variant in fig. 3.8, i.e. modelling an own node class for each variable type
enables us to perform static syntax checks at design time of our specification. The
advantage of this is the early detection of typing errors while specifying such an IEC-
compliant system in PROGRES. The disadvantage is the inflexibility. As soon as
we want to introduce another type (e.g. user-defined types) we have to implement
or change all according operations manually which should work with the newly
introduced type. This is a very awkward task to do.
The second variant in fig. 3.9 gives us more flexibility. New types are easily introduced
and operations do not have to be altered. The typing information in the PROGRES
specification does not change because operations work on the most general type
anyway. The concrete type of a variable will be stored in the defined intrinsic attribute,
i.e. we redefine it in every concrete variable class (here shown in rectangles with round
edges). Type checks regarding those specific types are left to the operations, i.e. type
checks are performed at run-time.
However, this concept contradicts the overall paradigm in PROGRES to support the
user of the system at design time to the furthest extent. Usually, typing information
can be checked statically at design time already. PROGRES even does that at most
occasions. However, PROGRES does not allow this kind of genericity for attributes
yet, i.e. to redefine an attribute’s type.
In our example in fig. 3.9 the type of the intrinsic attribute Value would have to be
redefined, e.g. using the information stored in the intrinsic attribute ValueType and
enabling static type checking at design time. Since node-valued intrinsic attributes are
not only interpreted as edges but also modelled internally as such, we can distinguish
the kind of supported polymorphism more clearly: PROGRES supports polymorphic
typing on node types but not on edges. In this thesis we will discuss this issue in more
detail in chapter 4 and we will also present a solution to extend the polymorphism in
PROGRES on edges as well.
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ValueTypes
VarTypes
(from VarTypes)
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intrinsic
  BoolValue : BooleanType;
intrinsic
  IntValue : IntegerType;
intrinsic
  FloatValue : RealType;
RealVar IntegerVar BooleanVar
Figure 3.8: One way of defining variables for the IEC-compliant programming
language: Static type-checking possible
The type checks are necessary for helping the PROGRES user to specify a safe
specification. Our goal is to create an editor out of our specification. This editor should
not offer any operations which construct wrongly typed function block networks (FB
networks). If a function block expects two boolean typed data at its input ports we
should not be able to connect them with output ports which emit integer typed data.
As described, these checks can be made at run-time which allows a more flexible
modelling of the operations in PROGRES, but is more fault-prone. On the other hand,
we can use the built-in type checker of PROGRES by defining data types explicitly
at design-time. Then PROGRES forbids the connection of output ports and input
ports with different data types as long as no such edge is declared. Therefore, it is not
possible to specify type-unsafe operations. For the user of the PROGRES system this
variant is safer but inconvenient.
In our specification we will proceed with the second variant as shown in fig. 3.9. We
will describe in this thesis how the PROGRES system has been improved to cope
with the problems mentioned above. We will combine the convenience of the flexible
definition of variables with the safety of design time type checking. At the moment we
assume that type checks are done at run-time.
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meta
  VarType : type_in ValueTypes;
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Figure 3.9: A flexible way of defining variables for the IEC-compliant programming
language: Static type-checking impossible, left to operations at run-time
The next basic elements we need to define are arithmetic and relational operations.
Most of these operations are either unary (e.g. unary minus, logical not) or binary (e.g.
plus, minus, logical and, ...), delivering exactly one result. Hence, a binary operator
consists of two input ports (in1, in2) and one output port (out1). Fig. 3.10 shows an
example of the definition of the arithmetic operator plus. First, we import three node
classes from package Variables, i.e. ValueTypes (as the most general type of data we
use in our example), IntegerType, and FloatType. Because of that import, we are able
to use them in the package Arithmetic_Ops.
We define a new (abstract) node class PlusOp which will be specialised to two different
node classes, IntPlus and FloatPlus. The abstract node class PlusOp comprises four
attribute declarations: in1, in2, and out1 model the input- and output-values of this
operator. The attribute ActualType contains the typing information of the inputs and
outputs, resp. This is modelled as another intrinsic attribute. This attribute will be
redefined in the two derivations of PlusOp, IntPlus and FloatPlus. There, the value
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Arithmetic_Ops
PlusOp
intrinsic
  in1 : ValueTypes;
  in2 : ValueTypes;
  out1 : ValueTypes;
meta
  ActualType : type_in ValueTypes;
ValueTypes
(from Variables) (from Variables)
(from Variables)
IntPlus FloatPlus
IntegerType
FloatType
Figure 3.10: The definition of a simple arithmetic operator, the PlusOperator
IntegerType or FloatType will be assigned to that attribute. With the help of this typing
information of language constructs we can perform typing checks in PROGRES at
run-time for specifying type-safe operations.
Again, we would like to have the convenience of static type checks at design-time
combined with the flexibility of variant typing information. With that, we would
not need those two different operations IntPlus or FloatPlus. A generic operator for
addition would suffice. We will discuss that in chapter 4.
Similarly, operators for other basic arithmetic operations (subtraction, multiplication,
division, ...) have been defined. Also, relational operators have been declared
according to this scheme.
The package Simple_Controls (see fig. 3.6) defines two basic control structures: an if-
then-else and a function-call expression which are both necessary for the definition of
an IEC-61131/3 compliant language. If we combined these control structures with
function declarations we would obtain a functional programming language with a
visual representation. However, since such a functional programming language is not
necessary for the definition of the IEC-61131/3 function block language, we will not
go into details here.
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Next, we will have a closer look at the declaration of function block types. We
can divide function blocks in two different groups: Basic Function Blocks and
(more complex) Function Blocks. Basic function blocks form a wrapper around our
arithmetic and relational operators. They do not provide any further functionality.
Neither do they provide any real-time execution controls. That means, basic function
blocks will be evaluated at any time. If no value has been assigned to an input port
explicitly default values are assumed (e.g. false for boolean inputs, 0 for integer inputs,
and 0.0 for floating point inputs). That means, there is always a result available at the
output port of basic function block types. We will not show the declaration of basic
function block types in terms of a PROGRES scheme because it is just a renaming of
the previously described arithmetic and relational operators.
Complex function block types require more detailed explanations. First of all, complex
function blocks can implement the same functionality as basic function blocks. They
also have input- and output-ports. Therefore, we have inherited all properties from
basic function blocks to complex ones (cf. fig. 3.6).
However, complex function blocks have some more properties: a) they have an
identifier (name) and b) they have two more ports, EN and ENO (note, in fig. 3.3 we
have omitted these ports for the sake of simplicity). These ports can receive and emit
signals. A signal is not a very elaborate structure in the IEC-61131/3 definition but just
a simple 0/1-signal, i.e. in hardware it is realised as a 0V or 5V current, in software it
is mostly realised by boolean data. Such a signal triggers the execution of a function
block as soon as it arrives at port EN. If the function block has finished its execution
the port ENO will be set to high level 5V (or true) for a certain time. It is common to
place the EN and ENO ports in the “head” of the function block (see fig. 3.11). The
data input- and output-ports are at the left and the right side of a function block.
Basic function blocks can be modelled in PROGRES as shown in fig. 3.13. This
function block just has a set of input- and output-ports. This property will be inherited
by complex function blocks as shown in fig. 3.14. Furthermore, complex function
blocks have a name and two additional ports, EN and ENO. Both additional ports are
modelled as being connected to boolean data flows. Ports, as shown in fig. 3.12, are
modelled as a separate class. Ports have a value of a certain type and an identifier
NameId. This NameId must be unique for a function block but not necessarily in a
network. This can only be checked at run-time. Again, we had to model the type of
a port’s value by using the most general type, i.e. the super-type of all possible types.
The intrinsic attribute stores the actual concrete typing information. Thus, correct
typing can only be checked at run-time.
With these definitions we are already able to specify editing operations for building up
a FB network. Therefore, we instantiate some concrete function block types from the
abstract type declaration. In terms of PROGRES we speak of node classes as abstract
type declarations and node types as concrete type declarations. Fig. 3.15 illustrates
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Figure 3.11: Complex function block with control flow connections EN and ENO
Ports
PORT
intrinsic
  NameId : string;
  Value : ValueTypes [1:1];
meta
  ValueType : type_in ValueTypes;
ValueTypes
(from Variables)
Figure 3.12: Ports for function blocks modelled in PROGRES
some concrete function block types. Here, we have derived three different function
block types from the abstract node class FunctionBlock, Add, Mult, and Controller.
If we create nodes of these types the nodes will not possess any ports, of course. We
still have to deal with that topic. Fig. 3.16 shows an example how input ports can
be created for a given function block. We first search for the function block instance
which is given by a parameter to the transformation and add a port to our host graph
which is connected by the edge in_ports to the function block instance. Similarly,
output ports can be created as well.
It is easy to see that the creation of a simple (even basic) function block requires a lot
of work: First, the function block itself has to be created, and then all ports have to be
created by the according operations singularly. Therefore, it is possible to create too
little or too many ports for one function block easily. Especially, if the function block
scheme is designed by someone else, the other programmer must have deep knowledge
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Basic_FB
BasicFunctionBlock
intrinsic
  in_port : PORT [1:n];
  out_port : PORT [1:n];
PORT
(from Ports)
Figure 3.13: Basic function block modelled in PROGRES
FunctionBlocks
BasicFunctionBlock
(from Basic_FB)
FunctionBlock
intrinsic
  name : string;
  EN_port : PORT [1:1];
  ENO_port : PORT [1:1];
Figure 3.14: Complex function block modelled in PROGRES
about the function block types, the number of ports of each function block type, and
the design rationales.
Since the number of input and output ports of a function block is a property of each
function block type, it would be desirable to specify the creation of ports as a property
of function block types, i.e. that the creation of ports is done by a constructor of
function block types in the object-oriented sense. However, this is not possible yet in
PROGRES. This is just a simple example why it is advantageous to have methods
belonging to abstract classes or concrete types. We will see later in subsection 3.4.1
(The Execution Machine) a more elaborate example which motivates the need of
methods conclusively.
The next language element of the IEC-61131/3 we will discuss are data flows. At
the first glance it seems to be sufficient to model a data flow (and also control flow)
as a simple edge. This edge connects an output port with an input port. If an input
port needs a value because the execution of the according function block has been
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FunctionBlocks
Controller
FunctionBlock
BasicFunctionBlock
(from Basic_FB)
MultAdd
Figure 3.15: Concrete node type definitions for IEC-61131/3 language elements
transformation CreateInputPort
( fb_instance : FunctionBlock ;
TypeOfPort : type_in ValueTypes) =
‘1 = fb_instance
::=
2’ : in_port
in_ports
1’ = ‘1
transfer 2’.ValueType := TypeOfPort;
end;
Figure 3.16: Creating input ports for a given function block
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triggered it can traverse the incoming edge backwards and fetch the value at the output
port which is found at the source of the edge. If no value can be found at this output
port an initial value will be taken, which is defined for every port5. The question
arises what the value of an output port would be if the corresponding function block is
inactive. Can we still fetch a value at its output ports when the block is inactive? The
IEC-61131/3 norm does not give any explicit answer to that question. The semantics
of this situation remains unclear. Therefore, we have decided to attribute a data flow
and store a copy of any produced output value in every data flow connected to the
according output port separately.
In PROGRES we can simulate attributed edges by an edge-node-edge construct. The
whole construct represents an edge. The node is used for storing information related to
the edge. In package DataConnections (cf. fig. 3.6) we have defined both, an abstract
node class implementing common traits of data flows (and later control flows) and a
concrete node type which represents the attributes of a data flow. Furthermore, there
are two edges defined, one leading from an output port to the data flow node (to_df),
and another one leading from this node to an input port (from_df). Fig. 3.17 illustrates
the definitions in package DataConnections. However, we will need these edges just
for internal reasons. Later, this data flow will be rendered as an edge of type data_flow.
In the definition of the abstract node class Flow we can see that the value of the data
flow is modelled by a derived attribute. We will derive its value from the connected
output port. This is done by a redefinition in the concrete node type data_flow6:
redef_derived
FlowValue = (self.<-to_df- : out_port [1:1]).Value;
The type of this data connection is derived from the typing information of the value
which is assigned to it. Since every data flow copies the value from its source output
port the data flow’s type is well-defined and will be derived from the output port’s type
via its value. That means, if we establish a data connection between two ports we
just need to take care whether the typing information of the data flow and the typing
information of the to be connected input port matches.
The declaration of the operation for inserting data connections between two function
blocks is straightforward. Given any one output and any one input port of one or
two function blocks we can insert a data_flow node to our FB network, and connect
this newly created node via the according edges as defined in fig. 3.17 with the given
ports. Fig. 3.18 shows the transformation InsertDataFlow. The transformation gets
the involved ports as parameters and creates the data flow construct between them.
5Every port must have an initial value. This is defined as a requirement in the IEC-61131/3 norm.
6In the expression of the attribute redefinition we can actually omit the type assertion “: out_port
[1:1]”. It is inserted because we regarded the whole expression more intuitive to read.
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DataConnections
Flow
derived
  FlowValue : ValueTypes;
  FlowType : type_in ValueTypes
    = self.FlowValue.type;
to_df
out_port
(from Ports)
from_df
in_port
(from Ports)
data_flow
Figure 3.17: Data flow definition in package DataConnections
The LHS of the transformation matches the given ports and makes sure they are of an
appropriate type (out_port and in_port, resp.). On the RHS the new node data_flow
will be created and two edges to_df and from_df connect the three nodes. We leave the
checks for correct typing to the analysing tool, which we will discuss later.
The set of transformations which are used for creating function block networks
make up the formal specification of the function block language of the IEC-61131/3
norm. These transformations are very simple. We have two different kinds of
transformations: the first kind creates the pre-defined language elements, the second
kind establishes relationships between them (e.g. by inserting data flows between
language elements). It is also allowed to define aggregating function blocks, i.e.
function blocks containing other function blocks. We will describe this kind of
function blocks in section 3.5 in more detail: the extension as defined in the IEC-
61499 norm (see section 3.5) of the IEC-61131/3 norm introduces a more general kind
of aggregating function blocks with a better execution control.
Furthermore, it is also possible to define higher order input ports, accepting other
function blocks which will be “injected” into a matching gap inside an aggregating
function block. This is a first step towards specifying design patterns with the IEC-
61131/3 norm. It is possible to “program” generic frameworks for function blocks in
a certain, limited way.
That means, if a function block instance FB1 is passed as an input to another function
block FB2, it is possible to invoke the function block FB1 within the body of FB2.
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transformation InsertDataFlow ( outp, inp : PORT [1:1]) =
‘1 = outp : out_port
‘2 = inp : in_port
::=
2’ = ‘2
from_df
3’ : data_flow
to_df
1’ = ‘1
end;
Figure 3.18: Inserting a data flow between an output port and an input port
Input parameters which are not defined within the body of FB2 before invoking FB1
will take values defined by earlier invocations of FB1 made outside FB2.
Type checking higher order input ports is a very elaborate task which exceeds the
functionality of a simple editing operation by far. First, it is not sufficient to compare
the type information of the port to the type of a data flow’s value but we have to
check the types of every input- and output-port of all injectable function blocks with
the types of the data flows inside the actual function block which are connected to
the gap’s pattern. Therefore, we decided to implement an additional type checking
tool accompanying the syntax analyzer rather than including those type checks in our
editing operations.
From fig. 3.2 we have learnt that every software unit (POU) consists of a configuration
containing several resources, which contain a number of tasks and programs. Function
blocks and FB networks are implemented within programs. To be able to edit a
whole POU we also need editing operations for these constructs. However, we will
only introduce the concept of tasks here since the other constructs will only have a
structural semantics in our system. Tasks are the central construct for controlling the
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Resource
Tasks
TASK
intrinsic
  single : boolean;
  interval : time;
  priority : integer;
  ControlledProg : Program [0:n];
  ControlledFB : FunctionBlock [0:n];
Figure 3.19: Node class definition of tasks to control the execution of IEC-61131/3
Program Organisation Units
execution of a software unit. A task contains information about its priority, whether it
will be executed just once or the time interval in which it will be executed regularly.
Fig. 3.19 shows the node class definition of a task in PROGRES. This node class is
defined in the package Tasks which is contained in the package Resource. In the latter
package we have implemented all organisational constructs, e.g. task and variable
access operations.
In contrast to the IEC-conform syntax of annotating tasks at programs or FBs
immediately, we have decided to hold pointers to the FBs or programs which are
controlled by the according task at the task’s definition. Since tasks are the elements
which are scheduled and since tasks trigger the execution of POUs, we decided to store
the information about controlled programs and controlled FBs at the task rather than
any other instance. This leads to a better readability and a clearer understanding of the
concepts of the IEC norm. Please refer to fig. 3.2 for a representation of a configuration
of an IEC-specified system.
In real-time systems tasks can potentially be executed in parallel. The priority indicates
the preference of choosing tasks which are to be executed in parallel. A priority of “0”
is the highest; the higher the number, the lower the priority. The number of priority
levels depends on the manufacturer of the IEC-61131 compliant controller. However,
we have already stated that PROGRES is not a real-time system nor do we intend
to specify a system which is fit for real-world controlling tasks. Our aim was the
formalisation of the language and the description of the concepts. Our results should
serve as a basis for future developments. Currently, it is very difficult to extend the
language logically due to the lack of a proper grammar, especially for the visual parts
of the norm. Our PROGRES specification of the IEC system forms the grammar
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for the graphical function block language of the IEC-61131/3 norm as well as further
editing operations (for further information see [Nag76, Sch91a, Pra79, Mün00a]).
The Syntax Analyzer
After having described the concept of the editing operations of an IEC-61131/3
compliant language editor we will have a look at the syntax analyzer and type checking
system. It is possible in PROGRES to specify editing operations which strictly rely
on the IEC-61131/3 language grammar and do not allow any inconsistent state of a FB
network. However, implementing a FB network in such a fashion is very tedious. It
is more desirable to be allowed to create language elements separately and combine
them via data flows later.
This way of implementing FB networks can lead to error-prone networks. The
programmer can be supported by additional syntax checks and type checks which can
be triggered at any time and indicate every erroneous part of the FB network. Finally,
if the FB network is free of errors it can be executed by the execution machine we will
describe in the following subsection.
The identification of syntax errors is not straightforward in a graphical language. We
have only a set of defined language constructs we can combine. Thus, erroneous
syntax is mostly related to static logical errors. An editor which supports the insertion
and deletion of visual language elements does not allow syntactical mistakes like text
editors. We have to identify errors which relate to the logics of a FB network which
can be detected before execution.
Since we implement a controller system there should always be connectors to the real-
world. In the IEC-61131/3 connections to e.g. input or output devices (keyboard,
engines, relays etc.) is realised by using global variables. Therefore, it would be an
error if there is no connection to any global variable within a configuration (or resource,
which is more common).
Also, if all tasks do not control any element, i.e. programs or FBs, a resource does not
have an operational semantics. Therefore, there must be at least one task where the
attributes ControlledProg or ControlledFB point to at least one element.
Another logical error can be found on the level of FB networks. Every function block’s
EN port has to be connected to a boolean data flow as soon as one of its output ports
is connected to a data flow. Otherwise, this function block’s evaluation cannot be
triggered and, thus, no output value can be produced. That means, the data flow is
either obsolete or the connection to the EN port was erroneously forgotten. Both cases
represent a logical mistake.
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query TestTriggerOfFunctionBlock
( out FBError : FunctionBlock [0:1]) =
‘2 : in_port
‘3 : out_port
EN_port
out_ports
‘1 : FunctionBlock
with −to_df−>
not with <−from_df−
return FBError := ‘1;
end ;
Figure 3.20: Syntax analysis: every function block must be triggered
In PROGRES, we can implement those syntax checks by graph queries. Fig. 3.20
shows a graph query which checks the case described above, i.e. a FB may not have
connected output ports, which are furthermore serving as a source for data flows if
the FB’s EN-port is connected to a boolean data flow. On the other hand, it would
also be a mistake, if the triggering port (EN-port) of this FB is not connected to
an incoming boolean data flow. If such a pattern as modelled in this figure can be
found in the host graph, the erroneous function block node will be returned for further
processing. Otherwise, if such a pattern cannot be found, the specified system is error-
free regarding this triggering condition.
Another issue our syntax checker deals with, are type checks. As we have seen in
fig. 3.17 every data flow derives the type of its value from the connected output port.
However, we have not made any checks when we connect a data flow with an input
port. Therefore, we need some additional analyses to make sure that there is no typing
mismatch.
The reason for the decision to leave the type checking to a separate checking
mechanism was the existence of higher order “parameters” to a function block, i.e.
other function blocks can be given as input to a function block and will be inserted
into a gap the according input port is dedicated to. The problem is that the typing
information of ports which are immediately connected to an inserted function block
can only be derived from the typing information of the according ports of the inserted
function block. This kind of type checking is far beyond the task of an editing
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query TypeAnalysis =
‘2 : in_port
from_df
in_ports
‘1 : FunctionBlock
‘3 : data_flow
condition (‘3.FlowType = ‘2.ValueType);
end;
Figure 3.21: Type analysis: the data flow type must be equal to the type of the value
the input port accepts
operation. Fig. 3.21 shows a query which matches a pattern in the function block
network consisting of a function block with one of its (data) input ports and a
connected data flow. The condition of this query demands that the data flow’s type,
which is derived from its connected output port of another function block, is equal
to the type the input port accepts. This query has to be applied to all occurrences of
graph patterns which match this specified graph pattern. The repeated application of
this query can be done by a loop (due to its simplicity we have left it out here). The
query fails if one of the repeated checks fails. In this case, a typing error has been
made by the specifier.
The Execution Machine
The last package of our specification we will describe here consists of an interpreter
for a function block network. As can be seen in fig. 3.6 a function block implements
algorithms (simple mathematical functions). Furthermore, a function block is part of
a network which, in turn, is part of or forms a program (cf. fig. 3.2). Both, function
blocks and programs can be attached to a task. All three levels need to be dealt with
separately. Therefore, we have organised the execution machine in three layers:
 Task scheduler: every function block and every program which should be
executed in a IEC-61131 compliant configuration has to be attached to a task.
The task scheduler is implemented by a simple chain of administration nodes
in a graph, each representing a task. The head element, i.e. the one without
succeeding node, is executed next. According to priorities or repetition intervals
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tasks can be inserted in the middle of the list. However, we have implemented
this list as a FIFO queue.
 Network serialiser: as soon as a task is activated and its attached programs or
function blocks are triggered, the network serialiser controls the execution of a
function block network. The network serialiser distributes the triggering signals
to the right function blocks, schedules the function block’s execution internally
(imitating a quasi-parallel execution), and cares about terminating signals from
the task scheduler.
 Algorithm execution: if the network serialiser triggers the execution of a function
block this part of the execution machine calculates the result of an algorithm with
given input data. This algorithm execution machine works demand-driven, i.e.
starting at the output ports the needed values are calculated “backwards” until
everything is defined for evaluating the final result of the algorithm. A demand-
driven evaluation strategy is very common in e.g. functional languages.
In the following paragraphs we will describe the network serialiser and the algorithm
execution mechanism. The task scheduler is a very simple tool which is very
straightforward to implement and to understand. Therefore, it is left out here.
The task scheduler determines the next task which is to be executed. This task
identifies all programs or function blocks which are attached to it. Then, a triggering
signal will be sent to the EN-ports. Since a network of function blocks in a program
can have more than one EN-port which has to be triggered the program block has to
offer a unique EN-port the triggering signal can be sent to by the task. From there,
the signal will be forwarded to the network serialiser which cares about triggering the
contained function blocks subsequently.
Theoretically, all tasks which receive the triggering signal at the same time should be
executed in parallel. However, our small simulation environment is not capable of
parallel execution of tasks or function blocks. Therefore, the network serialiser also
implements a scheduling mechanism by adding all function blocks which received
a triggering signal to a FIFO queue. As soon as a function block has finished its
execution, other EN-ports receive triggering signals, either via the previous function
block’s ENO-port or via boolean typed data output ports which are connected to this
EN-port. These function blocks will be added to the FIFO queue before the next block
is taken out of the queue for being executed. If the queue is empty the program has
regularly finished. A program can also be aborted by the task it is attached to if a time
constraint is not met. However, since PROGRES is not a real-time system we waived
this feature of external abortion.
The internal execution of a function block has to be managed differently. As
described above, we have implemented an algorithm execution machine which is based
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on the common demand-driven lazy evaluation strategy as known from functional
languages (see [NKLRA90]). In our implementation the execution machine starts at
the output ports which have to be calculated and computes their value by traversing
the implemented algorithm backwards recursively. Thereby, we used the FIFO queues
again for scheduling the single functions we need to evaluate next (note, if we have
only one output port such a mini-scheduler is not necessary). Fig. 3.22 shows one of
the core transformations which manages the evaluation process for the elements in the
FIFO queue.
The transformation EvalListElement has two parameters, the element to be evaluated
and a pointer to the list this element was in. First, two local variables are declared,
UseFNode which contains the function node to be executed and UseCallingLE which
remembers the FIFO queue element (list element) of the caller of this function. This is
necessary because the caller of this function is interested in the computed result. After
that, a large case differentiation handles the different function types. First, we check
whether the function to be evaluated is a function block instance. This case is handled
at the end of the transformation by calling _EvalFBInstance. If we evaluate a simple
function we differ between operations which implement simple arithmetic functions,
comparison functions (like if), boolean functions, and some more (indicated by [...]).
After the execution of a simple function the list element will be removed from the list
by LDelete.
This evaluation engine can be reused for any data flow language7. However, as we
can see, the implementation of such an engine is quite tedious. An extension of the
language always has the effect that the specifier has to adapt more than just the package
defining the language elements. He also has to change the execution engine and syntax
analyzer. This way of specifying is not desirable. It makes it impossible to define
new language elements by third party users. Also, single modules of the software
model as shown in fig. 3.7 cannot be exchanged by other modules without changing
the implementation of existing and depending modules. That means, the architectural
structure of the whole specified system is not as modular as we want (and need) it to
be.
It is rather desirable to specify such an algorithm execution engine differently: since
every function has an operational semantics we would like to attach this semantics to
the function itself. In terms of object-oriented programming we speak of a method to
a function type. Then, the only task of the execution engine is the management of the
schedulers and the propagation of trigger signals. The actual evaluation of a function
is done by a given Execute method implemented for each function. However, this is
not possible in PROGRES yet. It was part of this thesis to enhance PROGRES by
the possibility to attach methods to node classes and node types. This changed the
7Every language relying on the same principle as functional programming languages with lazy
evaluation can be executed with such an engine
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transformation EvalListElement
( ListElementNode : ListElement;
ListPointerNode : ListPointer) =
use
UseFNode := ListElementNode.ListElem_FNode;
UseCallingLE : ListElement :=
(ListElementNode.-ListElem_CallingLE->) : [1:1]
do
choose
when not (UseFNode.type = FBInstance)
then
choose
when (UseFNode is instance_of Operation)
then
_EvalOperation ( UseFNode : Operation,
UseCallingLE,
ListPointerNode )
else
when (UseFNode.type = If)
then
_EvalIf ( UseFNode : If, UseCallingLE,
ListPointerNode )
else
when (UseFNode is instance_of BooleanFunction)
then
_EvalBooleanFunction
( UseFNode : BooleanFunction, UseCallingLE,
ListPointerNode )
else
[...]
else
skip
end
& LDelete ( ListPointerNode, ListElementNode )
else
_EvalFBInstance
( UseFNode : FBInstance, ListElementNode,
ListPointerNode )
end
end
end;
Figure 3.22: The core transformation to manage the evaluation of algorithms, based
on a FIFO queue
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way of specifying such a system as e.g. a development environment consisting of an
editor, syntax analyzer, and interpreter for an IEC-61131 compliant language. The
architecture of our system does not contain any invisible relationships any longer and
third party users can extend the language easily by defining new language elements
which implement their own execution method and syntax check method appropriately.
Changes in other modules are not necessary. We will describe the object-oriented way
of specification and the necessary extension of the PROGRES system in detail in
chapter 5.
3.5 The IEC-61499 Extension
In this section we will outline an extension of the IEC-61131 norm which has been
made by the IEC themselves (IEC-61499) and afterwards we will discuss the approach
made up by Enste, i. e. the component-based function block model [Ens00].
Four years after publishing the IEC-61131 norm, the same working group has
published an extension of this norm, the IEC-61499 [IEC99]. This new norm is
based on the previous IEC-61131 norm but enhances the concept of function blocks
considerably. As described in section 3.3 the execution control of function blocks is
very limited. The only means to control the execution are tasks combined with the EN
and ENO ports of function blocks which implement a serialisation of the execution. In
IEC-61131, function blocks implement only one algorithm which can be triggered
or not. However, the field of control software developed more and more towards
complex industrial process measurement and control systems. The function block
technology as known till then was not sufficient for solving the upcoming problems.
Many manufacturers of control software used proprietary extensions of the IEC-61131
norm to tackle these problems which arouse from increasing complexity. Therefore,
the International Electrotechnical Commission decided to improve the function block
model that it is extendable and adaptable to other norms and application areas.
The main improvement of the new IEC-61499 norm is the event controlled execution
algorithm. The new norm only describes
 the way how the external interface of a function block has to be specified
 how events have to be processed
 how the execution of a function block has to be initialised and triggered
The norm does not specify how data exchange in distributed systems is handled,
which programming languages are used for the definition of function block algorithms,
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Figure 3.23: Annotation of an IEC-61499 compliant function block including its
execution model
nor does it specify any basic function block types. Therefore, it is conceivable to
realise IEC-61499 conforming function block networks which are implemented by
using other norms than the IEC-61131 norm. However, many manufacturers use a
combination of IEC-61499 and IEC-61131 since the latter norm defines programming
languages and basic function block types. Both norms match perfectly such that there
is no need to use other norms for implementing function blocks.
The graphical representation of a function block in IEC-61499 differs from the one
we have got to know in section 3.3. Now, a function block consists of two boxes, one
placed on top of the other one. The lower box represents the actual function block
as we have introduced in section 3.3. All data inputs are on the left side of this box,
data outputs are notated at the right side of the box. However, EN and ENO ports are
no longer part of the definition of a function block. The upper box implements a new
concept, the ECC (Event Control Chart). This box does not have data inputs or outputs
but event inputs and outputs. The event ports are similarly arranged as data ports: input
ports on the left side of the top box, output ports on the box’ right side. Fig. 3.23 shows
an example of a typical notation of a IEC-61499 compliant function block.
Also, in fig. 3.23 the execution control of an IEC-61499 compliant function block is
shown. The numbers annotate the order of occuring events:
1. data arrives at the data input ports
2. an event arrives at one of the event ports. In our example it will trigger the
execution of the function block
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Figure 3.24: Basic and composed function blocks in IEC-61499 notation
3. a notification event is sent to the scheduling controller
4. the scheduling controller activates the execution of the algorithm implemented
by this function block
5. output data are created
6. the algorithm indicates that it finished its execution to the scheduling controller
7. the scheduling controller notifies the execution control of the function block
about the termination of execution
8. an event is generated to indicate following function blocks the termination of
execution.
The definition of the term basic function block is different in IEC-61499 from the one
we introduced for IEC-61131. In IEC-61499 a basic function block has an execution
control chart and implements a number of algorithms8. Basically, an ECC is a finite
automaton which is drawn as a graph consisting of nodes and edges. Nodes represent
the states and edges the transitions from one state to another. Transitions are triggered
by events which are sent to the function block. Every state can have several actions
which will trigger the execution of certain algorithms.
A composed function block does not implement a single algorithm but contains other
(basic or composed) function blocks which implement algorithms. Fig. 3.24 shows
8The difference is the existence of the ECC
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Figure 3.25: Example of an execution control chart for a function block which
implements a stack
examples of both types of newly defined function blocks. A composed function block
(as shown in fig. 3.24(b)) does not contain an ECC but forwards the incoming (and
outgoing) event signals to (and from) the contained function blocks. Similarly, data
flows are connected to the contained function blocks. A composed function block’s
functionality is determined by the way of wiring the contained function blocks. There
is no additional algorithm this function block implements.
Fig. 3.25 shows an example of a function block definition for the implementation of
a stack for integer numbers (a) and the execution control chart belonging to it (b).
The function block has four input events for initialising the integer stack (INIT), for
pushing elements onto it (PUSH), for retrieving elements (POP), and for resetting the
whole stack (RI). Also, it can emit four according output events which indicate the
completion of the task. The data flows attached to this function block should be almost
self-explanatory: the input IN takes the integer number to be pushed onto the stack,
the input N must have a valid integer value at time of initialisation. N determines the
number of elements which can be stored on this stack.
The execution control chart to this function block is shown in fig. 3.25(b). As soon
as the configuration of the software system is initialised, all function blocks adopt the
initial state which is marked by two rectangles around the state’s identifier (START).
Any input event can trigger a transition from this state to another state. The event
INIT can trigger the transition to the state having the same name. The state INIT
has one action attached (IAct). The output event produced by this action is INITO.
Likewise, the event POP triggers the transition to the state POP, which has the action
PAct attached, producing the output signal POPO.
The IEC norm describes the sequential behaviour of a program by sequential function
charts (SFCs). Also, ECCs in IEC-61499 are implemented by SFCs. Different
standards have been developed for the description of sequential behaviour of function
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Figure 3.26: Example of a sequential function chart as defined in IEC-61131/3 and
used by IEC-61499
block networks but the majority of European manufacturers provide Grafcet, a
graphical language based on a French standard. Grafcet is a direct successor of the
well-known Petri nets. In 1988 the IEC has published the IEC-848 norm. This norm
is very closely related to Grafcet and serves as the basis for the SFCs as can be found
in IEC-61131/3 and IEC-61499.
The syntax of SFCs is very simple. States are denoted by the use of rectangles with a
single border, transitions are lines between states. A double horizontal line indicates
a parallel execution of several branches which are connected to it. The initial start
state is denoted by a rectangle with double lines at its left and right hand sides. As
long as there is no other direction indicated, SFCs are read from top to bottom and
left to right. If there are conditions assigned to a transition, the transition is provided
with a horizontal bar crossing it. Next to the horizontal bar the appendant condition is
annotated. Fig. 3.26 shows an example of an SFC. In this SFC the state start can be left
if transition Tr1 can be fired. Then, the branches from Step2 to Step4 and from StepA
to StepE are executed in parallel. The transition TrX should respect both final states
of the two parallel branches, i. e. Step4 and StepE, and only fire if both branches have
finished their execution (or if indeed one branch’s execution is more important than the
other one). Conditional executions can be realised as depicted by StepC and StepD. As
soon as the conditions for firing transitions TrB1 and TrB2 are mutually exclusive, we
have modelled an if-then-else situation here.
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3.6 The Component-Based Function Block Model
In this section we will introduce the component-based function block model. This
approach described by Enste [Ens00] is based on the function block model of the IEC-
61499 norm. It introduces a framework which adds more flexibility to the existing
model.
The function block models as introduced by the IEC-61131 norm and the IEC-61499
norm only provide a single-level typing concept. Although this model gives freedom to
the function block developer it makes it very hard to maintain existing systems because
of the large variety of solutions for similar (or equal) tasks. Standardisations and
projecting guidelines should help solving these problems. However, since guidelines
are not formal there is always enough leeway for different interpretations. A unification
of functionality cannot be reached by those means.
In [Ens00] Enste introduces a typing concept for function blocks allowing for the
development of (generic) design patterns as well-known in software engineering
fields. This closes the gap between standardised and freely programmable
function blocks. With design patterns imprecisely formulated model ideas and
theoretical templates lead to internal structural defaults. It is possible to describe
functionalities of a controller system as defined in the product concept catalogue or
the customer requirement specification formally. Furthermore, generically designed
and parametrisable function block types can be reused much better for similar tasks
in other projects. In his work, Enste has extended the (very weak) typing concept
of the function block technology to enhance the development process of software
applications in the field of process control engineering.
The classic approaches of the IEC focused their interest on the development of
reusable function blocks to make the development process of control software more
efficient. The IEC-61131 introduced the concept of function blocks as closed software
components implementing a certain functionality. The IEC-61499 extended this model
by allowing more complex function block controls and also composite function blocks.
However, none of them has considered the development process of control software.
Reusing function blocks and composing new function blocks out of existing ones was
covered quite well by these norms.
Reusing design rationales, patterns of problem solutions etc. on the other hand, was
not supported at all. Enste developed a component model for function block languages
that allowed for the specification of function block templates. Similar control tasks can
be implemented by using the same parametrisable template. Therefore, function block
components are not used for aggregating function blocks as defined in the IEC-61499
but as instantiable, parametrisable, reusable software units for the implementation of
function block types.
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Figure 3.27: The development of function block types using the component-based
function block model developed by Enste
Thus, components are not immediately usable function blocks. They are rather part of
the engineering process of designing function block types. With that, the principle of
abstraction is supported which allows a better classification of function block types,
components, and application domains. It is possible to classify components in a class
hierarchy. Those application specific class hierarchies form a conceptual framework
for function block designers and make work easier by using prefabricated components.
In his work, Enste has developed a specification tool for such function block templates
and components, FBComposed. This tool was constructed using PROGRES. The
developers of FBComposed have used PROGRES for generating a meta model for
the function block language. The so-called FBComposed-Engine translates the meta
model into a basic function block model, i.e. an application specific design pattern.
This basic function block model can be instantiated resulting in a specific function
block type. Fig. 3.27 shows the coherence of the different steps.
3.7 Reuse of Components for Visual Languages
In the previous sections of this chapter we have shown how to model an industrially
widely used language with the graph rewriting system PROGRES. We have specified
several modules for different layers of our system, from a very basic language layer
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containing simple arithmetic operations to higher level layers containing specific
control structures for our language.
In this section we discuss how these modules can be reused for specifying a framework
for other visual languages like ROOM or the UML. However, we will detect
shortcomings of our PROGRES language for this purpose. In the following chapters 4
and 5 we will then present our solution to these problems.
The IEC-61131/3 function block language is widely used in industry for programming
as well as modelling purposes in process control engineering. In computer science,
we know a number of programming and modelling languages, which resemble
similarities to the IEC norm. The Real-Time Object-Oriented Modelling language
ROOM [SGW94] was originally developed by Bran Selic for modelling embedded
real-time systems. Thus, the purpose of this language is very similar to the field of
process control engineering where embedded systems are applied, too.
Later, Selic integrated the concepts of ROOM into the Unified Modeling Language
UML, resulting in UML-RT (Unified Modeling Language/Real Time) [SR98]. These
two languages, ROOM and UML-RT, are currently the probably most relevant and
best-known systems for modelling embedded real-time systems. In the next subsection
we introduce the languages briefly. After that, we show how packages which are
originally specified for the IEC-61131/3 function block language can be reused for
modelling other editors for e. g. ROOM.
3.7.1 ROOM/UML-RT
In the discussion about ROOM [SGW94]) and UML-RT [SR98]) we have to differ
between two levels. One the one hand, ROOM (or UML-RT) can be used for modelling
embedded systems as a replacement of the IEC-61131/3 norm. On the other hand,
ROOM and UML-RT can be used as a meta case tool for the description of an IEC-
61131/3 compliant language just as has been done with PROGRES. However, we
will not deal with the latter point but point out the similarity between different systems
and, thus, the reusability of specified language components.
Using ROOM as a replacement of the IEC-61131/3 norm, we can see that the core
concepts are similar. ROOM defines independently working software units called
actors. Actors are defined by actor classes which form an abstract type definition
for actor instances. The run-time engine of ROOM will instantiate an actor type to an
actor object if required.
Formally, ROOM differs between actor classes and actor references which refer to
previously defined actor classes. Actor references can only be modelled in the context
of an actor class. Also, the types of ports which can occur in actor references
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Figure 3.28: Graphical notation of a ROOM actor with manifolded reference
is different. However, we will speak about actors in the following discussion as
abbreviation for actor classes unless explicitly speaking about actor references. Actors
have an interface which is defined by input and output ports. These ports can be
distinguished between relay ports and end ports. Data flows connect these ports such
that an actor can also communicate with other actors. It is also allowed to define nested
actors which is similar to the model of composite function blocks of the IEC-61499
norm. These properties of actors make them syntactically comparable to function
blocks.
However, the actor model of ROOM is more complex than the one provided by any
IEC norm we have discussed in this thesis. First, we have the distinction between actor
class declarations and actor references. Second, it is possible to use manifold (i. e. “set-
valued” in the diction of PROGRES) actor references to an actor class in an actor
network. Fig. 3.28 shows an example of the graphical notation of a manifolded actor
reference. (Note: in ROOM we speak of actor references rather than actor instances.)
An actor network describes the collaboration of actor types. Hence, ROOM diagrams
(i.e. actor networks) only deal with actor types rather than concrete instances. This is
a major difference between function block networks and ROOM diagrams. However,
syntactically, an actor class is similar to a function block type and an actor reference is
similar to a function block instance.
In fig. 3.28 we have modelled a composite actor class ControlUnit which contains two
other actor references, ActorType1 and ActorType2, resp. The actor class ControlUnit
has three ports which are so-called relay ports. We will describe ROOM’s port concept
later. Inside an instance of actor class ControlUnit, there may be exactly one actor
reference of type ActorType2 which is indicated by a single solid rectangle. However,
there may be an arbitrary number of actor instances at run-time of type ActorType1
(also none of them). The duplication of actor instances at run-time is indicated by
the double line around the top right corner of the actor reference. The number of
duplications is given inside the actor reference. This can be either an integer number,
denoting an exact number of actor instances at run-time, a ’+’-sign, denoting an
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arbitrary number of actor instances but at least one, or a ’*’-sign, denoting an arbitrary
number or none.
We can see three different port types in fig. 3.28. First, we find a singleton black port
at ActorType2. This port is a regular port (reference port in ROOM) as we know from
our previous definition in the discussion of function blocks. This port is connected
with a singleton white port belonging to ActorType1. The white port is also a regular
port but the inverted color indicates that the direction of data is inversed compared to
a white port. White ports are also called conjugated reference port. It is a common
design directive in ROOM to model input ports as white ports and output ports as black
ones. However, ports in ROOM are always bidirectional! The protocol class which is
associated with each port gives the direction of singular messages which are combined
in the protocol.
Next to regular ports we have relay ports in ROOM. These ports are depicted just
like regular ports with a thicker border. The actor ControlUnit has three relay ports.
Relay ports are used for handing over data from a data flow connected to them at
one side to the data flow connected at the other side. Therefore, these ports have a
dual characteristics: on one hand, they behave like input ports consuming data, on the
other hand, they behave like output ports producing data. Such a distinction of port
characteristics cannot be found in any IEC norm. This seems to be a weakness of the
IEC norms. In ROOM, ports are always potentially bidirectional while the IEC norm
defines unidirectional ports only. Therefore, this distinction of port characteristics is
not necessary. However, if the IEC communication model should be adapted to modern
standards it is necessary to adopt a distinctive port model as implemented in ROOM.
Two of the relay ports in fig. 3.28 have double lines indicating a multiple creation
of the ports. The number of created port instances at run-time directly depends on
the number of instances of the attached actor reference. That means that every port
of an actor instance will be connected to a separate, newly created port instance. In
contrast to these multiply created ports, the leftmost port of the actor type ControlUnit
is a singleton port. That means that every actor instance of type ActorType1 will be
connected to the same port instance of ControlUnit.
The data model of ports and data flows in ROOM is more elaborate than in IEC-
61131/3. Every port’s, and thus data flow’s, “value” is defined by a protocol class. In
ROOM we actually do not speak about “values” of data flows but “messages” which
are determined by protocols, defined by protocol classes. A protocol class consists of
two sections, one defining the messages coming in at this port, the other section defines
the outgoing messages9. To every port a protocol class will be assigned. Now the
meaning of an inverse port becomes clearer: an inverse port copies the protocol of the
connected “normal” port and swaps the sections of incoming and outgoing messages,
9Furthermore, a protocol class consists of information about its parent class regarding an inheritance
hierarchy, its own class name, and further services and sequences (cf. [SGW94]).
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Figure 3.29: Definition of an actor interface and a protocol class in ROOM
i. e. every incoming message of the “normal” port will be outgoing message of the
inverse port and vice versa. With this redundancy ROOM makes sure that the data
flow connections are type-safe. It even goes that far that only “normal” ports and their
inverse counterparts may be connected. Therefore, type-safety checks are very simple
in ROOM.
Fig. 3.29 shows the definition of an actor interface for an actor of type Controller with
five ports. On the left-hand side of the figure we can see that two ports are assigned
the same protocol class, DeviceControl (for devControl_1 and devControl_2). On the
right hand side we can see a protocol definition for this port type DeviceControl. An
input message transmits the deviceStatus from the device to the controller, an output
message can transmit a command from the controller to the device.
In principle, the execution engine of ROOM is very similar to the one provided
by the IEC-61499. Every actor contains a finite state automaton which controls its
execution. In every state the execution of an algorithm or a contained actor can be
triggered. Events received from an outside source or from a contained algorithm or
actor are used for firing transitions to other states. A direct serialisation of algorithm
or actor execution as modelled in IEC-61131/3 with the help of EN and ENO ports
is not provided by ROOM. Fig. 3.30 shows the notion of a finite state automaton
in ROOM. The biggest difference between ROOM automata and sequential function
charts of the IEC norm is the ability to attach the execution of methods to transitions
in ROOM. In fig. 3.30 we have attached an action logError() to the transition error
which switches from machineState_1 to the state aborted. The IEC norms only define
boolean conditions at transitions but the execution of a function while switching from
one state to another is not possible. Another difference, the possibility of defining state
entry actions and state exit actions of ROOM states can be simulated in the IEC norms
by appropriate serialisation of function execution. In ROOM, we attach these actions
as shown at state machineState_1 in fig. 3.30.
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Figure 3.30: Definition of a ROOM chart, the finite state automaton which controls the
execution of an actor
Our conclusion of the comparison of ROOM and the IEC norms is that every network
specified in one of the presented IEC norms can be rewritten in ROOM but not the
other way round. The multiple creation of actor instances of the same actor class
cannot be modelled in an IEC norm compliant language.
Fig. 3.31 shows the transition from the function block language to ROOM. The concept
of variables, constants, and simple arithmetic operators can be taken over without
change. Here, we will concentrate on the core language constructs of ROOM such
as actor classes, actor references, and message (“data”) connections, including ports.
Since actor references represent an actor class reference in an actor network, we can
safely state that it may inherit from basic function block types. Actor references can
be seen as black boxes which do not reveal more than their interface on the level where
they are used. Therefore, we do not need any further constructs as nesting, behaviour
control, or internal connections.
Actor classes, however, do contain networks of actor references. Therefore, they need
to import ROOM data connections. Actor classes are, thus, comparable to function
blocks in the IEC-61131/3 definition. The concepts of actor classes and function
blocks are very similar. The only difference is that function blocks have to be seen
as objects at compile-time already while actor classes are instantiated to objects at
run-time. The network in which both, function blocks and actor classes, are embedded
can be interpreted in a similar way, though.
ROOM data connections may inherit from data connections as definied in the IEC-
61131/3 norm. The difference between data connections in the IEC-61131/3 language
and connections in ROOM is the previously mentioned direction of data (message)
flow. In ROOM, a connection is potentially bidirectional while the IEC-61131/3 data
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Figure 3.31: The transition from a function block oriented language to ROOM consists
basically of the adaption of actors
connection is unidirectional. It is a matter of discussion whether a unidirectional
dataflow is a specialisation of a bidirectional one. We still stick to our modelling
approach because in ROOM the protocols, which are attached to ports, imply a
direction on the connection. Therefore, connections in ROOM are only potentially
bidirectional, in fact, however, they are not.
The modelling of the ports hierarchy in ROOM is straightforward. Basically, ROOM
ports are the same as ports in the IEC-61131/3 language. Therefore, we have
established an inheritance relationship between ROOM_Ports and Ports. Additionally,
every port in ROOM has a protocol which determines the type of messages and its
direction to be transmitted via the specified port. This protocol is something special
to ROOM as we have described earlier already. There is no such concept in the IEC-
61131/3 norm. Therefore, the class Protocols does not inherit from any counterpart
of the IEC-norm and is not comparable to any language element of the IEC-norm as
almost all other ROOM language elements are.
ROOM_Ports have to be separated into three classes, i. e. relay ports, end ports, and
reference ports. Connections can only be established if one end is a reference port. We
needed to introduce this distinction because of the different purposes those ports have
in ROOM. Thus, connections between relay ports or end ports only are not permitted.
Actor references may only have reference ports.
Fig. 3.31 shows that there are many similarities between the IEC-61131/3 language
and ROOM. We can state that our previously defined packages which are used for
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creating a syntax-directed editor for the IEC-61131/3 language can be easily reused
for defining other visual modelling languages as e. g. ROOM.
The essential parts of visual (object-oriented) modelling languages are very often
alike: we have central objects which implement a behaviour (e. g. function blocks,
actors, ...) and which can be connected with each other for the exchange of data or
services (e. g. by data connections). The communication interface is implemented by
using ports, sometimes in a more basic way (e. g. IEC-61131/3 where ports mainly
deal with (typed) signals), sometimes more elaborate (e. g. ROOM where complex
communication protocols are defined for every port).
The transition of ROOM diagrams to UML/RT is described in [SR98]. UML already
offers a lot of constructs which have similar meanings as the ones in ROOM. Generally,
ROOM diagrams are mainly collaboration diagrams of the UML. Class definitions are
used as actor type definitions. In UML/RT actors are called capsules, described by
capsule classes. A capsule class consists of a structure specification and a behaviour
specification (which is also true for actor classes). The structure specification defines
the architecture of a capsule in terms of other capsules and data connections as we
know them from ROOM. Also, in UML/RT data connections are typed, i.e. they have
associated protocol classes. The behaviour specification consists of state transition
diagrams. In contrast to UML, UML/RT has a defined run-time semantics. UML/RT’s
close relation to ROOM, which has a clearly defined run-time semantics, allows for
the execution of UML/RT specifications. Also, in [GBSS98] the run-time semantics
of UML/RT is described. This has been done with the help of flow graphs (for
detailed information about flow graphs see [CS90]). The advantage of flow graphs
is the definition of graph-construction primitives in a consistent way. It also provides
mathematically precise semantics for these primitives. A common critics on UML to
leave too much room for misinterpretations is eliminated by that. Flow graphs also
provide a calculus which allows for constructing interpreters.
3.7.2 Summary and Comparison
Table 3.1 summarises the presented features of all discussed languages. The
application domain of all languages is similar although ROOM and UML/RT aim
at a more general domain than the IEC norms. The languages mainly consist of
components and connections between components. While ROOM and UML/RT
provide a proper object-orientation, the IEC norms only rely on simple function blocks.
Although they speak of function block types, the diagrams in IEC-61131/3 are based
on function block instances rather than being type diagrams as e.g. in ROOM. The
IEC-61499 norm extends the function block model by the introduction of composite
function blocks which can be compared to aggregating objects as in UML but there is
no class or type hierarchy provided by the IEC norm. Function blocks can be compared
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to objects in terms of data encapsulation but the concept of object-orientation including
inheritance or polymorphism is not supported.
Functions are to be defined as methods to objects in ROOM and UML/RT. Neither
ROOM nor UML/RT provide any function which can be called without the existance
of an object, e.g. a simple adder has to be realised by using an object. The IEC norms
do provide the possibility to model simple functions without objects10.
Protocols are explicitly defined for both, ROOM and UML/RT. In ROOM and
UML/RT a protocol class defines the direction of a message related to a port, i.e.
if it is an incoming message for that special port or an outgoing message, and
the type of information passed on to that port. This information can also be a
reference to another object which is very useful if communication topologies have
to be modified at run-time. The IEC norms only provide the definition of data types
at ports. The type of the connection between two ports is derived from the port data
type. The direction of the connection is given implicitly since the IEC norms only
allow unidirectional connections from output ports to input ports. The values being
transferred by connections are restricted to messages in ROOM and UML/RT. In IEC-
61131 the values can only be of the defined data types (either built-in types or user-
defined types as e.g. data structures or arrays). Signals are simulated by boolean data
flows. The IEC-61131 differs between control flows and data flows although control
flows are still implemented as boolean data flows. However, the distinction between
event inputs and data inputs at function blocks has let us categorise event data flows as
signals.
All four languages support an asynchronous communication mode, while ROOM
and UML/RT also support synchronous communication. Here, the semantics of
“asynchronous” and “synchronous” depends on the specification of the protocol. An
asynchronous communication mode means that a message can be produced but the
time delay between production and consumption does not have any influence on the
run-time semantics of the specified system. In synchronous communication mode this
time delay has an effect, e.g. if the sender of a message has to await the confirmation
of reception before he can go on.
The computation model of the systems has been described extensively. ROOM
provides an event-based computation by using finite state automata. UML/RT is very
similar to ROOM since the ideas of ROOM have been integrated to UML by Bran
Selic and the “Three Amigos”. The IEC-61131/3’s run-time semantics is determined
by the scheduler managing tasks. The same principle can be found in IEC-61499 but
within function blocks an event-based execution can be realised.
10Note: We have only introduced function block diagrams of the IEC norms. There are three more
languages (e.g. Structured Text, which is similar to Pascal) which do not rely on any sort of “object”.
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ROOM UML/RT IEC-61131/3 IEC-61499
Usage
Application Domain Distributed
Real Time
Systems
System
Modelling
Process
Control
Process
Control
Language
Components
Objects Y Y N (Y)
Functions (Y) (Y) Y Y
Protocols Y Y (Y) (Y)
Connections
Flow of data 11 Bi Bi Uni Uni
Transmit Messages Messages Data (Signals)
Data
Communication 12 a/s a/s a a
Computation model Event-based Event-based Scheduled
Scheduled &
Event-based
Modelling in the large
Object-Orientation Y Y N N
Structuring Layers Packages Programs &Resources
Blocks, Pro-
grams & Re-
sources
Substitution/Refinement Inherit. &
Substitution
Inherit. - -
Modifiability Placeholders n/a
higher-
order ports
higher-
order ports
Genericity Y Y N N
Table 3.1: Comparison of ROOM, UML/RT, IEC-61131/3, and
IEC-61499
The features offered by the presented languages regarding modelling in the large have
been discussed as well. ROOM and UML/RT offer true object-orientation which is
lacking in the IEC norms. Structuring means of ROOM are given by layering. In
ROOM it is possible to specify layered systems, where lower layers have service
provisioning points that determine which services can be exported to upper layers
which contain service access points. This concept may not be used to build libraries
with hidden and exported component declarations (layers export services and not
components). The conception of layering a software system in ROOM comes from the
well-known OSI layers. UML/RT offers packages for structuring class definitions. Its
11
“Uni” means “Unidirectional”, “Bi” means “Bidirectional”
12s: synchronous, a: asynchronous
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packages offer a proper module concept. It is defined independently from the different
kinds of diagrams the UML comprises. The structuring means of the IEC norms are
function blocks, programs, and resources in the software configuration. However, a
true structuring means based on function blocks is only provided by the IEC-61499
norm.
Refinement is only supported by the object-oriented languages. As said before, the
IEC norms do not support inheritance or polymorphism.
UML’s package concept is also interesting regarding genericity. UML/RT packages
and capsule classes can be parametrised with constants, classes, and maybe even
packages. It is for instance possible to define a generic capsule whose internal network
uses a generic capsule class parameter at various places. Any instantiation replaces
the generic parameter at various locations with references to the given actual capsule
class declaration. The advantage of UML’s concept of parameterisation compared to
ROOM’s approach is the reuse of parameters in UML. In ROOM there are placeholders
for components that support genericity in a limited way. Single placeholders can be
replaced by specific components, but it is not possible to use one parameter at different
locations. The IEC norms do not offer any support for genericity. The possibility to
pass function blocks as parameters to other function blocks cannot be compared to any
genericity concept as present in ROOM or UML/RT.
3.8 Results and Consequences
The process of specifying visual languages in general and the IEC compliant function
block language in particular revealed a number of weaknesses the PROGRES system
still has. First, we have identified the lack of true genericity in PROGRES. The
specification of parametrisable node class templates which provide safety regarding
static typing is not possible. Templates are desired for modelling in the large and
specifying design patterns.
PROGRES is a strictly typed programming language which is widely used for
modelling in the large purposes but the built-in type checks slump as soon as
it comes to template specification. It is a topic of this thesis to improve the
PROGRES language and environment to be able to specify parametrisable templates
and furthermore guarantee type-safety of operations (graph transformations, queries,
derived relationships etc.) at design time already. We will present an approach to
model generic and parametrisable templates in chapter 4.
The second deficiency we have identified was the lack of true object-orientation in
PROGRES. We have seen during our discussion of the function block language
as well as ROOM that the actuators of these languages, i. e. function blocks and
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actors, carry a run-time semantics as an intrinsic property. In other words, these
language elements define a certain behaviour, which, in turn, defines the semantics
of the program specification w.r.t. the data (message) flow connections and triggering
semantics of the actuators.
This behaviour definition is not possible in PROGRES, yet. We have to add run-
time semantics to language elements by global graph rewriting rules which have to
be parametrised by the specific actuator. This is an inconsequent modelling approach
since all other properties of actuators can be modelled as attributes of the language
element. In chapter 5 we present the extension of the PROGRES language which
allows for the integration of behaviour to language elements of a visual language.
3.9 Summary
In this section we have presented the use of the PROGRES system in practice for
modelling in the large. Derived from our cooperation with the department of process
control engineering at Aachen University of Technology we have chosen to model an
IEC-61131/3 compliant visual language. The IEC norm is widely used in industry
for programming process control software in chemical and process engineering. The
main motivation for this choice was the unprecisely defined syntax and semantics of
this programming language.
Since PROGRES is equipped with a proper semantics definition, a grammar
specification of the language defined by the IEC norm with PROGRES corresponds
to a formalisation of the syntax and semantics. From many discussions with experts in
the field of application development with IEC-61131/3 and adepts in the development
of the language itself we know that such a formalisation is very welcome. With the
help of PROGRES’ built-in tools we were able to generate an editor, syntax analyzer,
and interpreter for the specified function block language. Using the functionality of
the rapid prototype environment which has been developed for generating stand-alone
applications we present an automatically generated editor environment in chapter 6.
This editor environment is built upon our specification presented in this chapter of this
thesis.
Furthermore, we have also presented other specification languages in this chapter
which can be used for both, the implementation of embedded real-time systems
such as process control software systems, and the specification of such programming
languages. The comparison of these languages yielded in suggestions of how to
improve the function block language to make it fit for future enhancements.
After all, we concluded that currently PROGRES is the possibly most suitable system
for formally specifying visual languages, their grammar and run-time semantics, and
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generating rapid prototypes out of the specification despite of its deficiencies we have
discussed in section 3.8.
In the next chapters we will describe the enhancements we have applied to the
PROGRES language and the environment to overcome the problems we have detected
in this chapter. Chapter 4 deals with the extension of the PROGRES language and the
PROGRES type checker to allow parametrisable node class templates. After that, we
will introduce methods to node classes and node types to allow true object-orientation.
We will show how these enhancements change the way of specifying with PROGRES
and how graph-related issues such as generic graph classes or hierarchical graphs can
be modelled with PROGRES easily.
Chapter 4
Generic Modelling
In the last chapter we have introduced one of the application domains the graph
rewriting system PROGRES is used for, i. e. modelling of visual languages and
software systems like editors, analysers, and interpreters. Many applications
have been specified and implemented using the PROGRES environment, such
as e.g. DYNAMITE [Kra98], AHEAD [Sch01], different tools for reverse and
reengineering [Cre99], E-CARES [HM01] etc.
We have seen in chapters 2 and 3 that the PROGRES language is an object-based
programming language. The typing concept is similiar to the data model as suggested
in the ODMG-93 norm for object-oriented database systems (see [CB97]). Every
instance of a node is of a certain type. This type is, in turn, an instance of a higher order
type and all its super types. Higher order types are called node classes in PROGRES.
Node classes are used for establishing an inheritance hierarchy of structural properties
of nodes.
PROGRES implements a three layer object/type system consisting of node instances,
node types of first order, and node types of second order. That means that node types of
first order may be used as parameters and values of variables. Therefore, PROGRES
supports a polymorphic type system which helps to specify reusable specifications.
However, as we have seen in the previous chapter, this typing system is not fully
developed yet. The PROGRES typing system only supports polymorphic typing on
nodes but not on edges.
In chapter 3 we have identified that in many cases PROGRES needs to rely on
run-time checks to ensure the type safety of a specification. In fig. 3.9 we have
introduced flexibly usable variable declarations for which, however, the type-safety
cannot be guaranteed at compile-time by PROGRES. We have observed that the
consequent completion of the partly implemented polymorphism in PROGRES solves
this problem. In this chapter we will introduce the enhancements we have made
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to the PROGRES language and modifications to the PROGRES system to include
polymorphic typing also on edges to complete the already implemented polymorphic
typing system. This enables the user of the PROGRES system to specify generic
node classes for which the type-safety can be checked at compile-time. This also
leads to an improvement of the run-time behaviour of a specification since we do not
need costly run-time checks any longer. We will show our improvements on a more
complex example than the one shown in fig. 3.9. The example in this chapter is dealing
with an Entity-Relationship model from which we derive a simple State-Transition
model. This model is commonly used in the execution mechanism of the IEC-61131/3
language definition.
The following sections will first give an overview of terminology in connection with
typing systems and polymorphism in section 4.1. Section 4.2 introduces related
work, i. e. polymorphic typing systems in other languages like Haskell [Tho96],
Ada9x [Eng97, Bar96], and Eiffel [Mey92]. Then we develop the formal background
of the already existing typing system of PROGRES as described in [Zin95] and
distend this system by adding parametric polymorphism and polymorphism on edges
in section 4.3. In section 4.4 we will describe important implementation issues, i. e.
why and how we have changed the PROGRES system to enable it to deal with our
enhancements. Finally, we will summarise the findings of this chapter in section 4.5.
4.1 Terminology in Typing Systems
In this section we will introduce some general terms and definitions which are used
in the context of polymorphic programming languages. First, we will have a closer
look at the term “type” itself and, based on the definitions given there, examine
different variants of polymorphism. The pitfalls of polymorphism as e. g. covariant
and countervariant polymorphic typing will be explained.
In classical programming languages, types are used for the classification of values
in co-domains. Simple examples are nonnegative integers (0, 1, 2, 3, ...), boolean
values (true/false), etc. Typed expressions are expressions whose semantics depends
on certain type restrictions, e. g. a comparison between different types (integers and
boolean values) is forbidden. Programming languages in which the type of every
expression can be determined by static program analysis are said to be statically typed
languages, i. e. these type restrictions can be analysed at compile-time already. Though
being useful, sometimes static typing is too restrictive. Static typing can be replaced
then by a weaker variant which demands that everything is type-consistent but the
type itself is statically unknown. Languages fulfilling this weaker requirement, i. e.
all expressions are type-consistent, are called strictly typed. Java and PROGRES are
examples of strictly typed languages. A non-strictly typed language is C (see [KR88]).
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In C it is possible to treat characters and integers in the same way such that calculations
on characters can yield integer typed results. Finally, “untyped” languages have only
one type. An example is the untyped -calculus [Tho91]. Every object in this calculus
is a function, i. e. there is only one type which is the function itself.
Hence, we can say that a type is a set of values which fulfil certain constraints. This
constraint based approach will be the basis for our further investigations. Another
definition can be found in the algebraic approach. Here, types are regarded as sets of
operations rather than sets of values. Danforth [DT88] and Thompson [Tho91] give
useful overviews of type theory in object-oriented and function languages, resp.
Languages which are conventionally typed, e. g. Pascal, are based on the idea that
every language element, i. e. functions, procedures, and also their operands, have a
unique type. Those languages are called monomorphic. Every value and variable
can be interpreted to be of exactly one type. In contrast to monomorphic languages,
polymorphic programming languages allow values and variables to be of more than one
type, e. g. actual parameters of polymorphic functions can be of more than one type.
An example for such a function is the length function for different kinds of lists. It
does not matter whether this function is applied to an integer list or a list of characters.
The length function takes any list as input and maps its result to a nonnegative integer
number.
There are different forms of polymorphism. A basic classification was developed by
Strachey (see [Str67]). He distinguished between parametric polymorphism and ad-
hoc polymorphism. In parametric polymorphic languages functions operate uniformly
on a range of types. These types usually exhibit some common structure. In ad-hoc
polymorphism a function appears to work on a range of types but behaves differently
for each type. However, this classification is not sufficiently comprehensive.
We will adopt Cardelli’s classification in this thesis (cf. [CW85]). He introduced a
general distinction between universal and ad-hoc polymorphism:
 universal polymorphism: functions work on an infinite number of types (all
types have some common structure)
– parametric polymorphism: a function has an explicit or implicit type
parameter which determines the type of an argument for each application
of that function.
– inclusion polymorphism: an object can be viewed as belonging to many
different classes. These classes need not be disjoint, i. e. there may be
inclusion of classes.
 ad-hoc polymorphism: functions work on a finite set of different and potentially
unrelated types
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– overloading polymorphism: the same variable name is used to denote
different functions. The context decides which of the functions is denoted
by that particular name. Since a preprocessor of the program could
eliminate overloading by giving different names to the different functions,
overloading is just a convenient syntactic abbreviation.
– coercion polymorphism: a semantic operation is needed to convert an
argument to the type expected by a function.
The distinction between overloading and coercion blurs in many situations.
Expressions like 	, 	, 	, or 	 can be explained in several
ways. First, we could say that the operator “” has four different implementations,
i. e. four overloaded meanings, one for each combination of arguments. Secondly, we
could say that the operator “” has two overloaded meanings, corresponding to integer
and real addition. If an integer argument is part of a real addition, it will be coerced to
the type real. Similarly, we can say that “” is only defined for real addition and the
arguments are always coerced to type real.
In this chapter we will mainly deal with universal polymorphism. As the name already
suggests, we see universal polymorphism as the only “true” polymorphism since ad-
hoc polymorphism disappears at a closer look. Overloading is not true polymorphism.
Instead of a value having many types, we allow a symbol to have many types but the
values denoted by that symbol have distinct and possibly incompatible types. Also,
coercion is not true polymorphism: an operator seems to accept different types of
values but they have to be converted to some representation before the operator can use
them. Hence, the operator works on only one type. Furthermore, the output type does
not depend on the input type, as is common in parametric polymorphism. Therefore,
we will not consider the ad-hoc polymorphism any longer in this thesis.
4.2 Related Work
This section introduces related work to typing systems in classical programming
languages. We have to fall back upon classical languages since all known graph
rewriting systems such as AGG, GENGED, DIAGEN, or FUJABA do not implement
any type system. Only on the level of attributes they make use of the typing system of
Java. However, this does not allow for multiple inheritance, typing in transformations,
static graph scheme type checking etc. which we need to consider in PROGRES.
A strict typing system avoids many programming mistakes at compile-time already
and helps the programmer to identify errors in a very early stage. However, it restricts
programmers severely regarding expressiveness of the language and flexibility. The
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solution to this problem is outlined in the previous section as universal polymorphism
which implements a compromise between these two typing paradigms.
Early systems where universal polymorphism has been implemented are Simula 67.
Classes in Simula are user-defined types which are organised in a inheritance (or
inclusion) hierarchy. Every class has a unique immediate superclass. Simula
implements the inclusion polymorphism in the sense that at every place where an
object of a certain class is required any object of a subclass can be taken.
Generic procedures in Ada are parametrised templates which must be instantiated
before they can be used. However, only for special kinds of parameters this concept
is similar to the parametric polymorphism as is implemented in ML. Parameters in
Ada can be type parameters, procedure parameters, or value parameters. Generic
type polymorphism in Ada is only present on a syntactical basis. The actual type
values must be determinable at compile-time because the instantiation of these generic
templates is done at compile-time. Thus, the semantics of generic procedures is a
macro-expansion driven by the type of argument. Therefore, we can consider generic
procedures as a syntactical abbreviation for a set of monomorphic procedures. This
enables the compiler to create optimised code for every specific instance of a generic
procedure but true polymorphic systems generate code just once for every generic
procedure.
ML is the paradigmatic language implementing parametric polymorphism
(see [HMT97]). The whole language is designed around this style of typing. In
ML it is possible to implement a length function on lists of elements of certain but
arbitrary types as introduced before. Also, a polymorphic identity function can be
defined which works for all types. Languages which use this kind of typing or helped
to develop it include a.o. Poly [Mat85], CLU [Lis81], and Russell [DD79, Hoo84].
In ML, types can contain type variables which are instantiated to different types
in different contexts. Thus, we can partially specify typing information and write
programs based on these partially defined types. The type inferring algorithm in ML
derives the most general (or least specific) type for the given situation which will be
applied to all occurences of type variables.
Another functional language implementing polymorphic typing is Haskell [Tho96].
Haskell also allows parametric polymorphism which we will have a closer look at now.
Coming back to our example of a State-Transition-Model which is derived from an
Entity-Relationship-Model, fig. 4.1 shows the definition of this ER-Model in Haskell
(the actual implementation is of no importance for us). Since Haskell is a functional
language, we have to introduce a type GraphType which is not necessary in other
languages. GraphType denotes the type of our graph to be modified by the operations
shown, i. e. operations for creating entities and relationships or removing them. The
class Eq is introduced for the sake of being able to compare two elements. We define
two classes Entity and Relationship with one type parameter each, i. e. ent and rel,
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module ER () where
import GraphModule (GraphType)
class Entity ent where
genEntity :: String -> ent
addEntity :: GraphType -> ent -> GraphType
removeEntity :: Eq ent => GraphType -> ent
-> GraphType
class Relationship rel where
genRelationship :: String -> rel
addRelationship :: Entity ent =>
GraphType -> ent -> ent -> rel -> GraphType
removeRelationship :: (Eq rel, Entity ent) =>
GraphType -> ent -> ent -> rel -> GraphType
Figure 4.1: The ER-Model defined in Haskell
class Entity sta => State sta
class Relationship tra => Transition tra
Figure 4.2: The ST-Model derived from the ER-Model as shown in fig. 4.1 in Haskell
resp. For each class we have declared three functions: the first function (genEntity
and genRelationship) creates an object of the type given by the type parameter of the
corresponding class. The input parameter is a string, e. g. an identifier of the object to
be created. The function addEntity adds this newly created object of the type given by
ent to the host graph. Accordingly, removeEntity deletes an object from the graph in
case the evaluation of the class Eq returns true. The class Eq is specified for being able
to search for a particular object by comparing the given object with those present in
the host graph. The functions addRelationship and removeRelationship work similarly
to the corresponding functions in class Entity. However, since a relationship can only
be established and deleted between two entities, both operations addRelationship and
removeRelationship have two more parameters, i. e. the corresponding entities between
which the relationship is (to be) established.
Fig. 4.2 shows the derivation of a State-Transition-Model from the ER-Model
in Haskell. This step is very simple and shows the advantages of parametric
polymorphism. The classes State and Transition inherit their functions from Entity
and Relationship, resp. The arrow => defines an inheritance relationship between two
classes. Finally, type safety remains uninfluenced.
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Coming back to imperative languages, we have a look at a typical exponent
implementing parametric polymorphism, Ada95 (see [Eng97, Bar96]). Fig. 4.3 shows
the same class definition in the syntax of Ada95 as discussed before in the case of
Haskell. The keyword tagged indicates that the classes ENTITY and RELATIONSHIP
are classes in an object-oriented sense, i. e. we are able to inherit from these classes.
The keyword generic is used for defining a new package which contains type variables,
i. e. Entity_T and Relship_T in our example. The values of these variables are limited
to members of the inheritance hierarchy of ENTITY’Class and RELATIONSHIP’Class.
The variables eClass and relClass are types, instantiated from the two class definitions
of ENTITY and RELATIONSHIP, resp. The type variables Entity_T and Relship_T are
the generic parameters within the body of the package. Since they can only be assigned
values of the corresponding types, type-safety is guaranteed.
Fig. 4.4 depicts the derivation of a State-Transition-Model from the ER-Model in
Ada95. Again, this step is very simple and it is obvious that type safety is maintained.
After this introduction to typing systems and the clarification of the terminology
used, we will present approaches in other languages, mainly functional programming
languages. We then explain the mathematical theory behind polymorphism. Based
on this theory we will develop a true parametric polymorph typing system for
PROGRES. The discussion of other polymorphically typed languages have revealed
different approaches, all with advantages as well as disadvantages. For our purposes,
we like approaches which allow for a truly polymorphic specification and also
compilation techniques. The approach as realised in Haskell and Eiffel combines
static typing with polymorphic template programming. Although our solution does
not appear to be a “copy” of one of the presented approaches, we will show in the
following sections that it is a derivation of the Haskell and Eiffel approach.
4.3 Formal Specification of PROGRES’ Typing System
The theory behind typing systems has been presented by Cardelli and Wegner
in [CW85] thoroughly. We will take over their ideas and present the formal
specification of a typing system in this section. We will start with the explanation
of the typed -calculus which will serve as a basis for the description of parametric
polymorphism. Later, we will apply these developed ideas to our PROGRES language
and show how parametric polymorphism is realised syntactically and semantically.
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type ENTITY is tagged
name : String;
type eClass is new ENTITY’Class;
type RELATIONSHIP is tagged
record
src : eClass;
trg : eClass;
name : String;
end record;
type relClass is new RELATIONSHIP’Class;
generic
type Entity_T is new eClass;
type Relship_T is new relClass;
package ER_PACKAGE is
procedure createEntity (id : String;
e : out Entity_T);
procedure removeEntity (e : Entity_T);
procedure createRelationship (srcNode : Entity_T;
trgNode : Entity_T;
assocId : String;
newRel : out Relship_T);
procedure removeRelationship (srcNode : Entity_T;
trgNode : Entity_T;
assocId : String );
end ER_PACKAGE;
Figure 4.3: The ER-Model defined in Ada95
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type STATE is new ENTITY;
type TRANSITION is new RELATIONSHIP;
package ST_PACK is new ER_PACKAGE
(Entity_T => STATE,
Relship_T => TRANSITION);
Figure 4.4: The ST-Model derived from the ER-Model as shown in fig. 4.3 in Ada95
4.3.1 Mathematical Foundations
Typing theory is quite old already. Ernst Zermelo has published his ideas in 1908.
We do not need to unroll the whole history of type systems but we will introduce and
define some terms for further understanding of the formal foundations of our typing
system. The definitions are taken from [Tay98]. Starting with a rather simple definition
of partially ordered sets, we will then introduce definitions of semilattices, lattices, and
ideals. We will use these terms later in the description of typing systems and the recent
extension of the PROGRES typing system we have made in this thesis.
Definition 4.1 (Poset) A partially ordered set (poset) is a set X together with a binary
“order” relation which is reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric. If is only known
to be reflexive and transitive then we call it or the set X a preorder. We write y!x as a
synonym for x y.
The word poset is a corruption of “partially ordered set”. Posets are partial in the sense
that there may be pairs of elements which are incomparable, i. e. fail to stand in the
order relation either way round.
It is to be noted that the transitivity of a relation has significant mathematical force.
The following examples are all so-called posets:
 any set with the discrete order, x  y iff x = y
 the set of natural numbers N, complex numbers Z, rational numbers Q and real
numbers R with the usual arithmetical order
 the two-element set ", # with "  # but # $ "
 the power-set $% with the inclusion order, , for any set X
 the “bracket nesting” order on sub-expressions may be regarded as a poset, but
its purpose is structural recursion, for which a well founded (and in particular
irreflexive) relation is needed.
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Definition 4.2 (Least, minimal, greatest, and maximal element) Let (X,  ) be a
preorder and u 
 X. Then u is
 a least element or bottom if &  &,
 a locally least element if  " ! " " !    ,
 a minimal element if      .
Likewise by reversing the order we say that u is
 a greatest element or top if & ! &,
 a maximal element if  !   ! .
Bottom and top, if they exist, are written " and # respectively. If  is antisymmetric
then they are unique.
Definition 4.3 (Lower bound, upper bound, meet) Let (X,  ) be a preorder and
%  % .
 If   % then we call g a lower bound for %.
 A greatest lower bound, i. e. a greatest element of 
	
 % , the set of lower
bounds, if such exists, is called a meet or infimum, and is denoted by &%; then
the set of lower bounds is representable, namely by the meet.
 Similarly, if %  & then we call q an upper bound for %. A least upper bound, if
any, is called a join or supremum, '%.
Definition 4.4 (Semilattice) Let (X,  ) be a poset with a greatest element (#) and
meets of pairs ( & "). Then the operation &  % %  % is
 associative:  & " & '   & " & ',
 commutative:  & "  " & ,
 idempotent:  &   ,
Moreover   " iff  & "  . Conversely if %#& satisfies these laws then this
condition defines a partial order for which & is the binary meet and # the greatest
element. Such a structure is called a semilattice.
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Now we can define the term lattice. The reason why this definition is crucial is because
PROGRES allows multiple inheritance which is completely based on the concept that
node class hierarchies form lattices. Basically, this definition expresses that for every
class in the inheritance hierarchy there exists a single and unique smallest common
superclass and a greatest common subclass. According to [Sch91a] this restriction is
theoretically not necessary. Authors such as [AKLN87] consider it too restrictive to
force a programmer to model lattices. That would lead to an exponentially growing
number of intermediate classes which are neither needed nor desired. However, we
nevertheless decided to rely on lattices. It simplifies type checking considerably (from
a technical point of view) and also helps the user of the PROGRES system to keep
the overview over his graph scheme and to maintain it. Practice has shown that many
typing systems of real-world problems form lattices anyway. Let us now consider the
formal definition of a lattice, based on the previous definitions in this chapter:
Definition 4.5 (Lattice) Let (X,  ) be a poset with finite meets and joins, i. e. meets
and joins with a finite number of elements (subsets of X). Then (X, ", ') and (X,
#, &) are both semilattices, and the absorptive laws hold. Conversely, if (X, ", ',
#, &) obeys both sets of semilattice laws and either of the absorptive laws then the
orders agree and the meets and joins are as given. Then X is called a lattice; lattice
homomorphisms by definition preserve ", ', #, and &.
Basically, the last definition claims that a lattice is a structure of elements with a unique
least element and a unique greatest element, as already said before. Furthermore, every
subset has these properties as well, which is an important point to note. We will speak
about lattices in the PROGRES typing system in the next sections. Therefore, we have
given these formal mathematical definitions here. We assume that the understanding of
these definitions is quite straightforward. For a deeper understanding and insight into
these topics, we recommend to read books about discrete structures in mathematics
which can be found in many books, e.g. [PY73, MT75].
Speaking about types, we can finally define a type itself formally to round things up,
using the definition of an ideal: a poset % is directed if every finite subset (  %
has an upper bound (   
 %. An ideal is a directed lower subset of a poset X,
ordered by inclusion. Ideals are strongly connected to lattices, i. e. basically, ideals
fulfill the properties of lattices plus the mentioned property of being directed. We will
encounter the term of ideals when we have a closer look at typing systems. Commonly,
types in typing systems are ideals. There are two important results deriving from
restricting types to ideals: first, the set of all types becomes a complete lattice
under the set inclusion ordering [MS82] and, second, recursive type equations have
solutions [MPS84]. The ideal model allows representing functional polymorphism
using universal quantification, and inclusion polymorphism using bounded universal
quantification. Furthermore, the two important results of this approach wrt. inheritance
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are: the set of all types is a complete lattice ordered by set inclusion where # is the
greatest element. Second, both, universal and bounded universal quantification, have
natural interpretations in terms of the ordering defined by the set of all types.
In PROGRES we demand an inheritance hierarchy over node classes to be a lattice
(see [Sch91a]) which is also directed. Furthermore, it is true that every finite subset
of the inheritance hierarchy over node classes has an upper bound. Node types
are subtypes of node classes and can be included into the lattice by set inclusion.
Singular types like integer, string, or boolean automatically form directed lattices.
Therefore, we can state that types in PROGRES are ideals. Although in the following
argumentation it is sufficient to rely on the property of the type system to form a
lattice, it is nice to know that PROGRES types are ideals. At the moment we do not
exploit this feature but it leaves space for future developments on the typing system
e. g. regarding recursive type definitions and equations. Without the type’s property of
being ideals, these equations are not solvable.
In the next section we will build upon these observations of properties of typing
systems and introduce the typed -calculus. This calculus introduces quantifiers over
types as known from the first-order predicate logics. We will need this to formally
explain polymorphism in PROGRES. Furthermore, this forms a good foundation
for the theoretical background of our further work, the integration of object-oriented
programming constructs to the PROGRES language. With the help of quantifiers we
can not only express the principles of polymorphism but also principles of data hiding.
An extension of our PROGRES language such that types are not only defined by data
elements (attributes) but also comprise functions (methods) seems very logical and
obvious.
4.3.2 The Typed -Calculus
The typed -calculus [Bar92] is based on the “normal” (untyped) -calculus as
introduced in [BC75, Bar81]. However, every bound variable must be explicitly typed.
A simple successor function would look like this: value succ =     . We
use the notation value <name> if we want to bind a -expression to a certain name.
The notion of such functions is quite trivial. If we define a -term using functions as
parameters we write: value twice = )     "  ))". Here,
the function f transforms a given integer value into another integer value. Hence, the
type of this function is defined as type IntFun =   . The function succ as
defined before also has this type: succ:IntFun.
A type is a set of elements of a universe V which contains all values, e.g. integers,
data structures, functions etc. The universe V forms a partial order according to the
techniques as introduced by Scott in [Sco76]. Not all subsets of V are legal types.
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Legal types must obey a set of technical properties [CW85]. The subsets of V obeying
these properties are most commonly ideals. Since all types in PROGRES are ideals
we do not need to worry about other types which are not ideals. Moreover, the set of
all ideals over V form a lattice.
A particular type system is then a collection of ideals of V. The ideals in this collection
are said to be the types for a particular language, e.g. PROGRES. In monomorphic
type systems each value belongs to at most one type. However, since types are sets,
values can belong to many types, i.e. we can also cover the explanation of polymorphic
type systems by this simple model of ideals over V. Moreover, the semantic assertion
that some type T1 is a subtype of another type T2 corresponds to the mathematical
condition *  * in the type lattice. With that, the interpretation of e. g. inheritance
is straightforward.
The typed -calculus is sufficient for the description and interpretation of
monomorphic languages. However, it does not cover polymorphic languages since
all variables have to be bound to exactly one type. Therefore, we extend the notion
of the typed -calculus by type variables and universal and existential quantifiers
according to [CW85]. If we consider the very simple identity function id we had
to bind the variable x to a certain type (e.g.   ). Now we are more flexible
and may write: value id =       , i.e. for all types a we can define the
id function appropriately. An application of id to a certain pair of type and value
would look like this: +  	. A generic function type can now be denoted as:
type GenericId =      . The generic form of the function twice as defined above
can now be written as: value twice =  )          ) ) .
The quantified typed -calculus also provides an existential quantifier. However, this
quantifier is used for data hiding mechanisms. With the help of an existential quantifier
we can express assertions like “for every stack of type a there is an implementation
impl providing the necessary operations like push, pop, top, and empty”. We do
not care about the kind of implementation, i. e. whether the stack is implemented
by a linked list or by an array, we just assert that there is such an implementation.
Therefore, we are able to distinguish between the interface of a software unit (module,
package, ...) and its implementation. We hide the implementation from the user’s
view. However, for the explanation of the polymorphic typing system we do not need
existentially quantified -expressions. This is the reason why we leave them out here.
4.3.3 Parametric Polymorphism in PROGRES
The extension of the -calculus by universal quantifiers is useful for modelling and
explaining parametric polymorphism. With the description of universal quantifiers
over universes we are able to introduce type parameters to functions or data structures.
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Indeed, the introduction of universal quantifiers over a universe of values is essential
for being able to use type parameters.
Now, we are able to denote types like this: type Pair[T] = *  * . A pair of
integer values would be type IntPair = Pair[Int]. Note that a parametric type definition
introduces a new type operator, i.e. operators which operate on types rather being a
type themselves. Here, Pair is such a type operator. The notions type A[T] = *  *
and type B = **  * should not be mixed up since A is a type operator and B
denotes a type (of the identity function).
In PROGRES, type operators can be compared to parametrised node classes or node
types. A direct translation of the above shown constructs in the PROGRES language
would result in fig. 4.5.
node_class List[ItemType]
intrinsic
head : ItemType;
tail : List[ItemType];
end;
Figure 4.5: A direct translation of typed -calculus expressions to PROGRES
The advantage of introducing parametrised node classes in PROGRES is evident.
At the moment, we are not able to specify generic node class templates. Generic
classes have to be imitated by assuming the most general type at every attribute and
operation declaration. That means that we have to rely on run-time type checks
which are implemented by the user of the PROGRES system. If we want to have
a statically checkable typing for “generic” node class templates we have to implement
the instances of the template manually. This contradicts the philosophy of PROGRES
to support the reuse of code. Therefore, it is desirable to be able to define generic
node class templates, first, to reuse code, and secondly, to enable strong type checks at
compile-time already to support the user.
For achieving this goal, we have used the already existing static attributes in the
PROGRES language, the so-called meta attributes1, for modelling the type parameter.
Thus, the syntax in PROGRES looks as shown on the left hand side in fig. 4.6. We
assume that there is a class TypeUniverse defined which is the superclass of all possible
types we want to use for instantiating a concrete list of Items. The right hand side of
fig. 4.6 shows a definition of a list of integers. IntList inherits from List and redefines
the type parameter Item to Int.
1It becomes more and more evident that the naming convention meta attribute is unsatisfactory.
These attributes can be compared to static attributes as in e. g. Java and, thus, should be named like that.
However, in this thesis we stick to the existing naming scheme.
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node_class List
meta
ItemType : type_in TypeUniverse;
intrinsic
head : self.ItemType;
tail : List;
end;
node_class IntList is_a List
redef_meta
ItemType = Int;
end;
Figure 4.6: A parametrised node class definition in PROGRES
The advantage of the notion we have chosen compared to the notion presented in
fig. 4.5 is the tight integration of the new construct with the already existing language
elements of the PROGRES language. Therefore, we can not only use existing
analyses for attributes and evaluation algorithms for their values, but also the user
of the PROGRES system does not need to learn new concepts. This increases the
acceptance of the new constructs by the users. However, although we reuse existing
mechanisms for the evaluation of meta attribute expressions, extensive implementation
work as is described in section 4.4 on the analysing tool was still necessary.
Coming back to our running example, we can now model different automata for
executing visual languages with the same generic node class template. Fig. 4.8
shows the definition of a simple Entity-Relationship-Model describing the very basic
model as depicted in fig. 4.7 (for the sake of simplicity we omit any cardinality
information at the two defined edges src and trg). However, this ER-model is already
parametrised. The attribute ItemType specifies the type of the source and target, resp.,
of a relationship.
ENTITY RELATIONSHIP
src
trg
Figure 4.7: A simple Entity-Relationship-Model
In the node class RELATIONSHIP we have defined the intrinsic attributes src and trg
generically by making use of the meta attributes srcItemType and trgItemType as a type
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node_class ENTITY end;
node_class STATE is_a ENTITY end;
node_class RELATIONSHIP
intrinsic
src : self.srcItemType;
trg : self.trgItemType;
meta
srcItemType := ENTITY;
trgItemType := ENTITY;
end;
node_class TRANSITION
redef_meta
srcItemType := STATE;
trgItemType := STATE;
end;
Figure 4.8: A generic Entity-Relationship-Model in PROGRES
parameter to this node class. The designator type_in indicates that srcItemType and
trgItemType contain a type which belongs to ENTITY, i.e. a direct node type derived
from the node class ENTITY or a node type derived of one of ENTITY’s subclasses.
In this example we have given srcItemType and trgItemType the most general possible
value ENTITY. Note, as soon as a meta attribute is used as a type parameter it must have
a valid value. Otherwise, other attributes using this type parameter for determining
their type are not typed correctly. It is a matter of discussion whether the type
parameter’s type itself plays a role or not. If we omit the expression “:= ENTITY”
and define the type attribute as e. g. “srcItemType : type_in ENTITY;” we know for all
other attributes which use this type attribute for determining their type that the type
must be a subtype of ENTITY. For the static analyses this information is sufficient.
Also, the fact that only one type will be assigned to srcItemType rather than a set of
types can only be expressed by using the type_in construct. Therefore, it seems to be
desirable to allow both alternatives. However, for this thesis we have decided to rely
on the expression of type attributes as the determining factor. In the declaration “src
: self.srcItemType;” the type declaration refers to the value of srcItemType. We deem
this alternative as the more suitable one for our examples.
In this example, we could also specify different values for the source and the target of
a relationship. However, we do not make use of this opportunity here. Both attributes,
srcItemType and trgItemType, are assigned the same value. The reason for this way of
modelling is the increased flexibility of this approach.
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However, one important restriction of the values of meta-attributes has to be
mentioned: in the case of a redefinition of a meta-attribute’s value it is a requirement
that the new value can only be a subclass or a subtype of the value this attribute
had in superordinate classes. In our examples this will be the case and it also seems
rather straightforward. In properly typed specifications this requirement is not really a
restriction. Just in the case of multiple inheritance it can turn out to be tricky. However,
in this thesis we concentrate on the essential semantics definitions of (meta) attributes’
typing. These rules will also apply in the case of multiple inheritance.
In PROGRES we support covariant typing for generic node classes. Note, since
we demand that types form a lattice we have an order by inclusion among types
belonging to the same lattice. Covariant typing means that if we refine a node class,
e. g. RELATIONSHIP to TRANSITION, then any type parameter’s value inside this
node class may only be a refinement of its previous type as well (if it changes at all),
it may not be generalised or replaced by types belonging to other lattices. That means,
if we have a node class *

containing an attribute of type  

and a node class *

containing an attribute of type  

, covariant typing demands that  

  

iff *

 *

.
More precisely, we demand that all constraints as given in definition 4.6 hold. This
definition claims that a node class 

is a subclass of node class 

if 

has not less
attribute definitions than 

and all attribute names (identifiers) AttId, their qualifiers
and index or key modifiers are equal for the first n attributes. Furthermore, the types
of the first n attributes of node class 

have to be subtypes (or equal types) of the type
the corresponding attribute in 

. In the example shown in fig. 4.8 this is the case, i. e.
all constraints hold. Here, we refine RELATIONSHIP to TRANSITION and the value
of the type parameters srcItemType and trgItemType change from ENTITY to STATE.
Since STATE is a refinement of ENTITY we are safe and dry. Given srcItemType or
trgItemType had the value STATE in node class RELATIONSHIP we would not be
allowed to redefine srcItemType or trgItemType in TRANSITION to the value ENTITY.
This would be called contravariant typing. In our PROGRES language we forbid
contravariant typing since most commonly, covariant typing is needed and used. Of
course, this restricts the reading and writing access of variables or formal parameters
in PROGRES as known from common programming languages which implement
polymorphic typing internally (e. g. Java, Pascal, C++). When writing to a variable,
i. e. assigning a value to this variable, the variable has to be of the same type or a more
general type than the value to be assigned. On the other hand, when reading a variable,
its type must be the same or more specific than the allowed or expected type.
Definition 4.6 (Subclass relationships) Let 

and 

be node classes with the
following attribute definitions:
+_!  


+,"



+


 *"


- )


   


+,"



+


 *"


- )


   


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Then we say that
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
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

+
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
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

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
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
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
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

 *"
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
4.3.4 Formalisation of Parametric Polymorphic Typing
After having introduced the kind of polymorphic typing we have implemented in
PROGRES and the presentation of the language constructs, we now extend the
formalisation of PROGRES’ typing system as given in [Sch91a] for polymorphic
typing constructs in this section. Schürr defines several functions to define the static
and dynamic semantics: SEM, TYPE, SIG, ) , and )) . Here, we concentrate on
the static typing concept (static semantics) since the semantics can be derived easily by
using Schürr’s definitions. We repeat the definitions of the functions TYPE and SIG
here for a better understanding and also extend the set of functions in order to handle
polymorphic typing.
The function TYPE associates a first-order logics formula to every increment of the
language which defines the correctness of such an increment according to the static
semantics of the PROGRES language. We differ between two variants of TYPE: if
the considered increment is a closed declaration of a type or a function, i. e. it does not
contain any free variables, it is a part of the graph scheme. Then, the definition of the
closed TYPE formula will ensure consistency regarding all other formulae of the graph
scheme and correctness of the considered increment. If the increment is just a part of
a closed declaration, the TYPE formula will be parametrised. Thus, the expression “t
is (not) a type of the increment / ” is equal to “The instantiation of formula TYPE/ 
with t leads to a closed formula which is (not) consistent regarding the graph scheme”.
For every non-terminal symbol 0 of our language there is a semantic TYPE function
defined as:
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PAF is the set of all parametrised formulae over the graph signature. A graph signature
 is the formal definition of a graph, containing the alphabets of node identifiers,
edge identifiers, etc. Next, we repeat the definition of the semantic function SIG,
which takes care of the declaration and application of identifiers. The result of the
SIG function is the unique representation of a type in a PROGRES graph scheme to
a given declaring or applied identifier in the PROGRES specification. We use the
convention to denote declaring identifiers by Æ and applied identifiers by 4:
 Let Æ

 and Æ

 be two declarations of identifiers which are not4-reducible, i. e.
they cannot be transformed into each other by renaming. Then: Æ

  Æ

 (
SIGÆ

 SIGÆ

.
That means if two lexically and syntactically equal identifiers are being declared
as different identifiers they will be matched onto different elements of the
corresponding graph signature.
 Let Æ be a declaration of an identifier and 4 an application of an identifier in
a program. Then: DECL4  Æ ( SIG4  SIGÆ. Here, we match all
applied occurrences of an identifier onto the same element of the corresponding
graph signature as its declaration.
Furthermore, we need to define  , ) , and )) . The formal definitions are given
by Schürr in [Sch91a] in fig. 4.3.4 and will not be fully repeated here. Since we have
already introduced the definitions of lattices we can easily define  by saying that this
function relates two types within a lattice in an asymmetric, reflexive, and transitive
way, i. e.  formalises the subclass relationship given in fig. 4.6. The functions )
and )) define instance relationships:
v ) t := "(v,t)
v )) c :=  t: v ) t & t ) c.
"(v,t) is a function which holds, if the instance v is of type t. The second definition
(v )) c) means that node v is of type t and, furthermore, type t belongs to class c.
Since Zinnen finished his work (see [Zin95]) it is possible to declare type-valued
variables (parameters/attributes), i. e. it is possible to store types in variables rather
than values of a certain type. These variables can then be used in the same way as
types can be used. Consider example 4.1. Here, we define some node class A and two
node types a, b which are derived from A. In the transformation’s parameter list we
introduce a type-valued parameter varType which can contain types that are derived
from node class A, i. e. either a or b. Henceforth, the value of parameter instanceVar
can either be of type a or type b (however, we know that it MUST be of a subtype of A
which guarantees a certain type-safety).
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Example 4.1
node_class A end;
node_type a : A end;
node_type b : A end;
transformation xyz (varType : type_in A;
instanceVar : varType ) =
[...]
end;
Thus, for proper typing we need a function val which returns the value of a type-valued
variable (parameter/attribute). For our reasoning it is sufficient to define val on meta
attribute instances. It is easy to derive a more general val function from this definition,
though.
We will use this definition:
 : MetaAttrInstance  T() "
where T() is the set of all node classes and types over the graph signature .
Hence, the static semantics of a so-called type-in-expression can be defined as:
TYPE/ type_in 5 SIG/  ) SIG5 & 5 
 3 0+ ! .
Additionally, we also know that the following statement holds:
SIG 

/ ) SIG5.
However, this is not part of the static typing rule. It rather expresses that if all static
type analyses hold we can guarantee that the value of / is an instance of class 5 at
run-time. Note, that this val function is formally different from the one we will use in
the following discussion. Here, the val function relates to run-time information (which
is why we have subscribed it with the letter R) while the val function we will use from
now on only relates to compile-time information about meta-attribute values.
Please note that there are also other ways to notate these formulae. A standard notation
which is used for e. g. the purpose of defining type rules as the one given above is as
follows:
     
 
   _ 
*1 2
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In this thesis, we will present the typing rule definitions of the new language constructs
in a syntax compliant to Schürr in [Sch91a] to ensure consistency of the syntax and
semantics of PROGRES’ typing rules.
In this chapter we have introduced parametric polymorphic typing using static
attributes in PROGRES. We define a function sel which correlates an identifier of
such a static (meta) attribute of a certain node class or a node type to its instance:
: (MetaAttrId, NodeClassOrTypeId) MetaAttrInstance
If this static attribute is type-valued, the function  ((# 5)) returns the value
of the attribute # as defined in node class or node type 5. In our example,
 ((srcItemType, RELATIONSHIP)) would compute the result ENTITY, while the
expression  ((srcItemType, TRANSITION)) evaluates to STATE.
This computation of the value of an attribute instance is only possible for static
attributes (meta attributes), i. e. attributes which have a defined value at compile time
already. Hence, for a meta attribute declaration in node class 5 defined as
#  "_ 5

 5

the following formulae reflect the static semantics of this declaration and are used for
static type checks:
(SIG#,SIG5

) ) SIG5

 & SIG5

 
 3 0+ ! 
and
(SIG#, SIG5

) = SIG5

 & SIG5

 
 3 0+*"! 
Also, 5

has to be compatible to 5

w.r.t. the assignment. These compatibilities of
assignments will be discussed later.
The static semantics of the expression   /# is given by:
SIG )) SIG#, SIG/ )
iff SIGvalselSIG#, SIG/  
 3 0+ ! 
and
SIG ) SIG#, SIG/ )
iff SIGvalselSIG#, SIG/  
 3 0+*"! 
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The first formula expresses that if /#’s value is determined by a node class then x
must have a concrete type which is derived from this node class. The second formula
demands that if /#’s value is a node type, the type of x is determined by exactly that
node type.
Assignments of variables   /#, "  / #, and '  /  in   ",   ', and '  
are compatible iff the following formulae hold:
   " is a valid expression iff (SIG#SIG/ ) = (SIG#, SIG/ )
   ' is a valid expression iff SIG/   SIG SIG#, SIG/ 
 '   is a valid expression iff SIG SIG#, SIG/   SIG/ 
These formulae actually describe three different ways of checking correct typing:
the first alternative which is valid for an assignment where both variables’ type is
determined by a meta attribute (# and #, resp.) claims that the meta attribute instance
must be the same. Further type information (or value information) of this particular
meta attribute are not important at this point. In the second case, one variable’s type is
determined by a meta attribute’s value (variable ), the other variable’s type is given
directly (variable '). Here, we have to examine the value of the meta attribute # in
node class (or type) / . This value must be either a superclass or the same class or type
as the other variable’s type / . If we switch the assignment ('  ) the third formula
must hold which is similar to the second alternative. Here, /  has to be a superclass or
the same class or type as attribute #’s value in class / .
The last typing formula deals with type-valued parameters of operations. Given the
transformation as shown in fig. 4.9 we can immediately see that this transformation
call will reveal a typing error. Although both parameters, node1 and node2 depend
on the type attribute srcItemType, and both type parameters, typePar1 and typePar2,
will contain types derived from node class RELATIONSHIP they can be different at
run-time such that the assignment node2 := node1 is wrongly typed. It is easy to see
if we assume typePar1’s actual value to be a node type directly derived from node
class RELATIONSHIP and typePar2’s value to be a node type derived from node class
TRANSITION.
Therefore, we have to examine different cases which can occur in parameter profiles
and variable declarations and define the compatibility rules in these cases. Given we
had four declarations of parameters or variables:
 "

 6

#

 "

 6

#

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transformation assignVariables
( typePar1 : type_in RELATIONSHIP;
typePar2 : type_in RELATIONSHIP;
node1 : typePar1.srcItemType;
out node2 : typePar2.srcItemType ) =
node2 := node1;
end;
Figure 4.9: Typing error in the parameter profile
 "

 6

#

 "

 /
where 6

are type-valued parameters (6

 type_in 5

, 5


3 0+ ! ), #

are meta attributes in 6

, and / is an arbitrary type. Then we can state:
1. "

and "

are compatible iff SIG6

 = SIG6


2. "

and "

are compatible iff SIG#

 = SIG#


3. "

and "

are compatible iff both, (1) and (2), apply
4. Assignments of "

to "

("

 "

) are compatible iff
SIG SIG#

SIG6

  SIG/ 
5. Assignments of "

to "

are not compatible.
6. All other compatibility rules can be derived from (4) and (5).
For (1) it would be sufficient to claim that SIG6

  SIG6

 for assignments of "

to "

(and vice versa) due to our restriction of a covariant redefinition of the values
of meta attributes. However, the examination of the existing PROGRES type system
revealed that in similar cases (i. e. without accessing meta attributes but determining
the type of "

and "

by different type-valued parameters 6

and 6

) the equality as
stated in (1) is required. The reason is that at runtime both variables, 

and 

can adopt node types as their values which can be determined by completely different
node classes in the inheritance hierarchy. Therefore, it is too dangerous to allow an isa
relationship between SIG6

 and SIG6

. We adept to PROGRES’ philosophy and
do not “soften” the equality requirement.
The requirement as stated in (2) is quite restrictive but has to be defined like this to
ensure static type safety. It says that if two parameters or variables depend on the same
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type parameter 6

they also have to depend on the same meta attribute #  #

 #

to be compatible. Assume that we can only say about 6

that it contains node types
of class 5. For every node type it is possible to redefine the meta attributes values
independently. Therefore, we have to claim the equality of the meta attributes used in
the declaration of the parameters or variables to be compatible.
Theoretically, we could examine all possible values of the meta attributes of all types
that 6

can contain. The compatibility formula would look rather simple: instead of
considering just one type we work with sets of types and establish a compatibility rule
similar to the one shown in (4). However, the implementation of this kind of analysis
is highly inefficient and, therefore, not applicable to PROGRES.
The third case in the compatibility rule list above is a direct consequence drawn out of
cases (1) and (2).
Case (4) is a bit more complicated to explain. Here, we first pick the meta attribute
instance of #

in 6

with the sel function and then we compute its value with the help
of the previously defined val function. An assignment of "

to "

is allowed if and only
if the meta attribute’s value is a type belonging (or equal) to / .
However, we have to forbid an assignment of "

to "

. The reason is that we cannot
statically compute a concrete type for "

unless we examine all possible values for
6

and, subsequently, for #

. The result will be a set of possible values which have
to match / . As argued above, this leads to a highly inefficient implementation of
PROGRES and, thus, ties our hands in this case. Therefore, this assignment must be
forbidden.
Example:
Consider the graph scheme as shown in fig. 4.10. We want to prove that the given
transformation doSomething in fig. 4.11 contains a typing error according to the given
graph scheme. The typing rules for the attributes declared in this graph scheme are
quite trivial:
 SIG!*" ) SIG0**1 
 SIG*" ) SIG0**1 
 (SIG!*", SIG
*072 ) = SIG"
 (SIG*", SIG
*072 ) = SIG"
 (SIG!*", SIG*
0*0 ) = SIG 
 (SIG*", SIG*
0*0 ) = SIG 
 SIG! )  SIG!*", SIG
*072 ))
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node_class ENTITY end;
node_class RELATIONSHIP
intrinsic
src : self.srcType;
trg : self.trgType;
meta
srcType : type_in ENTITY := entity;
trgType : type_in ENTITY := entity;
end;
node_type entity : ENTITY end;
node_type relationship : RELATIONSHIP end;
node_class STATE is_a ENTITY end;
node_class TRANSITION is_a RELATIONSHIP
redef_meta
srcType := state;
trgType := state;
end;
node_type state : STATE end;
node_type transition : TRANSITION end;
Figure 4.10: Given graph scheme for demonstrating (in-)correct typing
 SIG )  SIG*", SIG
*072 ))
For proving the typing error in transformation doSomething in fig. 4.11 we start
with the examination of the variable declarations and then the parameter profile of
the transformation createRelationship. Assignments of actual parameters (e. g. "

) to
formal parameters (e. g. 

) are treated as normal assignments of variables 

 "

.
Hence, we can derive the following reasoning:
 SIG ) SIG
*072 
 TYPE  SIG 
 TYPE  SIG"
 TYPE  SIG"
The parameter profile of createRelationship reveals:
 SIG*" ) SIG
*072 
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transformation createRelationship
( relType : type_in RELATIONSHIP;
node1 : relType.srcType;
node2 : relType.trgType;
out outNode : relType) =
[...]
end;
transformation doSomething( vt : type_in RELATIONSHIP ) =
use v : transition;
e1 : vt.srcType;
e2 : vt.trgType
do
[...]
& createRelationship ( vt, e1, e2, out v )
& [...]
end
end;
Figure 4.11: Given graph transformations for demonstrating (in-)correct typing
 SIG+ ) SIG!*"SIG*"
 SIG+ ) SIG*"SIG*"
 TYPE0+  SIG*"
Considering the assignments of the actual parameters as provided in transformation
doSomething at the call of createRelationship to the formal parameters we gain:
1. SIG*" ) SIG
*072 
2. SIG*"  SIG
3. SIG!*"  SIG!*" (trivial)
4. SIG*"  SIG*" (trivial)
5. (SIGSIG!*") = (SIG*", SIG!*")
6. (SIGSIG*") = (SIG*", SIG*")
7. TYPE0+  TYPE  SIG 
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Because of (7) we can compute that SIG*"  SIG  which is the
first typing error because of (1): SIG*"  SIG 	 is valid as
well! However, this also leads directly to the essential typing mistake in this example:
for correct typing, the formula (SIGSIG!*") = (SIG*",
SIG!*") in (5) must hold (accordingly for trgType in (6)), i. e. both, the actual
parameter as well as the formal parameter, have to refer to the same srcType attribute.
Since we have fixed SIG(*") already to SIG  the formula cannot
hold any longer because vt can still contain both values, relationship and transition.
The solution to the typing mistake we have made in our example is to change the types
of the variables: the type of v in transformation doSomething has to be changed to
vt. Considering that we are defining a generic template for ER-Diagrams as well as
ST-Diagrams this would be the preferred solution anyway.
4.4 Implementation Issues
Thus far, we have described the theory behind parametric polymorphic typing in
PROGRES. We also described the syntax changes which had to be applied to
PROGRES’ syntax. However, the introduction of the functions val and sel as defined
in the previous section lead to considerable changes of the analyses’ implementation.
Very often, PROGRES makes use of typing information of attributes, variables,
expressions etc. This information could be stored statically at every declaration of
a variable, attribute, or expression. It was never possible to change these types, neither
explicitly nor implicitly. After our changes to the typing system, we can now change
the type of an attribute, depending on to which node type it belongs. Therefore, it
is not sufficient anymore to store the typing information at the attribute’s declaring
occurrence but we have to determine the attribute’s affiliation to the corresponding
node type (this is what the function sel provides) and retrieve the eventually changed
type information there.
For this purpose, we have invented node tables which are attached to every node class
and node type declaration in PROGRES automatically by the analyses. In this node
table we store all typing information for every attribute which is known in this node
class or node type, i. e. also the inherited attributes appear here (since their type can
implicitly be changed by a redefinition of a type-valued meta attribute which is used
for defining the attribute’s type). Next to the typing information we also store some
more information in the table for an easier implementation of the analyses, e. g. from
which class attributes are inherited, whether an attribute is intrinsic, derived, a meta
attribute, or a constraint attribute etc. Details about the implementation of this node
table can be found in [Kön02].
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Node class or node type
Meta attribute declarations
Meta attribute redefinitions
OptAttDeclList
Other attribute declarations
Other attribute redefinitions
OptRuleList Other attributes’ expressions
Meta attribute expressions
Figure 4.12: New order of analyses in PROGRES
We have already mentioned that inherited attributes can implicitly change their type
by a mere redefinition of a meta attribute on which the type of the inherited attribute
depends on. This also means that it does play a role in which order the attributes are
analysed. In former times, this was rather arbitrary. There was an order according
to the inheritance hierarchy defined for node classes but the attributes were analysed
independent from that, and, furthermore, non-deterministically. For our purposes this
is not sufficient any longer. First of all, we need to know all attributes which are
inherited because they can be changed. Since meta-attributes can influence these
attributes and all other declarations of a node class or node type they have to be
analysed before any other attribute will be analysed. The same argument applies to
redefinitions of meta attributes and other attributes as well.
Fig. 4.12 shows the new order of the analyses. As described, in the first step we gather
all information we can inherit from eventually existing superclasses. After that, all
locally declared meta attributes will be added to the node table of the corresponding
node class or node type. Then the information of redefinitions of meta attributes
updates the node table. Things are rounded up by the analysis of the whole attribute
declaration list which also takes care of attribute deletions. After the declaration list
has been analysed, the expressions of meta attributes are analysed as well as all other
attributes in the same order as already described. Again, further details can be found
in [Kön02].
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the concepts of parametric polymorphism and their
realisation and implementation in PROGRES. At the beginning we have given an
introduction to typing systems and their mathematical background. The roots of this
research topic date back to not later than 1908 (E. Zermelo). The application of
typing concepts to formal programming languages has begun much later, of course.
Modern theories came up in the 1980s, introduced by Milner and Cardelli/Wegner et
al. Especially our focus of interest, parametric polymorphism, was introduced formally
by (among others) Cardelli/Wegner in the 1990s.
We have presented the formal definitions of all theoretically relevant mathematical
constructs and calculi to derive the concepts of polymorphism and to introduce it
to the PROGRES language. We pointed out which problems arise with parametric
polymorphism and how to overcome them. The advantages of being able to specify
generic graph classes and node class templates overrules the disadvantage of bearing a
number of restrictions due to PROGRES’ strong typing system by far (the restrictions
have been explained in the example in section 4.3.4).
After having introduced the parametric polymorphic typing concepts in different
existing languages and also in PROGRES, we have extended the formal foundation of
PROGRES’ typing concept as was introduced by Schürr in [Sch91a]. We developed
the theory for polymorphic typing in PROGRES which has been started by Zinnen
(see [Zin95]) and taken further to parametric polymorphism in this thesis.
Finally, we have explained the changes which had to be applied to the implementation
of the PROGRES system. Since new dependencies came up, analysis order and the
maintenance of information with the help of node tables had to be changed.
In the next chapter we will take the idea of specifying generic graph classes even
further by the introduction of truly object-oriented concepts to the PROGRES
language. We will add redefinable methods to node classes and node types and
demonstrate the use of it. Furthermore, it will become clear that these new concepts
enhance the usability of PROGRES considerably.

Chapter 5
Object-Oriented Specification
In the last chapter we have described the completion of the implementation of the
polymorphic typing system in the PROGRES language to make it more suitable for
the use of defining visual languages. It is common wisdom that visual modelling
techniques provide an intuitive yet precise way to express and reason about concepts
at their natural level of abstraction. Also, object-oriented modelling techniques are not
only very popular but reflect a problem’s structure in an easily comprehensible way.
The last chapter has presented a way of defining generic templates in PROGRES.
However, the PROGRES language restricts its users in several ways for defining
abstract data types although it was developed for this purpose: it is not possible
to define operations belonging to a data type. This limits the reusability of data
types and their implementation. Also, the extension of those data types is not easy.
Together with the changes of the data type itself we usually need to introduce a
couple of transformations additionally. Furthermore, it is not possible to adapt existing
operations working on the original data type to consider the changes in the e. g.
inherited (new) data type.
In this chapter we discuss the extension of the PROGRES language by object-oriented
concepts. As described in chapter 2 the PROGRES language is currently object-
based, i. e. nodes carry attributes of different kind but cannot implement operations
on this data type. We have pointed out in our discussion about the “actuators” of the
IEC-61131/3 language (function blocks) and ROOM (actors) that it is desirable to be
able to implement their behaviour as intrinsic property of the language element as we
can specify all other properties as attributes to the data (actuator) type.
As in chapter 4 we will illustrate our enhancements by the example of the execution
machine as defined in the IEC-61131/3 norm (see fig. 3.22 for an implementation of
the algorithm execution machine in the current PROGRES language).
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In the following sections we will give a brief overview on the terminology regarding
object-orientation we will use in this thesis (section 5.1). In section 5.2 we will
discuss the aspects of object-orientation in systems which are related to PROGRES.
Section 5.3 describes the language extensions we have applied to the PROGRES
language to integrate operations into node classes and node types. Finally, we describe
implementation related issues in section 5.4 and summarize this chapter in section 5.5.
5.1 Terminology in Object-Orientation
B. Meyer gives a short summary of object-oriented design in [Mey92] of software
systems which addresses these shortcomings. We share the view of B. Meyer that
object-oriented design provides the best known technical answer to achieve reusability,
extendibility, and reliability of software systems due to the reasons given above.
Therefore, we will discuss the ideas as outlined by Meyer in this chapter. Object-
oriented design is the construction of software systems as structured collections of
classes, or abstract data type implementations. Both terms, classes and abstract
data type implementations, describe the type structure we know in PROGRES, node
classes and node types. We will use the word class for both constructs known in
PROGRES. However, we have to cut the term implementation from abstract data
types because we are not able to attach operations to data types yet, as described above.
The following remarks are worth mentioning:
 When speaking about the object-oriented construction of software systems, the
emphasis is on structuring a system around the types of objects it manipulates,
not the functions it performs on them. This is a major difference between
object-oriented modelling and programming languages like Eiffel [Mey92] or
Java [AG98] compared to classical imperative languages like Modula-2 [Wir85].
This concentration on objects as a whole rather than single, isolated functions
supports the reuse of these data structures with their associated operations.
This is the most prominent reason why we think that it is necessary to add
operations to node classes and node types in PROGRES in order to make
it a comfortably and intuitively, i. e. problem-oriented, usable modelling and
programming language.
 Objects, as mentioned before, are considered being instances of abstract data
types. These data types are described by their interface rather than through their
concrete representation.
 Classes become basic modular units describing one implementation of an
abstract data type. It is also possible to have a set of possible implementations of
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the same abstract data type. Neither of these aspects are included in the current
PROGRES version.
 In the above “definition” of object-oriented design we used the term collections
of classes. This reflects an important design issue, namely, classes should be
designed as units which are interesting and useful on their own, independently
of the systems to which they belong. Therefore, classes may be reused by
many different systems. This imposes a new view on software construction
with PROGRES. The design of a system is viewed as the assembly of existing
classes, not as a top-down process starting from scratch. This view has been
introduced in chapter 3 already. There, we have developed a collection of
packages for the definition of an IEC-61131 compliant language. However, we
started with the definition of general packages, e. g. arithmetic expressions and
simple control flow language constructs, which can be reused for the definition
of any visual language. This modelling technique is only available on the level
of packages. Since packages cannot be instantiated they do not have the same
semantics as abstract data types, i.e. their structuring means is on a rather
syntactical level. In packages, we can define a set of different abstract data
types and isolated transformations which can operate on an arbitrary subset of
these data types. In a strict sense, packages can be said to be a rather unsorted
collection of independent declarations. The more useful modelling technique,
i. e. defining data types and associating operations with them, is not supported
by PROGRES.
 Finally, we need to mention the word structured we have used in the definition
of object-oriented design. Basically, this describes the relation between classes,
i. e. their superclass and subclass relationships due to inheritance. In chapter 4
we have already described PROGRES’ typing system in detail and observed
that inheritance structures in PROGRES need to form a lattice.
In the following paragraphs we will make some comments on the object-oriented
programming methodology which seem to be trivial but clarify the context and
terminology of our work such that terms are not mixed up.
Although in PROGRES the modelling of graphs and with graphs is the central issue,
nodes, i. e. the objects of our system, are not the main subject we deal with when
we are talking about modelling with PROGRES. Classes are the central concept
that catch our attention when we want to design a software system implemented with
PROGRES. B. Meyer gives a short, yet precise definition of a class in [Mey97]:
A class is an abstract data type equipped with a possibly partial implementation.
A class which is only implemented partially is called deferred according to Meyer,
in modern languages like Java these classes are called abstract, which is the more
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favoured alternative in this thesis. Fully implemented classes are called effective. A
class is either deferred (abstract) or effective1.
Usually, abstract data types are mathematical notions which are suitable for the
specification stage of a software system. Classes also comprise implementations which
means that they provide both, an abstract mathematical notion for the purpose of
modelling and specifying a system in the sense of programming in the large, and they
provide partial or total implementations on this abstract data type which is useful for
the construction of a software system. Classes bridge the gap between the abstract
software model and its implementation. However, classes realise types, i. e. they
describe a set of possible data structures which we call instances of a class2. In
PROGRES we have a two-level typing system comparable to the typing system in
Haskell [Tho96], i. e. first, a node type is an instance of a node class, and finally,
a node (as e. g. in the host graph) is an instance of a node type. We also speak of
node classes as abstract classes and node types are referred to as concrete classes.
The characterisation of a “class” in the object-oriented sense not only applies to node
classes but also to node types in PROGRES. The term “object” applies to node
instances in the host graph. It is important to note the difference between a node class
or node type, which are models (types), and node instances. Node types realise node
classes, thus, being on another level in our typing system. Practitioner’s experience
in object-oriented programming shows that many people do have difficulties with this
distinction although it appears to be obvious to us (cf. [Mey97] for details).
Classes in the object-oriented sense have another important property which we will
discuss here, they are not only types but also modules. We have already discussed
PROGRES’ package concept. Syntactically, classes and PROGRES packages are
similar: we have a set of abstract data types in packages, which is reduced to one
data type, i. e. the class itself, in the object-oriented “world”, and we have a set of
operations on the data type(s). Both, classes and packages, can be refined. However,
the essential differences between packages and classes have been pointed out already
at the beginning of this chapter. It is worthwhile mentioning, that the notion of
class subsumes these two concepts of types and modules, which have been distinct
in PROGRES until now.
Table 5.1 summarises a comparison of terminology between different languages we
have discussed in this thesis which are closely related to PROGRES. The table
summarises the different language constructs for interface descriptions, instantiable
interface implementations, and relationships between these typed elements. In Java,
interfaces are described by Java Interfaces, while Haskell uses classes. In Ada95,
types in package interfaces describe an interface, the UML disposes of so-called
1In the UML, a fully implemented class is called a concrete class
2Please note that the commonly used terminology of classes and types in object-oriented languages
does not apply to PROGRES’ terminology. Since we have adopted many ideas for our typing system
from Haskell, similarities can be found to the diction used there.
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Feature Java Haskell Ada95 UML PROGRES
Interface
Description Interface Class
Types in
Package
Interface
Interface/
Abstract
Class
Node
Class
Instantiable
Interface
Implemen-
tation
Class Type
Type
(tagged) in
Package
Body
Class Node Type
Relationship Pointer — Pointer Association Edge Type
Figure 5.1: Terminology of programming in the large language constructs of languages
related to PROGRES
interfaces as well as abstract classes. PROGRES uses its node classes for the
description of interfaces. Accordingly, the terminology of instantiable interface
implementations and relationships is listed.
In this chapter, we will show how the combination of module and type concepts can be
meaningfully used in PROGRES. Instantiable and parametrisable generic “modules”
(node classes) with parametrised operations can now be defined rather than being
limited to data types only as presented in chapter 4.
5.2 Related Work in Object-Oriented Technology
In the previous introductory section to this chapter we have already cited two important
books describing object-oriented software construction by B. Meyer [Mey97, Mey92].
We have taken some short definitions for terms used in the context of object-oriented
modelling and programming from these books. In this section we will discuss other
object-oriented systems based on graph technology which are available and which are
tightly related to PROGRES, e. g. FUJABA, DIAGEN, AGG, etc. We are not interested
in object-oriented modelling languages, except for the UML which will be discussed
in connection with FUJABA. The reason for that is that most modelling languages do
not have a precise run-time semantics definition which would allow for an execution
of a model. Therefore, it is very hard to transfer ideas as present in these languages
to PROGRES. This is the reason why we limit our research to graph based systems
which do have defined run-time semantics.
In chapter 2 we have already discussed these graph rewriting systems in general. Here,
we want to concentrate on the integrated concepts regarding object-oriented modelling
and programming technology in the mentioned systems.
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Many of the in chapter 2 presented graph rewriting systems are based on the language
Java. They integrate Java classes and, thus, programming concepts into their system.
One example for such a rewriting system is AGG. AGG programs consist of two
main parts: a graph grammar attributed by Java objects which may be user-defined
Java classes. This set of classes forms the second part of a program. AGG is not
only implemented in Java itself but it also uses Java technology to incorporate objects
and methods on objects into the programming system. Basic data types and object
classes which are already available in Java class libraries may be used as well, e. g.
those coming with the Java Software Development Kit from Sun (although they are
not considered to be part of an AGG specification they could nevertheless be used).
Moreover, new Java classes may be defined and be used by the application to be
specified. In AGG, graph rules may be attributed by Java expressions which are
evaluated during rule applications. Thus, the AGG system does not rely on an own
object-oriented programming language but utilises the technology of the Java system.
AGG itself offers its users a language to define graph grammars, i. e. support for the
definition of nodes and edges as well as graph transformations, based on Java.
The DIAGEN system (see [MV95]) has first been developed using C++ (the system is
now called DIAGEN I). As in AGG, the underlying language has been utilised for the
specification of programs in DIAGEN I as well. Therefore, DIAGEN I has been able to
use object-oriented programming technology for the definition of graphs as well. The
principle of the use of objects as can be found in AGG we can identify in DIAGEN I
as well. Objects are used for attributing nodes and edges in the graph, methods can
be defined and expressions can be evaluated. However, the extension of programs
written in C++ is awkward compared to the new technology Java offers. This is one
of the reasons why the developer team of DIAGEN I decided to switch to Java as its
core language and develop DIAGEN II. Of course, the portability of Java programs is
another important issue and a prominent reason to move to Java as well. Similar to
AGG, DIAGEN consists of two main parts: a framework of Java classes that provide
generic functionality for editing and analysing diagrams, and a generator program that
can produce Java source code for most of the functionality that depends on the concrete
diagram language. The framework of Java classes has an open interface such that
DIAGEN’s users can easily extend the class library by own components. A DIAGEN
specification is basically a Java program with some predefined classes and methods,
e. g. reducer or grammar, which are used for denoting parser information and the to be
specified system’s (graph) grammar. Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 show an excerpt of an example
of a DIAGEN specification (or program) which models a ladder diagram as defined in
the IEC 61131 norm (cf. chapter 3). See also [Min00] for a detailed and complete
description of this specification. We will only show a shortened specification here to
give an impression of the object-orientated syntax of DIAGEN. In fig. 5.2 we can see
that a new Java package is defined, containing a number of user-defined objects of type
component, relation, terminal, and nonterminal. Since we are specifying a grammar
the semantics of these symbols should be clear. The second part of the package
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definition contains the declaration of a reducer for this grammar (cf. fig. 5.3) and
the actual grammar rules. Both, the syntax of the reducer and the grammar resemble
similarities to well-known notions, e. g. to the EBNF. The details of the syntax are less
interesting here. It is interesting to see the object-oriented concept implemented in
DIAGEN. The DIAGEN framework can be extended by user-defined packages which
are aggregations of implementations of abstract classes. These packages can be loaded
dynamically. However, inheritance features and object-oriented programming styles
are limited to the mechanisms offered by Java. Also, graph transformations cannot be
specified as methods to objects but belong to (global) graph classes.
The specification concept of DIAGEN is very different from the approach we have
taken in PROGRES. We provide an own programming language which is independent
from the underlying language in which we have implemented the PROGRES system.
Our module concept is purely designed to match the PROGRES language while
DIAGEN’s module concept relies on the mechanisms of Java. Therefore, programming
in DIAGEN means that the user has to be familiar with Java. We believe that the
graphical PROGRES notation is more intuitive and allows for more graph-oriented
problem solving.
The last graph grammar based system we want to discuss here is FUJABA, which we
have already generally presented in chapter 2.3. As the name already suggests (“From
UML to Java and back again”), FUJABA utilises Java technology, i. e. Java’s object-
orientation and package concept etc. However, since many language constructs of the
UML are diagrammatic representations of modelling elements FUJABA comes with
a graphical editor, allowing for the modelling of different UML diagrams and also
transformation rules. Thus, in this approach a subset of UML is used as a visual
programming language (see [NNZ00, KNNZ99]).
The combination of Java and UML matches quite well since UML supports object-
oriented analysis and desing modelling techniques. Normally, UML is used in the early
stages of software development. Use case diagrams deal with requirements analysis.
During object-oriented analysis and design different use cases are refined by a number
of scenarios using sequence diagrams, collaboration diagrams, or activity diagrams.
FUJABA aims at providing roundtrip-engineering support for UML and Java. Its tight
integration of UML class and behaviour diagrams to a visual programming language
distinguishes FUJABA from other UML tools. FUJABA’s use of the UML allows to
model operations on graph like object structures on a high level of abstraction.
For graph transformations, FUJABA uses story diagrams (see [FNTZ98] for details)
which work with graph objects in the same way as PROGRES does. The difference
between the graph transformation approach of FUJABA compared to PROGRES is
FUJABA’s ability to assign graph transformations as methods to node class definitions.
Otherwise, the two approaches are very similar regarding underlying graph model, rule
execution etc. The details of a different notion of transformation rules in FUJABA can
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package diagen.editor.sample.ladder;
component
ladder[2] { Ladder[Left,Right] },
vline[3] { VerticalLine[LineEnd,Line,LineEnd] },
hline[3] { HorizontalLine[LineEnd,Line,LineEnd] },
openContact[3] { OpenContact[Attach,Pos,Attach] },
closedContact[3] { ClosedContact[Attach,Pos,Attach] },
[...] ;
relation
input[2] { LineConnectInput[LineEnd,Input] },
output[2] { LineConnectOutput[Output,LineEnd] },
[...];
terminal
fb_in[2] {Semantics sem; String code;},
fb_out[2] {Semantics sem;},
[...]
block_btt_b[5] {String name, type, in, parm1, parm2, out;};
nonterminal
Ladder[2] {String code;},
Base[2] {String code;},
FB[2] {String code;},
[...]
Or[3] {Semantics sem;},
[...]
And[3] {Semantics sem;},
[...]
Contact[3] {Semantics sem;},
ParmBlock_1_1[2] {String name, type, in, parm, out;};
Figure 5.2: An excepert of a DIAGEN specification modelling the syntax of ladder
diagrams as defined in IEC 61131 (scheme of the graph)
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reducer {
TB(pos,in,parm1,parm2,o)
==>
block_btt_b(pos,in,parm1,parm2,o)
{ rhs[0].name = lhs[0].attr(0);
rhs[0].type = lhs[0].attr(1);
rhs[0].in = lhs[0].attr(2);
rhs[0].parm1 = lhs[0].attr(3);
rhs[0].parm2 = lhs[0].attr(4);
rhs[0].out = lhs[0].attr(5); };
[...]
}
grammar {
start Ladder;
Ladder(x,y) ::= Base(x,y) Defs(x,_,y)
{ $$.code = concat($0.code,$1.code); }
| Base(x,y) Defs2(_,y)
{ $$.code = concat($0.code,$1.code); };
Base(x,y) ::= base(x,y)
{ $$.code = emptyCode(); }
| FBs(x,_) base(x,y)
{ $$.code = $0.code; }
| FB2s(_) base(x,y)
{ $$.code = $0.code; };
FBs(x,p) ::= FB(x,p)
{ $$.code = $0.code; }
| FBs(x,p1) FB(x,p)
if p.x > p1.x || p.x == p1.x && p.y > p1.y
{ $$.code = concat($0.code,$1.code); }
| FB2s(p1) FB(x,p)
if p.x > p1.x || p.x == p1.x && p.y > p1.y
{ $$.code = concat($0.code,$1.code); }
| FBs(x,p1) FB2(p)
if p.x > p1.x || p.x == p1.x && p.y > p1.y
{ $$.code = concat($0.code,$1.code); };
[...]
}
Figure 5.3: An excepert of a DIAGEN specification modelling the syntax of ladder
diagrams as defined in IEC 61131 (operations on the scheme)
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Feature AGG DIAGEN FUJABA PROGRES
Interpreter yes no no yes
Java-Code
Generation no yes yes [yes]
C-Code
Generation no no no yes
Figure 5.4: Summary of tools supporting the execution of a specification
be left aside for our argumentation here. Of course, the popularity of Java and the
UML makes the use of FUJABA more intuitive and, thus, easier to learn. The Java
code which is produced by FUJABA is easier to read as well, compared to the code
generated by PROGRES. Also, FUJABA implements an unparser which takes Java
code as input and transforms it to a UML diagram. However, all these features come
at a price: the expressive power of FUJABA is very limited compared to PROGRES,
as discussed in chapter 2 already.
Finally, we want to compare several built-in tools of AGG, DIAGEN, FUJABA, and
PROGRES. Table 5.4 shows a summary of core tools related to the execution of a
specification. As can be seen from the table, only AGG and PROGRES have a built-
in interpreter for executing a specification. DIAGEN and FUJABA rely on the Java
code generation to execute a specification. This has the disadvantage that debugging a
specification can only be done on the basis of the Java code. The step back from the
logically erronous Java code to the actual specification has to be done by the user of
the system. The table also shows that AGG does not provide any compiler but only an
interpreter. PROGRES offers its users a C code generator, which none of the other
systems offers, and also a Java code generator which has been implemented recently
(cf. 7).
These paragraphs should have given an overview of object technology in existing
graph rewriting systems. We have described the systems in more detail in chapter 2.3
already. All of these systems have in common that they are implemented in Java and
some use Java for the definition of their graph structures and transformation rules. Of
course, utilising Java gives many advantages like a proper module concept, attributed
objects etc. which all come for free. PROGRES is the only system providing an own,
separate language. The disadvantage is that we have to implement a module concept
by hand rather than being able to use an existing one for free. On the other hand, we
have the advantage to be able to design the language according to our needs. In the
past we have added many features of other programming paradigms (e. g. parametric
polymorphism) which made PROGRES to a powerful language.
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In the following sections we will introduce the extension of PROGRES by object-
oriented programming concepts. Since we do not rely on other programming
languages and, thus, are neither bound to the appendant programming paradigms, we
can design the PROGRES language in a way we consider as appropriate and intuitive
for the manipulation of graphs. We will furthermore discuss the new modelling
possibilites arising from these inventions, i. e. modelling simulated hierarchical graphs.
5.3 Extending PROGRES by OO-Concepts
This section describes the extensions we have made to the PROGRES language
to achieve true object-orientation. As shown in the introduction to PROGRES in
chapter 2 the language is object-based till now. That means, we do have objects
(nodes) which may possess attributes, thus we can define classes representing data
structures. However, we are not able to define classes in the object-oriented sense as
abstract data types with operations on them. Therefore, within the work of this thesis
we have integrated methods to node classes and node types to obtain fully featured
object-oriented classes.
Fig. 5.5 shows the definition of a simple finite state automaton (FSA) which makes use
of the State-Transition-Model which was derived from the Entity-Relationship-Model.
This SimpleAutomaton3 contains intrinsic attributes which determine the automaton’s
(unique) initial state (firstState), its exit states, its alphabet, and an associated event
queue eventq, which is a simple linked list of nodes containing a string-valued intrinsic
attribute transitionId. The alphabet is a set of strings giving the valid identifiers of
transitions in this automaton. However, in our automaton we can actually omit this
alphabet attribute because our transitions will be labeled when they are created and
— for the sake of simplicity — we do not check whether this identifier belongs to the
allowed alphabet. Furthermore, we have defined a couple of methods from which we
have illustrated the one for creating a transition in more detail, i. e. createTransition.
This transformation has four parameters. The first parameter accepts the type of
transition we want to establish between the two state nodes. The following two
parameters are the nodes of type transitionType.srcType and transitionType.trgType
which may be a type derived from node class STATE (cf. fig. 4.8, we have renamed
srcItemType to srcType and trgItemType to trgType, resp.). The fourth parameter
determines the name of the transition. The transformation itself is straightforward.
The folding clause indicates that the matched states may also be the same state such
that a transition from one node to itself is allowed.
3We can also assume that the node class SimpleAutomaton is a specialisation of a node class
ERDiagram which already contains methods for creating entities or relationships. Because of the
simplicity of the node class ERDiagram we have left the illustration and discussion out. All features of
the object-oriented PROGRES can be shown starting from SimpleAutomaton directly.
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However, this transformation createTransition is a property of an automaton. Given
we specify not only automata which control the behaviour of a data flow program, it
does not make any sense to define this transformation as a global graph transformation
because it cannot deal with any nodes of the data flow graph. It intrinsically belongs to
the automaton. The other methods defined in this node class comprise transformations
for creating states, queries for finding the initial (starting) state etc.
In many cases, such a simple automaton is not enough. We rather want to be able to
refine states to subautomata, i. e. a state contains another automaton. In fig. 5.6 we
show the declaration of such a complex state. This state has an inner (nested) complex
automaton (deterministic finite automaton) and a method which assigns an automaton
to this state. Fig. 5.7 shows the declaration of node class ComplexAutomaton making
use of complex states.
The node class ComplexAutomaton inherits from SimpleAutomaton. In this node class
ComplexAutomaton we define two additional methods called createComplexState4 and
drawTransitionEdge. The latter method is exactly the same as createTransition of its
superclass SimpleAutomaton. The meaning of this transformation is very questionable.
However, we will discuss why we still need this transformation at the moment.
The method createTransition in node class ComplexAutomaton has been redefined.
Note, a redefinition of a transformation must have the same parameter profile as
its original version. The implementation of the transformation, however, may be
completely different. This also applies to the way we define the transformation,
i. e. graphically or textually. In this case, we have chosen the textual variant. We
first define two variables startNode and endNode. In the body of the transformation
we first check whether the node which serves as the source of the transition
is a complex node using the instance_of construct (otherwise, the node should
be of type atomicState). If the state is a complex state and contains a nested
automaton we assign the variable startNode the result of the path expression
fromNode.=findExitNode ( transitionType )=>. Here, we first have to make sure that
fromNode is indeed of a type derived from ComplexAutomaton. The path findExitNode
will search for the appropriate node inside the nested automaton, depending on the
label of the transition. If the state does not contain a nested automaton we just
assign the value of fromNode to startNode. Accordingly, the ending node of this
transition is determined. The only difference is that the first state of an automaton is
unique. Therefore, we do not need to determine the corresponding node by giving
the type of transition we currently establish. Finally, we call the transformation
drawTransitionEdge with the amended parameters. Here, it is a matter of discussion
whether we want a super construct or not which can refer to attribute or method
declarations of the superclass. In the case shown in fig. 5.7 it does make sense.
4Because of the inheritance from SimpleAutomaton a complex automaton can contain and create
atomic states as well, of course.
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node_type atomicState : STATE end;
node_class SimpleAutomaton
intrinsic
firstState : STATE [1:1];
exitStates : STATE [1:n];
alphabet : string [1:n];
eventq : EventQueue [1:1];
methods
transformation createAtomicState
( stateId : string;
out st : atomicState ) = [...]
end;
transformation determineStartState ( stateNode : STATE ) =
[...]
end;
transformation determineEndState ( stateNode : STATE ) =
[...]
end;
transformation createTransition
( transitionType : type_in TRANSITION [1:1];
fromNode : transitionType.srcType [1:1];
toNode : transitionType.trgType [1:1];
transitionId : string [1:1])
=
‘2 = toNode‘3 = self‘1 = fromNode
::=
3’ = ‘31’ = ‘1 2’ = ‘2
trgsrc
condition transitionId in self.alphabet;
folding ‘1, ‘2 ;
transfer 3’.association_name := transitionId;
end;
end;
Figure 5.5: Definition of a simple finite state automaton with methods
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node_type complexState : STATE
intrinsic
innerDFA : ComplexAutomaton;
methods
transformation assignAutomaton
( auto : ComplexAutomaton ) =
[...]
end;
end;
Figure 5.6: Declaration of a complex state
However, we have to leave the implementation of a super construct to future work.
The semantics of super in a two-level typing system has to be clarified first. If a call
to a method of a super class appears in a node class the semantics is clear. On the
other hand, if such a call to a “super”-method appears within a node type declaration
(or redefinition) the semantics of this call is not clear any longer. Since node types
are realisations of node classes there is no inheritance hierarchy which determines a
subclass/superclass relationship. Node types are on a different level than node classes.
Therefore, the only possible solution would be to restrict the use of super to node
classes. We suggest that this is not a good solution in the sense of consistence of the
language design. Therefore, we have to do with a work-around as shown in fig. 5.7.
Beyond the presented methods here, which are quite trivial, we can also add
some more methods to the node classes STATE, TRANSITION, SimpleAutomaton,
or ComplexAutomaton. Considering automata supporting nested automata in states
(hierarchical automata), states and transitions are a bit more complex than the ones
presented in our small examples. In hierarchical automata, states can have substates,
i. e. subautomata, and we can also attach operations (transformations) to transitions
which will be executed whenever a transition is fired. The issue that there must be a
triggering control mechanism for transitions has been left out of our discussion here
completely.
In the next paragraphs we want to develop a more elaborate automaton for the
execution of visual modelling languages. Thereby, we will apply the ideas
and implementation suggestions for subautomata nested in states using the newly
implemented object-oriented programming methodology. With that we will have
shown PROGRES’ ability to model hierarchical graphs conveniently and intuitively.
This has not been possible until recently. Of course, the underlying database system
GRAS cannot handle hierarchical graphs. Therefore, the actual host graph will still be
a “flat” graph. However, on the level of modelling a software system with PROGRES
we are already able to emulate the use of hierarchies.
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node_class ComplexAutomaton is_a SimpleAutomaton
methods
[...]
transformation createComplexState
( stateId : string;
out st : complexState ) = [...]
end;
transformation drawTransitionEdge
( transitionType : type_in TRANSITION [1:1];
fromNode : transitionType.srcType [1:1];
toNode : transitionType.trgType [1:1];
transitionId : string [1:1])
=
‘1 = fromNode ‘2 = toNode
::=
1’ = ‘1 2’ = ‘2
src trg
3’ : transitionType
folding { ‘1, ‘2 };
transfer 3’.association_name := transitionId;
end;
methods_redef
redef_transformation createTransition
( transitionType : type_in TRANSITION [1:1];
fromNode : transitionType.srcType [1:1];
toNode : transitionType.trgType [1:1];
transitionId : string [1:1]) =
use startNode : transitionType.srcType;
endNode : transitionType.trgType
do
choose
startNode :=
(fromNode.instance_of complexState).
=findExitNode ( transitionType )=>
else
startNode := fromNode
end
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& choose
endNode :=
(endNode.instance_of complexState).
=findStartNode=>
else
endNode := toNode
end
& self.drawTransitionEdge
( startNode, endNode,
transitionType, transitionId )
end
end;
end;
Figure 5.7: Definition of a complex finite state automaton extending node classes
STATE and SimpleAutomaton
Let us first start with the integration of run-time mechanisms to our SimpleAutomaton.
Fig. 5.8 shows the integration of a constraint attribute automatonIdle which guards the
firing of transitions. We first define two local variables, the first one ev storing the first
event in the event queue, the second variable actState refers to the currently active state
of this automaton (we make use of the fact that we assume only one state to be active
at the same time). The constraint attribute’s evaluation function checks whether the
assigned transition’s identifier equals to one of the outgoing transition’s name (note,
the result of the path outgoingTransition must be set-valued). If this is not the case,
the automaton remains idle. However, if the event triggers a transition the expression
of the constraint attribute evaluates to false and, thus, triggers the execution of the
repair action. This repair action contains two instructions, the first one deleting the
triggering event from the event queue and the second one calling the fire transformation
of the corresponding transition which is associated to the currently active state with the
correct transitionId.
The implementation of the fire transformation is shown in fig. 5.9. We have the
possibility to execute a method when we leave an active state. Therefore, after having
reset the execution of the active state we execute the exitFunction. After that, we
can execute a method which is associated to the transition. Afterwards, we execute
the entryFunction which is assigned to the next state and, finally, start the execution
of this next state (a similar mechanism can be found in e. g. ROOM automata, cf.
fig. 3.30). Coming back to the firing mechanism of our automaton, PROGRES will
check the attribute condition a second time. Since the triggering event has been deleted
from the event queue, the evaluation function should reveal the value true now and the
constraint is not violated any longer. Of course, if the next valid event in the event
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node_class SimpleAutomaton
intrinsic
firstState : STATE [1:1];
exitStates : STATE [1:n];
alphabet : string [1:n];
eventq : EventQueue [1:1];
constraint
automatonIdle =
use ev := self.eventq.firstEvent;
actState := self.
=findActiveState ( self.firstState )=>
::
not
(ev.transitionId = actState.
=outgoingTransition=>.name)
end
else
use ev := self.eventq.firstEvent do
self.eventq.deleteFirstEvent
& self.=findActiveState ( self.firstState )=>.
=outgoingTransition=>.
valid (self.name = ev.transitionId).fire
end
end;
methods
[...]
end;
Figure 5.8: Run-time mechanism for firing transitions of an automaton
queue matches the changed situation and triggers the firing of the next transition, we
keep on executing the repair action as described.
Now we will apply the ideas of nested automata to our model. Fig. 5.10 shows a picture
of an exemplary simple automaton (compared to a ROOM automaton we have omitted
the port’s name which carries the corresponding message for the sake of simplicity).
In this automaton we have four states, one init state, a start state, a stop state, and an
abort state. Depending on the incoming events, the corresponding transitions will be
fired.
The next step is to refine the start state which holds a nested automaton. Fig. 5.11
shows the definition of such a complex automaton. The start state contains an
automaton with three (sub-)states: sinit, srun, and sexit. Furthermore, we had to
adjust the edges since they are now refering to the states of the subautomaton. The
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node_class TRANSITION is_a RELATIONSHIP
methods
transformation fire =
self.-src->.resetExecution
& self.-src->.exitFunction
& self.transitionMethod
& self.-trg->.entryFunction
& self.-trg->.startExecution
end;
transformation transitionMethod
end;
end;
Figure 5.9: Implementation of firing transitions
transformation for adjusting the edges is very similar to the method createTransition
as shown in fig. 5.7 and, thus, left out here.
As being illustrated by fig. 5.11, the complex automaton emulates a hierarchical graph.
We can nest one graph (an inner automaton) into a node in our specification. At
the moment it does not look too different from non-object-oriented approaches in
PROGRES. However, if we have a look at an application of our automaton, we
will immediately see the use of the presented declarations and their inner structure.
Then it is easy to see that it does make a difference whether we have to realise
nested automatons in a non-object-oriented fashion or whether we can use object-
oriented methods to model the structure of an automaton very clearly. Fig. 5.12 is
an example for the construction of a simple nested automaton. We first declare a
number of different local variables which are used throughout the transformation. The
variable FSA will represent the top-level automaton as depicted in fig. 5.10. The
first transformation we call is createAutomaton which is a simple graph production
creating a node of a type which is directly derived from node class ComplexAutomaton
as declared in fig. 5.7. Then we create four states within this top-level automaton FSA
(finite state automaton), init, start, abort, and stop. We also define which states are
the start and end states of our automaton. After that, we create another finite state
automaton, innerFSA. We create three states for this automaton, start_init, run, and
exit. This newly created nestedFSA will be finally assigned to startState, i. e. we nest
this automaton into the complex state startState After that, we establish all transitions
as shown in fig. 5.11.
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aborted stop
startinit
Automaton
t:{execFailed}
t:{execOk}
t:{initOk}
t:{startAutomaton}
Figure 5.10: A simple exemplary structure of an automaton
init
Automaton
aborted
stop
start
sinit srun
sexit
t:{startAutomaton}
t:{execOk’}
t:{execOk}
t:{initOk’}
t:{execFailed}
t:{initOk}
Figure 5.11: An automaton with atomic and complex state nodes
Modelling an equivalent automaton with the non-object-oriented version of the
PROGRES language (cf. chapter 2), preserving the clarity and structure which is
appropriate for this problem as shown in fig. 5.12 is an awkward and non-trivial task.
In the example shown in fig. 5.12 we have omitted the creation of transitions
completely because it does not add considerable further information which might
be important for the understanding of the graph structure. However, a significant
property of transitions in our model is worthwhile mentioning. Although we are able to
model separate nested subgraphs with the help of the newly developed object-oriented
modelling techniques, it is possible to establish transitions from one subgraph to a
state belonging to a different subgraph. In our example it does not make much sense to
create such a transition but, generally speaking, subgraph boundary crossing edges or
relations are desirable (see also [ES95]). As an example, think of modelling a company
with different work groups where information is passed directly from one employee to
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transformation createExampleAutomaton =
use FSA, nestedFSA : ComplexAutomaton;
initState, abortState, stopState,
sinitState, srunState, sexitState : atomicState;
startState : complexState
do
createAutomaton ( out FSA )
& FSA.createAtomicState ( "init", out initState )
& FSA.determineStartState( initState )
& FSA.createComplexState ( "start", out startState )
& FSA.createAtomicState ( "abort", out abortState )
& FSA.createAtomicState ( "stop", out stopState )
& FSA.determineEndState( stopState )
& FSA.determineEndState( abortState )
& createAutomaton ( out nestedFSA )
& nestedFSA.createAtomicState ( "start_init",
sinitState )
& nestedFSA.determineStartState( sinitState )
& nestedFSA.createAtomicState ( "run", srunState )
& nestedFSA.createAtomicState ( "exit", sexitState )
& nestedFSA.determineEndState( sexitState )
& startState.assignAutomaton( nestedFSA )
& [...] (* establish transitions *)
end
end;
Figure 5.12: Constructing a simple automaton with complex states using the
definitions developed in fig. 5.7
another, both belonging to disjoint work groups. In real life, a lot of subgraph boundary
crossing edges appear in many models. Clear hierarchical structures appear to be too
strict for mapping real world problems to software models.
5.3.1 On the Theory of Hierarchical Graphs
Various papers have been published which deal with the theory of hierarchical graph
structures and the definition of an appropriate data model (see [Him95, EHR96,
Pra79, Sch93]). The disadvantage of all these publications is that they do not address
information hiding principles and they even omit or disallow subgraph crossing edges.
Schürr and Engels have tackled these problems in [ES95]. Their ideas, findings, and
theories regarding hierarchical graphs will be outlined in this section briefly.
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In their approach, Schürr and Engels define a hierarchical graph data model formally
which supports encapsulation (information hiding), aggregation (node may contain
graphs), classification (definition of graph schemes), and refinement (inheritance).
These properties impose a certain characterisation of graph elements. There are
elements which are private to a certain part of a graph scheme, i. e. they are hidden for
others, there are elements visible to other graph elements, and a graph contains context
nodes, i. e. nodes which are known in a graph G but do not belong to it (e. g. imported
nodes). Based on these assumptions, Schürr and Engels define an encapsulated graph
as given in def. 5.1. However, Schürr and Engels do not address graph transformation
issues. We will try to bridge that gap by bringing together the theory of hierarchical
graphs with the simulation of hierarchical graph models with PROGRES.
Definition 5.1 (Encapsulated Graph) A tuple G := (KN, N, HN, KE, E, HE) is an
encapsulated graph over a given set of nodes  with visible and hidden nodes and
edges as well as with knowledge about its context, in signs  
 	 , iff:
1. KN(G) := KN   is the set of known nodes in G.
2. N(G) := N  KN is the set of all nodes which belong to G.
3. HN(G) := HN  N is the set of all nodes in G which are hidden nodes for a
forthcoming outside world.
4. KE(G) := KE  KN    KN is the set of all known edges in G.
5. E(G) := E (KN  N)  (N  KN) is the set of edges which belong
to G where either the source or the target of the edge belongs to G as well.
6. HE(G) := HE  E is the set of all hidden edges in G.
Furthermore, we will use the following abbreviations for node and edge sets:
1. CN(G) := KN  N is the set of all context nodes for G which are known in G but
do not belong to G.
2. VN(G) := N  HN is the set of all visible node of G.
3. CE(G) := KE  E is the set of all context edges of G which are known in G but
do not belong to G.
4. VE(G) := E  HE  ((KN  HN)    (KN  HN)) is the set of all visible
edges in G, the sources or targets of these edges may not be hidden nodes.
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As shown in our example of the automaton, we differ between atomic nodes and
complex nodes in the discussion about hierarchical graphs. Atomic nodes are “plain”
nodes as existent in PROGRES. If we instantiate definition 5.1 with atomic nodes,
we get the definition of the set of flat encapsulated graphs 	). Complex nodes
may contain graphs again. We will first give a definition of complex nodes and
hierarchical graphs as given in [ES95] and then try to match our automaton example
to this definition to show its use in practice.
Definition 5.2 (Hierarchical Graphs and Complex Nodes) A triple c := (nid, G, nl)
is a complex node (c 
 ) which contains a hierarchical graph G as its internal
state (G 
 	) iff it belongs to the smallest set of elements which fulfill the following
conditions:
1. nid(c) := nid 
 * is a unique node identifier.
2. nl(c) := nl 
  is the node’s label.
3. The set of atomic nodes ) is embedded in the set of complex node  as follows:
  
 )  : G(N) := (, , , , , ), i. e. the missing graph component is
the empty flat encapsulated graph.
4. G(c) := G 
 	 is the node’s internal state, i. e. a hierarchical graph which
may eventually be a flat (or empty) encapsulated graph.
5.  n 
 N(G(c)): CN(G(n))  KN(G(c)) & CE(G(n))  KE(G(c)), i. e. all context
elements of nodes in c are known in c.
6.  n 
 N(G(c)): VN(G(n))  N(G(c)) & VE(G(n))  E(G(c)), i. e. all visible
elements of nodes which belong to c are known in c, and these elements belong
to c as well.
7.  n 
 HN(G(c)): VN(G(n))  HN(G(c)) & VE(G(n))  HE(G(c)), i. e. all visible
elements of hidden nodes in c belong as hidden elements to c.
8.  n 
 N(G(c)): KE(G(c))  (KN(G(n))    KN(G(n)))  KE(G(n)), i. e. all
known edges in c whose sources and targets are known in a subnode n of c are
known in n as well.
This definition is basically a recursive definition. Complex nodes may contain a
hierarchical graph which contains or knows complex nodes again. The application
of this definition to our automaton example is straightforward.
Consider the automaton given in fig. 5.11. This automaton is the one we have built up
with the PROGRES specification in fig. 5.12 plus transitions. The gray shaded state
start is a complex node visible to the outside world (i. e. the automaton itself) but its
content is hidden. In this automaton graph G we have:
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1. HN(G) = {init, start, aborted, stop}
2. KN(G) = N(G) = HN(G)
3. HE(G) = {(Automaton, startAutomaton, init), (init, initOk, sinit), (sexit, execOk,
stop), (srun, execFailed, aborted)}
4. KE(G) = E(G) = HE(G)
5. HN(start) = {sinit, srun, sexit}
6. N(start) = HN(start)
7. KN(start) = HN(start)  HN(G)
8. HE(start) = {(sinit, initOk’, srun), (srun, execOk’, sexit)}
9. E(start) = HE(start)
10. KE(start) = E(start)  E(G)
The example might impose that we can treat graphs just the same way as complex
nodes. That means, a node class declaration can be regarded as a graph class
declaration. Thus, with the help of complex nodes we are able to simulate graph
classes. However, we must be careful not to mix up the terms graph and node. The
most important difference is that it is not possible to declare further node classes or
node types within node classes. In graph classes, on the other hand, it is possible to
declare node classes and node types. A graph is a set of nodes and edges and has no
own identifier. Nodes are attributed objects and do have unique identifiers. This is an
essential difference between true graph classes and simulated graph classes with the
help of parametrisable and object-oriented node classes as we have realised.
5.3.2 Hierarchical Graphs in PROGRES
In the last section it became clear that the theory on hierarchical graphs has to take
care about “possession” relationships and also certain visibility structures on graphs
and graph elements. The question which (atomic or complex) nodes belong to which
other complex node has been answered on the basis of the general model as invented
by Schürr and Engels. Of course, this model is one of many possibilities of defining
hierarchical graphs. However, it seems that in PROGRES we can define more simple
rules, also helping to give a guideline for the discipline which is required for our
goal, i. e. to provide mechanisms in PROGRES to be able to define hierarchical graph
models.
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In PROGRES we can state the following rules:
 Nodes are explicitly assigned to complex nodes. One possible solution is the
introduction of a node set as intrinsic attribute defined for the complex node
which holds all assigned nodes.
 Edges which are drawn between children (or grandchildren) of a complex node,
not crossing the subgraph boundaries implicitly belong to the complex parent
node.
 The graph which is contained in a complex node is defined implicitly (as
described in section 5.3).
 Attributes and transformations are only available on the complex node.
 The visibility of node instances depends on the visibility of their type in the
package where they are used.
 Information hiding principles are realised by the use of packages.
 Graph transformations are assigned to complex nodes as transformation or query
methods, using the newly introduced object-orientation features.
The actual nature of graph transformations in PROGRES does not change, i. e. we
still work on “flat” graphs rather than hierarchically organised ones due to the inability
of our underlying database system GRAS to manage hierarchical graphs. That means
that dealing with hierarchical graphs is limited to the modelling process at the moment.
The resulting host graph is still a flat graph. It is left to future work to shift to a database
system which can manage hierarchical graphs on the host graph level. However, this
discussion is out of scope of this thesis. Furthermore, we already mentioned that we
want to provide mechanisms for modelling hierarchical graphs. For this, it is rather
irrelevant whether the underlying database system supports these graph models or not.
Thus, this simple implementation of modelling hierarchical graphs based on primitive
flat graphs in PROGRES kept all definitions understandable and short. The visibility
of graph elements has been listed among the rules but it demands some more
explanation. In our approach, we are using the node class or type visibility concept
as introduced by Winter in [Win00]. That means that the visibility of node instances
depends on the visibility of their type within the corresponding package, i. e. the
package where this node type is used, not the one where it is declared (remember
that you can refine visibility properties of node classes and node types in a specialising
package).
However, using the existing concepts is not a drawback at all. We have achieved
a separation of containment relationships (hierarchy) and visibilities of nodes and
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edges. If we mingle them together in one concept our definitions of possession
relationships get more complicated since we have to regard visibility properties of all
nodes. Especially, the definition of whether edges belong to a complex node or not will
become awkward. Also, the question to which extent associations between subobjects
which belong to different objects violate the principle of information hiding can be
answered. The user of the PROGRES system can determine the visibility of nodes and
edges separately from any containment relationship and, thus, determine whether node
types contribute to a package’s interface or not. Of course, there is no strict restriction
built in which forbids the access of graph elements belonging to a different object
within the same package. It is possible to create associations (i. e. edges) between
invisible elements of two different objects without violating the defined graph scheme
although it should be actually forbidden. In our example of the nested automaton as
given in fig. 5.11 we could still draw an edge from state sexit to init although init is
not visible for sexit. This is because we still rely on the “traditional” graph model of
PROGRES.
Engels and Schürr also discuss the modelling of graph schemes as graphs. Fig. 5.13
gives an example for such a violation of “scheme logics”. In this example, the leftmost
nodes init, run, and end belong to the node STATE 1, the rightmost triplet of substates
belong to STATE 2. Actually, these triplets should be hidden such that only operations
on STATE 1 can work with the leftmost triplet and operations on STATE 2 can deal with
the rightmost substates. However, in our simple non-hierarchical graph scheme we
are formally allowed to draw these meaningless edges run_to_end1 and run_to_end2
between the two subgraphs. This is surely a disadvantage of our underlying “flat”
graph model. The only solution to this problem is either the discipline of the specifier
or using scheme constraints which check visibility rules. The problem here is that our
visibility attributes of scheme elements can be bypassed such that arranging hidden
elements in different packages with appropriate visibility attributes does not help.
Please note that we stated that the visibility of graph elements depends on the visibility
attribute in the PROGRES graph scheme but it does not mean that it is restricted to
the value of this attribute since circumventions can always be specified. Therefore,
we have to leave the assurance that these “violating” edges cannot be established
to run-time checks, e. g. by using constraints or, less restrictive, conditioned graph
transformations.
Due to the lack of support of proper hierarchies of our data model and also of the
database system, we have to admit that this hierarchy model is somewhat artificial.
However, important questions regarding the semantics of aggregation, refinement, and
visibilities in hierarchical graph structures can be answered intuitively in our model.
Since we make use of the already existing language constructs and formal language
definitions PROGRES offers, we can fully embed our concepts of object-orientation
into this world [Sch91a]: a complex node can be understood as an aggregation of other
complex nodes, simple attributes, and operations on contained complex nodes. Also,
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STATE 2
Automaton
STATE 1
run_to_end2
run_to_end1
Figure 5.13: This graph complies to the defined graph scheme but is logically wrong.
refinement works the same way as before: we can refine node classes, using multiple
inheritance features, with the limitation that an inheritance structure has to form a
lattice, given we add a least element and a greatest element to the structure. We have
already discussed visibility issues above.
The next section will give an overview of how the PROGRES language has been
changed in order to integrate object-oriented concepts. The necessary additional
analyses will be explained and the handling of dynamic dispatch, which is new to
PROGRES, will be described.
5.4 Implementation Issues
In this section we will present the new syntax constructs of our extension enabling
object-oriented specification. We will also discuss related language issues which have
not been realised (yet), such as constructors, destructors, and super. Furthermore,
we review the static semantics of methods. Finally, we explain the changes we have
applied to the code generator.
5.4.1 The New Syntax of PROGRES
Fig. 5.14 shows the formal definition of a language construct for declaring node classes
in PROGRES. For the sake of readability we have omitted the meta information
and rearranged the layout a bit. The non-terminal symbol of node class definitions is
NodeClassDecl. The “signature”5 of a node class declaration consists of two optional
5We are aware of the fact that we can speak of signatures and bodies (or implementations) only in
the context of transformations. Nevertheless, this distinction suits node classes quite well, too.
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NodeClassDecl ::=
[ OptReadOnly ] [ OptFinal ] "node_class"
[ OptVisibility ] DeclNodeClassId
[ OptSuperClassIdList ]
[ OptAttDeclList ]
[ OptAttRedefList ]
[ OptMethodDeclList ]
[ OptMethodRedefList ]
"end"";"
Figure 5.14: Formal syntax definition of a node class in PROGRES
flags OptReadOnly and OptFinal which indicate whether this node class may be used
for creating node instances in a graph (from one of the node class’ subtypes) or whether
it may just be used for read-only access, i. e. in graph queries or left-hand sides of
transformations etc. The OptFinal flag indicates whether this node class is refinable
or not. These flags are followed by the keyword node_class and an optional visibility
flag, which is either private, protected, or public. The visibility flags correspond to the
commonly known visibility properties of object-oriented languages like Java. Refer
to [Win00] for further details on the three presented optional flags in PROGRES.
The non-terminal DeclNodeClassId is a placeholder for the node class’ identifier,
i. e. name. Finally, we can optionally define a list of superclasses this class inherits
from (see [Sch91a]). The optional placeholders OptAttDeclList and OptRuleList define
the attributes and attribute redefinitions in PROGRES as described in chapter 2.2.1.
However, the next two optional placeholders are new to the PROGRES language and
have been added for the integration of methods to node classes. Note, the formal
definition of the syntax of node types looks very similar to node classes. We will,
therefore, not discuss node types separately but the description of node classes applies
to node types as well.
The formal syntax of methods in PROGRES is mainly based on the already
existing syntax for transformations and queries but there are slight changes which are
worthwhile to have a look at. Fig. 5.15 shows the definition of the OptMethodList.
Every OptMethodList will be introduced by the keyword methods and a list
of MethodDefinitions, at least one. We can see that we have only integrated
transformation methods and query methods. We will discuss this design rationale
and the alternatives later. A transformation method has almost the same syntax as a
“classic” transformation in PROGRES. It starts with the keyword transformation,
followed by a visibility flag (the same as for node classes), the transformation’s
identifier (i. e. name), an optional formal parameter list, and a qualifier which
indicates whether this transformation is specified to be partial or total and which also
allows for parallel execution of transformations. The biggest difference to “classic”
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OptMethodList ::= "methods"
MethodDef
MethodDef;
MethodDef ::= TransformationMethodDecl | QueryMethodDecl;
TransformationMethodDecl ::=
"transformation" [ OptVisibility ] DeclTMethodId
[ OptFormParList ] [ OptPTQualifier ]
[ OptTransformationBody ]
"end"";"
OptTransformationBody ::= "="
[ OptPrecondDecl ]
TransformationBody
[ OptPostcondDecl ];
Figure 5.15: Formal definition of the OptMethodList language construct in PROGRES
transformations is the optional transformation body. Usually, bodies have to be
defined, of course. There has been no chance to specify abstract transformations
in PROGRES. For methods, however, we have provided the possibility to define
abstract transformations which can be implemented, i. e. refined, later in a subclass
of the corresponding node class. Many node classes are often used as abstract data
type definitions, i. e. they contain abstract derived attributes, intrinsic attributes which
are not predefined by a certain value etc. Therefore, we have recognised the necessity
of providing node classes with abstract methods as well such that the interface of an
abstract node class can be fully defined but the implementation is deferred.
As we have already mentioned, we have added transformation methods and query
methods to the PROGRES syntax. There are some more syntax constructs which
we have decided to leave out. The following list gives an overview of the language
elements we have not integrated and the reason why we left them out (note, if we
speak about “node classes” in the following discussion we mean both, node classes
and node types):
 Node Classes: In contrast to other object-oriented languages like e. g. Java we do
not allow nested (node) class declarations. If we allowed nested class definitions
we also had to allow node type definitions inside node classes, otherwise there
is no meaningful (write) access to an inner node class. However, this prohibition
is no drawback. We can restrict the visibility of node classes and node types
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inside a package already such that a sufficient degree of information hiding can
be achieved. There is no need for inner classes.
 Node Types: The same discussion as of node classes applies here.
 Edge Types: In PROGRES, we actually have edge types integrated in node
classes already: node valued intrinsic attribute are not only regarded as
edges from the modelling point of view but also, the underlying database
system GRAS regards these attributes as edges and stores them as such.
If we define an intrinsic attribute src in node class RELATIONSHIP which
is of type ENTITY [1:n] then this is equivalent to an edge type definition
src : RELATIONSHIP [1:1] -> ENTITY [1:n]
 Packages: We do not allow packages to be declared inside node classes or node
types. There is no necessity for doing so. Furthermore, the above discussion
why we do not allow inner node classes applies here as well.
 Sections: Sections are only syntactical structuring means. They can be
introduced, they can be left aside. It does not change the semantics of a
specification. There is no need to add sections to node class declarations.
Usually, sections group transformations and queries which belong together from
the modelling point of view. This is already achieved by the object-orientation.
Methods defined at node class or node type declarations belong together in the
sense that they all work on the same data type. Just in case the number of
methods defined at one node class or node type exceeds an “acceptable” amount,
it can be argued that sections within node classes or node types are meaningful.
However, we doubt the necessity.
 Functions: The use of functions within node classes is well desired. However,
we already have functions in node classes: derived attributes. Derived attributes
provide an evaluation function just as functions do. The only difference is that
functions may have parameters and derived attributes do not have such. This
can be circumvented by using intrinsic attributes instead of parameters. The
evaluation functions can access intrinsic attributes. These attribute just have
to be set before the derived attribute is evaluated. This is surely an awkward
work-around. Therefore, we have already discussed the possibility of providing
derived attributes with parameters. However, this has to be left to future work
(cf. 8).
 Paths: Paths are derived complex relations between nodes. This can also be
modelled by derived attributes. The same discussion as above applies here as
well: the difference between paths and derived attributes is the ability of paths
to accept parameters. Of course, paths can be defined graphically as well, which
is not possible with derived attributes. This is more convenient in many cases
but even if we will provide derived attributes with parameters, it is not handy
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to define an evaluation function of derived attributes graphically. Therefore,
we cannot diminish the existence of paths in the object-oriented version of
PROGRES.
 Restrictions: The difference between paths and restrictions is the arity: paths
are binary relations between nodes, restrictions are unary relationships on single
nodes. Therefore, derived attributes of boolean value can be used as restrictions.
Otherwise, the same arguments as of paths apply here.
 Constraints: It is not fully true that we have left out constraints at all. Since we
have constraint attributes in PROGRES we only need to do without graphically
denoted constraints. This does not influence the expressiveness of constraints.
Furthermore, the meaning of generally defined constraints, i. e. constraints
defined outside of node classes or node types, is different from those declared
as attributes to nodes. Usually, general constraints search for graph patterns and
check whether certain graph structures are present. Constraint attributes check
certain properties of the node’s context.
One of the characteristic properties of object-oriented programming languages is the
existence of a constructor and, eventually, also a destructor. These two special methods
are called when an object of the corresponding class will be created or is to be
destroyed. There are reasons, though, to integrate destructors. Due to the consistency
of the language design we will also integrate constructors although there are problems
which we will discuss here. However, at the time of writing this thesis the integration
of these two special methods is ongoing work.
The first problem we have with constructors is their actual use. In object-
oriented languages constructors are commonly used for initialising attributes, seldomly
triggering the execution of a first transformation (i. e. other method). It is a good idea,
though, not to trigger the execution of a first method to avoid side effects at the time of
creation of an object. In PROGRES we do not need this functionality of a constructor.
It is common practice to initialise the attributes at the time of declaration statically.
Furthermore, this can only have effect for intrinsic attributes. Derived attributes, meta
attributes, and constraint attributes have to be declared statically anyway. It is not
possible to change a derived attribute’s or constraint attribute’s evaluation function
at run-time. Meta attributes have the property to be read-only at run-time. Therefore,
constructors as initialising methods do not make too much sense. Beyond that, it is also
common practice to overload constructors in object-oriented languages. If a class B
inherits from a class A, B’s constructor has a different parameter (type) profile in most
cases. This is to adapt to the specialised version the new class B implements. The
only chance to use constructors in this way in PROGRES is to call them explicitly
on a certain node type. Then we could also allow the redefinition of the parameter
profile of constructors because it is statically testable whether the profile is correct
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or not. However, it is not common to call constructors explicitly. Object-oriented
programming languages like Java or C++ call constructors implicitly immediately after
the creation of the object.
This discussion leads to the problem of the possible time of execution of constructors in
PROGRES. Usually, constructors are executed whenever an object or a corresponding
class has just been created, i. e. before anything else can happen to this newly created
object. That would mean for PROGRES that we have to execute the constructor right
after a node has been created. This contradicts the concept that the execution of the
right-hand side of graphically denoted transformations (and only those transformations
are able to create new nodes) is atomic. In other words, we have to postpone the
execution of the constructors of all newly created nodes until the execution of the right-
hand side of a transformation has finished. Since the order of the creation of new nodes
is non-deterministic, we cannot impose any order on the execution of constructors.
Therefore, we must guarantee that constructors are free of side effects. Now the
problem of the use of constructors pops in again: if a constructor has to be free of side
effects, what can it do at all? It could initialise intrinsic non-node valued attributes
but this is rather meaningless for the most part. Also, the attribute assignments of the
transfer part of a transformation would either be overwritten by the implementation of
the constructor or overwrite what the constructor has initialised, depending on whether
the transfer part is executed before or after the execution time of the constructor. This
makes it very hard to justify the existence of constructors in PROGRES. A possible
solution could be the omission of the transfer part of a graph transformation for newly
created nodes (i. e. the analyser has to ensure that only nodes which appear on the
left-hand side of the transformation and which are replaced identically may appear in
the the transfer part). This is a very unsatisfying restriction, though. Furthermore, it
also does not answer the question of the execution time of constructors. Therefore, we
suggest not to include constructors to the PROGRES language.
Destructors do not make such problems as constructors although there are still a
number of arguments why it is difficult to deal with destructors. First, it is common that
destructors do not have any parameters at all. Therefore, the problem of overloading
(e. g. because of the redefinition of the parameter’s type profile) does not occur.
Secondly, the time of execution can be determined quite clearly. It is sufficient to
execute all destructors before the right-hand side of a transformation is being executed.
At that time the context from which a node is removed is still available. However,
we have to be able to ensure that a destructor of a node does not destroy the graph
match of the LHS of the transformation. If context nodes are deleted the result of the
execution of the RHS is undefined. Furthermore, the problem of the non-deterministic
order is still present. The use of destructors is to send messages to the remaining
nodes to keep information in the graph up to date. This could be useful for solving
particular problems like parts of the view update problem (the creation of new nodes
is still an unsolved problem if PROGRES offers destructors). However, the use of
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DestructorDecl ::= "destructor"
TransformationBody
"end"";"
Figure 5.16: (Possible) Syntax of a destructor in PROGRES
destructors is generally questionable. Since destructors seem to integrate better into
the existing PROGRES syntax and philosophy than constructors, we will discuss the
possible syntax briefly.
The concrete syntax of destructors will be derived from our arguments, i. e. destructors
will not have any parameters and destructors will not be called explicitly but implicitly
for every node which is to be deleted by a transformation. Also, it is not important to
have the qualifier which indicates whether this transformation is defined to be partial or
total. A destructor has to be total and deterministic and may not fail (like repair actions
of constraints). The visibility flag can be omitted as well because we cannot call a
destructor explicitly. This makes an identifier is redundant as well. Furthermore, it is
optional to specify a destructor but if we specify one, it has to have an implementation,
of course. Therefore, it can be treated as any other method with this very special
semantics as described. The syntax of destructors could look as depicted in fig. 5.16.
The last point of discussion is whether we should allow calling methods explicitly
within graphically defined transformations. In e. g. FUJABA a transformation can
consist of graphical parts as well as textually defined parts. It is arguable whether we
want to introduce such concepts to PROGRES as well. The advantage of being able
to call methods explicitly within graphically defined transformations6 is the greater
flexibility of transformations. We could get rid of purely textual transformations
and completely rely on this mixed specification methodology. However, we are
not favouring this specification technique. The reasons are manyfold. We are
convinced that mixed transformations do not suit PROGRES’ philosophy regarding
the execution of graph transformations. First, a graph match is always non-
deterministic. The order of method execution which would relate to nodes of the
LHS of a transformation would be indeterminable. Also, the execution time of
a transformation which uses both, newly created nodes and to be deleted nodes,
as parameters would be unclear. Another issue is the non-deterministic evaluation
of methods which are executed after the graph match on the LHS but before the
execution of the RHS. We have to ensure that these methods do not call other
transformations which could destroy the just matched graph pattern. Then, the
result of the whole transformation is undefined. In our opinion, there are too
many unanswerable questions due to the non-deterministic execution semantics of
PROGRES. Therefore, we will not provide this possibility of specifying mixed, i. e.
6Of course, it was always possible to call methods explicitly within textually defined
transformations.
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graphical and textual, transformations. The separation of graphical transformations
which are regarded as atomic transformations on a graph and textual transformations
which implement deterministic and non-deterministic control structures does make
sense. This is the only way to define a clear semantics allowing for non-deterministic
execution behaviour. Since all other graph transformation systems do not provide
non-determinism, they do not need to keep track of that. However, we strongly
believe that this “restriction” of PROGRES does not influence the expressive power
of the language. We are sure that mixed transformations can be rewritten in terms of
PROGRES without losing their semantics.
5.4.2 Static Semantics of Methods
The analyses for methods could mostly be taken over from the already existing ones
for regular graph transformations and queries. We had to make some changes though
because of some essential language extensions. First of all, it is allowed to use the
keyword “self” within methods. The keyword self designates the particular instance
of the node this method is applied to. This kind of “reflective” behaviour of a
transformation or query was not intended earlier.
Neither abstract methods nor the redefinition of methods were provided in earlier
versions of PROGRES. This made some additional analyses necessary. First of all,
we had to modify the existing analysis for transformations and queries in such a way
that they can deal with optional implementations. Furthermore, we needed some more
analyses to cope with the redefinition of methods. These analyses ensure that the
type parameter profile and the optional qualifier indicating whether the transformation
or query is specified to be total or partial do not change. Note, we only require the
type parameter profile to be constant. That means that the parameter’s identifiers may
change. This makes sense in connection with renamed imports or specialisations of
methods, i. e. if a method will be refined in another package whilst it will be renamed
at the import the role of the parameter may change as well such that a renaming of
parameters appears to be desirable. Consider a transformation creating a transition
between two states. This transformation is the same as the one used for creating
relationships between entities. However, the parameter’s identifier for passing the
entity nodes to that operation may have a different name from the parameter’s identifier
for passing states to the operation. Since we can model the types and, thus, the
transformation generically, we are able to maintain the type profile of a transformation
and change the identifiers because they are only locally bound. Fig. 5.17 shows an
example for renaming methods and parameters when importing them from another
package. In this example we import the transformation createRelship from package
GenericERModel and rename the transformation to createTransition. This method can
be redefined then without changing the parameter’s type profile. We have changed the
parameter’s identifiers, though.
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package StateTransitionModel
specializes
package GenericERModel
rename
transformation_method createRelship as
createTransition ;
use
meta srcType;
meta trgType;
end;
declares
node_class STATE is_a ENTITY
methods_redef
redef_transformation createTransition
( toNode : self.myType [1:1] ;
transitionName : string [1:1]) =
‘1 = self ‘2 = toNode
::=
1’ = ‘1 2’ = ‘2
src trg
3’ : transition
transfer 3’.association_name := transitionName;
end;
end;
node_class TRANSITION is_a RELATIONSHIP
redef_meta
srcType := STATE;
trgType := STATE;
end;
end ;
Figure 5.17: Renaming methods and parameters when importing from other packages
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In PROGRES, we do not allow overloading of methods. One effect is that we have
to maintain the parameter’s type profile of methods. In object-oriented languages like
Java it is common to identify methods by their name and parameter profile. That means
that a method xyz with one parameter is another method than the one with name xyz
and two parameters. Also, if the number of parameters are equal but the parameter’s
types are different, these methods are different as well. However, this sort of ad hoc
polymorphism is not supported by PROGRES. We have discussed the different kinds
of polymorphism in chapter 4 already. It would not be consistent with the general
design of the PROGRES language if we allow ad hoc polymorphism here.
5.4.3 Dynamic Dispatch
In this section we will shed some light on the implementation of the dynamic binding
of transformations to actual objects, i. e. instances of node types. This dynamic
binding is commonly known as dynamic dispatch. The following paragraphs explain
the mechanisms the PROGRES interpreter is based on and also the implementation
of dynamic dispatch for the prototyping environment which cannot utilise the same
mechanisms as the interpreter.
Actually, dynamic dispatch is not new to PROGRES. The evaluation functions of
derived attributes use the same mechanism already. Our database system GRAS
provides the possibility to download attribute evaluation functions for derived (and
constraint) attributes. Then, an attribute dependency graph can be built up which
defines the dependencies of one particular attribute from the elements occuring in the
evaluation function (e. g. other attributes). If one of the elements changes its values
(e. g. an intrinsic attribute occuring in the evaluation function is assigned another value)
the dependency graph forwards these changes and, finally, declares the current value of
the derived attribute invalid. If a value is invalid, the attribute’s evaluation function will
be computed again as soon as the attribute is read. We have exploited this mechanism
for the execution of methods.
For every method we declare a so-called dummy attribute. Dummy attributes are
usually used for dependency graphs to forward values from one attribute to the other
(e. g. the information that a value has changed). This attribute has the same name as
the method’s identifier. Furthermore, we attach an evaluation function to this attribute
which is the method to be called. That means that every instance of this node class
(or type) definition has this dummy attribute which, in turn, knows the appropriate
evaluation function. When calling a method we search for the dummy attribute which
corresponds to the name of the method to be called. Then we ask this attribute for
the evaluation function and call this function. This is exactly the same mechanism
as already implemented for the evaluation of derived (and constraint) attributes. The
first parameter to a method is always the node which this method is applied to. This
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is how we bind the self parameters in the implementation of a method. If a method is
redefined, the only thing that changes is the evaluation function to the dummy attribute,
i. e. the new address will be downloaded to the database.
We have explained in chapter 2 that PROGRES can generate C-code out of
a specification for the generation of a stand-alone prototyping environment. In
connection with the invocation mechanisms for methods we have introduced three
new files which are generated together with the C-code. These files contain a
table of all method names, a table of pointers to the corresponding methods (in the
same order, of course), and a search function which takes the method’s name as
input and returns its position in the name array. The third file contains prototypical
signatures of all methods for defining the parameter profile. The invocation of
the method from the C-code provides this search function with the method’s name
and calls the method located at the pointer’s address, using the signature prototype
for being able to pass the parameters to the method. Fig. 5.18 shows an excerpt
of the generated code which is responsible to invoke a method. This figure is
divided into four parts. The upper part shows the definition of the string array
which contains the method’s internal names. The name is always constructed in the
pattern <package>_AttrFunc_<methodname>_Of_<nodeclass>_uid, where uid is a
unique identifier for internal database management. Furthermore, the search function
__fndMthd_ is defined here which returns the position where the method’s name has
been found. With the help of this index the method’s pointer can be found in the array
which is shown in the second part of fig. 5.18. These definitions are pointers in C-
style to C functions which are generated from the PROGRES specification, in our
case the methods, of course. The third part of the figure shows the three prototypes
of the methods’ signatures. The last part gives an impression how a method is called:
first, the position of the name string will be searched in the name array, using the
__fndMthd_ function and the __MthdNames_ array. With this index the pointer of the
method is addressed in __MthdRec_. This pointer will be stored and then called with
the help of the previously defined signature prototype.
This way of calling methods is the common way of dealing with dynamic dispatch
which can be found in most object-oriented languages. Arguably, the linear search of
methods within the MthdRec is not optimal. However, the advantages of other search
algorithms regarding run-time behaviour of the dynamic dispatch are not striking
compared to linear search in our environment. Currently, we assume that it is not
possible to specify more than about 1500 methods because of the restrictions of our
database system GRAS which is only capable of storing 64.000 nodes of an abstract
syntax tree (AST) of a PROGRES specification. A very simple method consisting
of either a few lines or a graphically denoted graph transformation is represented
by at least 20-30 nodes in the AST. Considering further nodes in this AST for node
class and node type declarations, other transformations, packages etc. we believe that
1500 methods is by far the upper bound already. We are aware that the discussion
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#include <string.h>
static char* __MthdNames_[3] = {
"Automaton_AttrFunc_createComplexState_Of_ComplexAutomaton_33",
"Automaton_AttrFunc_determineStartState_Of_ComplexAutomaton_188"
"Automaton_AttrFunc_determineEndState_Of_ComplexAutomaton_367"
};
int __fndMthd_(PGCMString Mtd) {
int i=0;
while (strcmp(__MthdNames_[i], Mtd.s))
i++;
return i; }
-------------------------------------------------------------
static void* __MthdRec_[3] = {
&P_Automaton_AttrFunc_createComplexState_Of_ComplexAutomaton_33,
&P_Automaton_AttrFunc_determineStartState_Of_ComplexAutomaton_188,
&P_Automaton_AttrFunc_determineEndState_Of_ComplexAutomaton_367
};
-------------------------------------------------------------
void (*P_Var_Automaton_createComplexState)(BacktrackInfo*,
GraphNumber, BacktrackInfo, PGCMString, PGCMString,
NodeNumber);
void (*P_Var_Automaton_determineStartState)(BacktrackInfo*,
GraphNumber, BacktrackInfo, NodeNumber);
void (*P_Var_Automaton_determineEndState)(BacktrackInfo*,
GraphNumber, BacktrackInfo, NodeNumber);
-------------------------------------------------------------
P_Var_Automaton_createComplexState =
__MthdRec_[__fndMthd_(PGCReadEvalFunc(HostGraph,
SVar_NodeNumber,
StrToPGCMStr("Automaton::createComplexState")))];
(*P_Var_Automaton_createComplexState)(&TransBtInfo_720,
HostGraph, TransBtInfo_720, SVar_PGCMString,
SVar_NodeNumber);
Figure 5.18: Dynamic dispatch in the generated code for the prototyping environment
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whether we want to rely on a linear search in the future will come up again as soon as
specifications can grow bigger due to the change of the underlying database system.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the new concept of true object-orientation in
PROGRES. Since years, PROGRES was already object-based, i. e. we were able
to define node classes, node types, and we were able to create instances of these
classes. Also, these classes could be attributed. It was not possible, though, to integrate
methods to node classes or node types, i. e. routines which work on the corresponding
abstract node class (or type) and which can be redefined.
The integration of methods to the PROGRES language not only changes the way
of specifying and modelling software systems but also opens the door to many new
modelling possibilities. First, we have shown that it is possible to define software units
which do not only have attributes, i. e. properties, but which also have a behaviour.
In a state-transition diagram we can define transitions which can execute a method
when they are triggered. This idea is very closely related to the automata of the
ROOM execution machine (see [SGW94]). Also, we can define entities with an own
behaviour. As an example we want to mention the modelling of visual languages
here (cf. chapter 3). We can define language units which have properties and also a
(complex) behaviour. Wrapping sets of language units into different packages, it is
very easy to construct a library of visual language elements which can be combined
according to the needs of the special language (we have already discussed in chapter 3
that most visual languages are special purpose languages).
Another important modelling technique has been made possible with the integration
of methods to the PROGRES language: the definition of hierarchical graphs. We
have explained the theory behind hierarchical graphs according to Engels and Schürr
(see [ES95]). A lot of different models concerning hierarchical graphs have been
invented but Engels’ and Schürr’s graph model is the only model which considers
visibility issues of nodes and edges between (nested) graphs. This is one of the
reasons why we regard this model as the most appropriate one for modelling real-
world problems in the context of the main application domains of PROGRES, i. e.
for software engineering applications. We have given the definition of encapsulated
graphs and complex nodes and, finally, matched it to our running example. In the
discussion we have pointed out how these concepts can be realised in PROGRES and
where the limitations are.
In section 5.4 we have introduced the new PROGRES syntax formally, i. e. in terms
of the SENF (Schäfer-Engels Normal Form - an extension of the well-known EBNF)
PROGRES relies on. Furthermore, we have discussed which language elements are
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available as methods in the PROGRES language and which are not available. We have
also given the reasons why we have decided to include some elements and leave out
other ones. In section 5.4.2 the additional analyses which were necessary to implement
were explained and also the use and possible implementation of constructors and
destructors was discussed. Finally, we have explained the implementation of dynamic
dispatch for the interpreter and the prototyping environment based on the C code
generation.
The next chapter will give a broader overview of the prototyping environment and
presents the latest developments which were part of this thesis. We will discuss the
extensions and changes which have to be made to the new prototyping environment
UPGRADE to make full use of our presented enhancements.

Chapter 6
Rapid Prototyping with PROGRES
After having presented the modifications we have done to the PROGRES language
and the PROGRES system we will now have a closer look at the impacts our changes
have on the rapid prototyping environment.
With the PROGRES system the user is able to edit a graph transformation
specification, analyse the specification, and execute it with the help of an integrated
interpreter. Beyond that, PROGRES comprises a C-code front end compiler which
can translate the abstract intermediate code the interpreter is based on into C-
code or Modula2-code1. This generated code is used for building a stand-alone
application which has the functionality of the PROGRES specification and works in
a rapid prototyping environment. Thus, the generated code represents the operational
behaviour of the specification. This behaviour is made accessible by a Tcl/Tk-based
user interface. The user interface was built on top of the ffgraph library which is one
of the results of the META Frame project at the University of Passau [Fri95].
Fig. 6.1 shows a screenshot of the prototyping environment which is currently bundled
with the PROGRES programming environment. This prototype implements the
automaton as shown in fig. 5.12, built with the PROGRES environment. The automata
are shown as black circles, transitions as directed arrows labelled with the triggering
event. The empty rectangle with no inscription depicts an 8-transition. States are
shown as normal rectangles, inscripted by the state’s name. The dotted arrows show
the logical order of states on the same hierarchical level, i. e. in our example the actual
successor state of init is the state labelled start. Since the state start contains a nested
automaton the physical transition initOk leads to the first state of this nested automaton
sinit. Similarly, the physical transitions execFailed and execOk lead to states which are
logical successors of start, i. e. they are on the same hierarchy level again as init or
1Since there are no suitable Modula2 compilers which are, beyond all, freely available this feature
is no longer supported, though.
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Figure 6.1: A generated rapid prototype of a PROGRES specification with a user
interface built upon the ffgraph library
start. The nested automaton belonging to the start state also contains those dotted
edges which indicate the logically next state. However, since the logically next states
are equal to the physically next states in this automaton we have hidden these edges
for the sake of clarity.
Although the prototyping environment is customisable to a certain degree (the view
in fig. 6.1 has already been adapted to our needs), we are not able to display nodes
within2 other nodes, as needed for hierarchical graphs. For this purpose, we need a
more flexible environment.
Recently a research group at our department has developed a second prototyping
framework which is based on Java and JViews [Inc02]. The advantage of this
new prototyping framework UPGRADE (Universal Platform for GRaph-based
Application DEvolopment) is its flexibility regarding configuration, customisability,
extensibility, and platform-independence. In UPGRADE the display of hierarchical
graphs would be possible (although this is left to future work, see section 6.2).
An advantage of executing a specification within the prototyping framework compared
to the integrated interpreter is the increase of speed. The prototyping framework (or
2
“within” also means semantical containment
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prototype for short) is about ten times faster than the interpreter3. On the other hand,
the intertwined editing and execution process is only supported by the interpreter and
is not available in the prototyping environment. However, both the interpreter and
the prototype store their graphs in the database system GRAS. That means, we have
to pay the price of keeping the graphs persistent and being able to use features like
backtracking, index attributes etc. A first step towards getting rid of seldomly used
features and persistency of graphs is described in chapter 7.
A prototype implements a user interface which is tailored to the user’s requirements. It
is possible to limit the available menu entries which can be selected, i. e. the commands
which can be applied to the graph. The interpreter does not provide such a feature.
Furthermore, commands can be grouped in different menus and submenus, internal
commands can be hidden etc. This allows to provide different user groups with
different access rights to a graph database.
Other differences between the interpreter and the prototype include:
 The prototype offers various means to enter required transformation parameters,
e. g. mouse selections, default values, text editing.
 A prototype is more intuitive to use since its user does not need to have
knowledge about the underlying specification, let alone programmed graph
rewriting systems.
 The user selects commands from a menu to manipulate the graph which he can
see as such (not in an abstract form). Furthermore, it is possible to give the
commands a meaningful name in the prototype. This new name will be mapped
to the possibly more cryptical name of the corresponding transformation in the
specification.
 The prototyping environment can be extended by different view mechanisms
which tailor the visible portion of the graph such that it fits the requirements of
the end user. That means, he only sees the parts he is interested in (or which he
may see).
 Although seldomly used, it is possible to work with multiple users on one graph
using the prototype. The interpreter is not able to share one graph among several
users.
In the following sections we will give a brief overview of the new prototyping
framework UPGRADE. We will demonstrate the use of this framework and its
3Latest benchmark tests have revealed that still a lot of execution time is lost in the window
framework of the prototype. The increase of speed could be even bigger if it was possible to tune
up the window framework.
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configurability as much as it is possible to present a running program in a printed
version and necessary for this thesis. We will then discuss the impact of the changes
we have made to PROGRES to the prototyping environment.
Our experience with constructing graph based software systems and rapid prototyping
revealed the following list of requirements for a prototyping framework:
 User defined representation elements: Usually, graph-based software systems
can be regarded as visual languages. Visual languages are mostly domain
specific languages which includes domain specific representations. Therefore,
we need to be able to define specific representation elements, i. e. the appearance
of nodes and edges in the prototyping framework.
 User defined views: As mentioned before, we need to be able to tailor graph
views according to the user’s needs who works with the prototype. The reason
for that can be either the user’s support to make a graph more comprehensible
because the user can only see the necessary parts for his task, or to prevent the
user to see and manipulate information to which he may not have any access.
 Semantic-oriented representation: The representation of elements of a visual
language very often depends on the semantics of these elements. As an example
consider the state-transition model. Complex states and atomic states are both
states, but it is obvious that their representation should be different. This
semantic-oriented representation does not include the layout of the graph which
can also have a special semantics.
 Independence from graph model: The underlying graph model should be flexible
enough to model the scheme of e. g. a visual language. This scheme is not
necessarily the same as can be defined by PROGRES. For several applications
the graph model we use in PROGRES is not flexible enough (see [Sch01]).
We have already seen the disadvantage of not being able to properly define true
hierarchical graphs in PROGRES. Another (more simple) extension compared
to the graph model in PROGRES is the ability to declare attributes for edge
types. Whether even the whole graph model can be changed (e. g. to the model
based on the algebraic approach as introduced in [Löw90b, Löw90a]) is unclear
and is not topic of our research. We want to stick to the approach of directed,
acyclic graphs as introduced by Schürr in [Sch91a].
 Independence from the underlying database system: We have already discussed
that the efficiency of our current database system GRAS is not the best among
databases. We pay a high price for being able to use features which are
superfluous for many applications. Current work at our department is to define
a general interface for the prototyping framework UPGRADE such that we can
use any database, even a rudimentary but very fast RAM data storage.
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With these design goals in mind, UPGRADE has been developed. For more details
about the implementation of the above mentioned design directives please refer
to [Jäg02].
In the prototyping environment it is not only possible to tailor graph views towards
the end user’s needs but also the interface itself, menus in particular. Each menu
entry represents an operation as specified in the underlying PROGRES specification.
By default, all menu entries will be generated into the “Transformations” menu of
the prototype environment. Since the appearance of the menus is described by an
XML file in the UPGRADE environment4, it is easily possible to add new main menu
entries under which entries can be grouped by just moving them from the default
Transformations menu to the newly created one. This also includes the opportunity
to hide internal operations which should not be made available to any user by just
deleting them from the menu groups. Of course, menus for several user groups may
be defined as well such that every user can work with the same specification and the
actually same prototype but on completely different aspects using different operations
and different graph views.
It is obvious that only those operations may be invoked in the prototyping environment
which have been specified in the PROGRES specification. That makes it impossible
to create or delete nodes if no such transformation has been specified before. The
invocation of a transformation differs from the invocation as conducted by the
interpreter. The interpreter needs a Main transformation which is the head of the
execution. After this transformation has been finished the whole interpretation cycle
is completed. Within the interpretation cycle the operations are called one after the
other, providing each other with the right in- and out-parameters. Of course, in the
prototyping environment it is also possible to invoke the Main transformation once
and wait until the execution has been completed.
However, this does not meet the intended use of such a rapid prototyping enviroment.
Therefore, before the execution of a transformation is triggered, a window will pop up
and aks the user for the actual values of the transformation’s parameters. Very often
it is necessary to type in the specific nodes (i. e. the unique node identifiers) to which
the corresponding transformation should be applied to. Therefore, we have provided
the prototype with a selection mechanism such that nodes can be selected by simple
mouse clicks and their unique identifier is automatically filled into the right place in the
parameter window as long as it is possible, i. e. as long as the nodes are distinguishable
by their types or the order in which they have been selected.
Fig. 6.2 shows the new prototyping environment. Since the layout options and
view adaptability are much better than in the old implementation of the prototyping
environment, we show a more complex example which is a visual implementation of
4The older, Tcl/Tk based environment uses an easily comprehensible proprietary text format for this
purpose
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Figure 6.2: The UPGRADE prototyping environment showing the definition of the
factorial function compliant to the syntax definition of the function block language of
the IEC-61131/3
the factorial function complying the syntax as defined in the function block language of
the IEC-61131/3 norm as presented in chapter 3. Here, we define a function block type
FBType with label f. The function block type has two input parameters EN and x (on the
left hand side of the picture) and two output parameters ENO and result (on the right
hand side of the picture). Furthermore, we have declared two variables save and count
which can be used inside the function block type implementation. The Move function
blocks are simple assignments of values to variables. Both are triggered via the EN
signal. Note that the triggering signals EN and ENO are always the topmost ports of a
function block. When both Move blocks have finished execution, the result of the AND
function block will become true and, thus, change the result of the OR function block
to true as well (AND and OR implement the commonly known boolean functions).
Because of that, the LE function block is triggered, implementing a comparison less
or equal. Here, we compare the value of the variable count with the constant value
1. The result of this comparison serves as input to the next If block. This If function
block has two ENO outputs. Depending on the result either the first (in case of true)
or the second (in case of false) output will be activated. Assuming the result was false,
the execution continues with the evaluation of the subtraction Sub. We first subtract
1 from the value of count and store the result in count again. After that, we multiply
count with the value stored in save. This result will be stored in save. We continue
with the comparison LE. If this comparison results in true, the execution continues
with the EQ function block. Here, we compare whether save is equal to 0. Depending
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on this result, the Sel function block is executed. The Sel function block implements
a selective assign statement, i. e. if the first input (the result of our comparison) is
true, the first data input (the third port from top) is assigned to the data output port,
otherwise the second data input (which is the bottom input port). The data output port
of this Sel function block is connected with the parameter result which represents the
output port of our function block type f.
Having presented the core features of the UPGRADE prototyping environment we
will now shed some light on our contribution to the development of this system.
By our work as presented in chapter 5, we mainly influence the appearance of the
user interface and the handling of method invocation, which has not been possible
up till now. Also, because of the avoidance of run-time mechanisms for checking
type information due to the now statically type-safe parametric polymorphic graph
scheme definitions and graph transformations, we influence the efficiency of the run-
time behaviour of the prototyping environment.
6.1 Impacts of Changes on UPGRADE
The changes we have made to the PROGRES system within this thesis have also an
effect on the generated code for the prototype and, thus, its efficiency as we will see in
this section. In particular, we talk about the changes described in chapter 4.
In many specifications users specify transformations in a generic way such that they
are applicable to a whole set (class) of node types but only particular combinations
of node types are meaningful. Consider the example we have presented in this
context: we have defined an operation to insert relationships between entities in the
context of entity-relationship-diagrams. The same operation could be used to insert
transitions between states in the context of state-transition-diagrams. However, only
those combinations (entity/relationship and state/transition) make sense. Therefore,
we had to introduce run-time checks in the old PROGRES language to keep track of
that. We have seen that it is no longer necessary to rely on run-time type checks with
our new implementation of polymorphic type checking in PROGRES. The influence
of this change can be found in the generated code as well. To provide an insight of
the improvement of efficiency we will roughly explain the functionality of the internal
automaton of PROGRES.
The situation we consider is a graph transformation which searches for two nodes of a
given type (see fig. 6.3). Polymorphically typed, we can omit the condition as shown
in the figure because we can demand the right types of the nodes by using appropriate
type descriptors for the parameters in the signature of the operation (cf. chapter 4).
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transformation createRelationship
( snode : ENTITY; tnode : ENTITY;
relType : type_in RELATIONSHIP) =
‘1 = snode ‘2 = tnode
::=
[...]
condition (snode.type = relType.srcType)
and (tnode.type = relType.trgType);
end;
Figure 6.3: A simple graph transformation which searches two nodes on the LHS with
run-time type checks
Fig. 6.4 shows the flow charts of both, the transformation as shown in fig. 6.3 and
its parametrically polymorphically type pendant, i. e. without the condition but with a
direct referral to the according meta attributes in the signature of the operation such
that it is type-safe. The left hand side of fig. 6.4 depicts what happens if we make use of
run-time checks, i. e. conditions in PROGRES. We first need to find the nodes which
take part in the condition’s expression5, pick the right node out of the set of nodes we
found, then we read the variable’s and meta attribute’s value, compare these values to
relType.srcType (or trgType), remember the result in a so-called BacktrackInfo6, and
finally decide with the help of this BacktrackInfo whether the transformation fails or
whether the RHS is being executed (here, abbreviated as Create Nodes). Note that we
have omitted the graph matching part which is equal in both cases. In contrast to this
complicated run-time check, fig. 6.4 shows on the right hand side the flow chart of the
parametrically polymorphically typed version. Here, all checks and comparisons are
already done at compile-time such that at run-time this simple chart will be followed:
first, we read the parameter’s values (rather than reading meta attributes) and after
having evaluated the graph match we can immediately proceed to the execution of the
RHS of the graph transformation.
As we have seen, the extension of PROGRES’ typing system by true parametric
polymorphism does not only have advantages in modelling but also saves a lot of
unnecessary code which increases the performance of the interpreter and the prototype.
We have done some tests to underpin this assumption. Table 6.5 and fig. 6.7 summarise
5if there are more than one, otherwise the first step will be omitted
6BacktrackInfos control the flow of execution of the internal automaton
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Fail CreateNodes
No Yes
Finished
Compare values
Set BacktrackInfo
BacktrackInfo Ok?
Read meta attribute
Read variables
Finished
CreateNodes
Read variables
Figure 6.4: Flow chart the operation as shown in fig. 6.3 (left) compared to its
parametrically polymorphic pendant
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Nodes
Time w/
polymorphic
transformation
Time w/
conditions Saved
100 2 sec 3 sec 33.3%
200 6 sec 7 sec 14.3%
300 9 sec 11 sec 18.2%
400 12 sec 14 sec 14.3%
500 15 sec 18 sec 16.6%
1000 31 sec 35 sec 11.4%
1500 46 sec 54 sec 14.8%
2000 59 sec 69 sec 16.7%
2500 77 sec 88 sec 12.5%
Figure 6.5: Benchmark results for creation of nodes
our experiments. We have created a certain number of nodes (e. g. a relationship
between two entities), once by using our parametric polymorphism, the other time
by using run-time checks. The last column gives an impression on how much time
we can save. In average, we can say that we save about 15% of the execution time by
avoiding run-time checks.
Another benchmark test has been performed for the use of methods compared to
“traditional” (or “global”) graph transformations (see table 6.6). We have created a
first single node and then created a number of other nodes which were connected to the
first node by an edge. In the case of the object-oriented method call, the transformation
was declared as a method for the node class of the first created single node. Here, we
found out that we can save between 5% and 8% run-time. This result has been verified
several times and did not change. Admittedly, we are surprised by this result. The
comparison between a call of a traditional graph transformation and a method actually
reveals a disadvantageous behaviour of method calls. Since the correct address of
method calls has to be looked up in either GRAS (in case of the interpreter) or the
generated method table (in case of the prototype) this way of calling transformations
has a certain overhead compared to traditional ones. Since both transformations have
been specified in exact the same way we can only suppose that the graph match of the
left-hand side (matching the first created single node, which also served as the object
the method was called upon) could be computed more efficiently by our database in
the case of the object-oriented method call. It is possible that GRAS could evaluate
the left-hand side faster since it only matched the node on which we have called the
method. However, details on this reasoning lead too far into implementation issues of
GRAS and, furthermore, they are out of scope of this thesis.
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Nodes Time using
methods
Time using
"global"
transformations
Saved
100 3 sec 4 sec 25.0%
200 7 sec 7 sec 0.0%
300 11 sec 12 sec 8.3%
400 14 sec 15 sec 6.7%
500 18 sec 19 sec 5.3%
1000 36 sec 38 sec 5.3%
1500 54 sec 57 sec 5.3%
2000 70 sec 76 sec 7.9%
Figure 6.6: Benchmark results for the use of methods compared to “global”
transformations for creating nodes
6.2 Future Work
In this section we will highlight the future work which can be done to the prototyping
environment due to the changes we have applied to the PROGRES language in
this thesis. The parametric polymorphism does not influence the appearance of the
prototyping environment except for the increase of efficiency as described in the
previous section. It does not impose any changes to the prototyping environment
itself. This is definitely different for the integration of object-oriented concepts to
the PROGRES language. Since we specify methods, i. e. transformations which can
be invoked by the user of the prototype, these changes do have an impact on the
environment of the prototype.
As described earlier, all operations which may be invoked by the user of the prototype
are generated into one XML formatted file which describes the structure of the menus
of the prototype. Therefore, methods will also appear in this menu. Now we have
to answer the question whether this makes sense or if there is another opportunity to
manage the invocation of methods in the prototype better. First of all, methods can
be used straight away in the prototype without applying too many changes. They are
treated as every other transformation, i. e. the parameter profile of the transformation
will be parsed to determine the number of parameters and to construct the parameter
input window properly. The translation of methods into C code also treats methods as
any other transformation with the only difference that an implicit “selfNode” parameter
is added which will contain the node (object) this method is applied to. If a method is
invoked by another PROGRES transformation this parameter is filled with the correct
values automatically (because the compiler takes care of this already). However, if the
method is invoked by the user of the prototype, he (the user) has to make sure that this
parameter selfNode will contain the right node (object), i. e. the node must possess the
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Figure 6.7: Graphical representation of benchmark results using polymorphically
typed transformations for creating nodes (cf. fig. 6.5)
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corresponding method. This check is the only change which has to be implemented in
the prototyping environment.
However, the invocation of methods in this fashion, i. e. supplying the method with
the node it is applied to, is not very straightforward and far away from what a user
expects from object-oriented modelling tools. Since methods are properties of single
objects describing the internal structure of nodes in addition to attributes, it makes
sense to treat methods in the same way as attributes are treated. It is already possible
in the prototype to right-click a node to open a context sensitive menu. In this
menu the entry “Show Attributes” can be chosen which opens a separate window
to display all available attributes of the corresponding node alongside their values.
Therefore, we suggest that it should also be possible to open a submenu of this context
sensitive menu containing all methods which can be applied to the selected node. The
invocation of a method can be treated in the same way as the invocation of any other
transformation (regarding the input of actual parameters) but the selfNode parameter
will be filled automatically and is hidden to the user of the prototype. This way of
using object-oriented modelling tools is more intuitive and also safer regarding the
check of applicability of methods to nodes.
The customisability of the new prototype environment can be improved as well. We
have discussed the lack of displaying hierarchical graphs within the old prototype
environment. Since UPGRADE provides its user with a more elaborate interface
for implementing layout algorithms, it would be possible to display a graph as if it is a
hierarchical graph without changing the underlying data model. That gives the user an
impression of true hierarchical graphs. The development of these layout algorithms is
ongoing work at the time of writing this thesis.
6.3 Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the prototyping environments which are currently
available for our PROGRES system. First, we have presented an old environment
based on the ffgraph library which is shipped with the PROGRES environment.
Secondly, we have presented a new, better configurable, platform-independent
environment UPGRADE which mainly relies on the commercially available library
JViews.
With our modifications on PROGRES also have effects on the implementation of the
prototyping environment. While the changes regarding parametrisable node classes
are only affecting the PROGRES language and the PROGRES system at compile-
time, the changes regarding object-orientation play an important role at run-time as
well and, thus, influence the functionality which is implemented by the stand-alone
prototype of a specification.
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The changes regarding the typing system of PROGRES influence the run-time
efficiency of the prototype. A lot of run-time checks do not need to be done any
longer which speeds up the execution of a specification considerably. Practice tests
have revealed increases of execution speed between 10% and 15%.
In this chapter we also sketched the possible future changes of the prototyping
environment regarding object-orientation in PROGRES. One suggestion is that the
context-menus to node instances in the host graph could display the available methods
of a node. Furthermore, the object-oriented modelling concepts in PROGRES impose
new ideas for working with graphs in the prototyping environment.
Since the research and development of this prototyping environment is not part of
this thesis we refer to Jäger [Jäg02] who conducted this work. However, the tight
integration of the prototype as such and PROGRES has been described in detail. It is
clear that changes of the PROGRES system will always influence the implementation
of the prototyping environment as well. We strongly believe that we have created
a basis for enhancing the functionality of a stand-alone prototype of a specification
considerably with our changes to PROGRES.
In the next chapter we will describe a further step to integrate PROGRES and the
prototype even tighter, i. e. we do not longer solely rely on the generation of C code
but also on Java code. This not only improves the efficiency again but also increases
the platform independence. Although UPGRADE is implemented in Java, we are
still bound to a certain platform due to the restrictions of C on the one hand, and our
database system GRAS on the other hand. They only run on specific platforms, i. e.
Linux and UNIX (Solaris). Java code generation eliminates the restrictions we have
due to the C code, ongoing work at our department focusses on the elimination of the
restrictions we have because of GRAS.
Chapter 7
Java Code Generation
The success of the programming language Java1 is tremendous. Meanwhile, the Java
programming language is designed to meet the challenges of application development
in the context of heterogeneous, network-wide distributed environments. Among the
most important points of these challenges is the secure delivery of applications that
can run on any hardware and software platform, and can be extended dynamically,
and, optimally, consuming the minimum of system ressources.
In the last chapter we have discussed the implementation of UPGRADE. We have
discussed the design rationales which have led to the current implementation of the
prototyping environment. One of the main design goals we wanted to meet with
this new implementation was the prototype’s portability between various platforms.
Due to many collaborative projects at our department with industry partners or
other universities we needed a prototyping environment which runs on the Linux
platform, Solaris, and also on Windows platforms. The decision of utilising Java as
programming language was straightforward.
This chapter discusses the latest changes we have made in the scope of this thesis
to our PROGRES system to enhance the prototype’s portability even further. As
discussed in section 6.2 we are still limited to certain platforms due to the generated
C code. In order to make the prototyping environment fully portable we cannot solely
rely on the C code any longer. Therefore, we have recently integrated a Java code
generator to our PROGRES system. In this chapter we will rudimentary describe the
transformation of a PROGRES specification to the so-called PROGRES Graph Code
PGC (for more details about PGC compilation see [Zün96]) and also the mapping of
PROGRES language constructs and PGC to Java.
1Java is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems Inc.
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7.1 Related Work
We have already pointed out in chapter 2 that there are a number of graph rewriting
systems which are used for defining the functionality of programming systems, e. g.
FUJABA [Zün01], GENGED [BE99], or DIAGEN [MV95]. These systems also utilise
Java, FUJABA even offers a Java code generator as well. However, the latter two
systems, GENGED and DIAGEN, differ from PROGRES in one central topic, i. e.
their purpose. Potentially, PROGRES is a general purpose programming language
while GENGED and DIAGEN are tailored towards very specific application areas, i. e.
the generation of diagram or visual language editors.
FUJABA is the most similar system to PROGRES, especially regarding runtime
semantics. This is not a conincidence since FUJABA has been invented and developed
by A. Zündorf who has also been vitally involved in the development of the
PROGRES interpreter and compiler. In FUJABA, different classes of UML diagrams
are directly translated to Java and the other way round. There are two remarkable
differences regarding Java code generation between PROGRES and FUJABA: the
FUJABA system does not comprise an interpreter and forgoes an analysing tool. Also, it
is not possible to model non-deterministic specifications, i. e. FUJABA does not include
backtracking facilities. The handling of packages as present in PROGRES is not dealt
with by the FUJABA environment. FUJABA does not provide incremental attribute
evaluations, materialised relationships, or constraints. Arguably, the produced Java
code of FUJABA is far better readable than the one PROGRES can produce due to
its heavy use of the database system GRAS. However, since the PROGRES language
is more powerful regarding expressiveness than FUJABA we could not rely on code
generator mechanisms invented for FUJABA to implement a Java code generator in
PROGRES.
Further comparisons of CASE tools such as Rational Rose [Rat97], TogetherJ [Tog],
or Rhapsody [ILo] have not revealed any valuable input for our purposes. Code
generation is limited to a small subset of UML diagrams and is by far less powerful
than PROGRES.
7.2 Compilation of Specifications to PGC
For executing a PROGRES specification the specification has to be compiled to
abstract code which can be interpreted by a computer. Therefore, PROGRES provides
a built-in PGC front-end compiler which translates a specification to an abstract
PROGRES Graph Code (PGC) [Zün96]. The ideas for the design of PGC have been
derived from the well-known P-Code which has served as an intermediate code for
compiled Pascal programs in the beginning of Pascal compiler development in the
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Generation
Java Code
Generation
C Code
Syntax Analyses
(lex/yacc)
Intermediate Code
(PG Code)
Static Analyses
Figure 7.1: The compilation phases of the PROGRES graph code compiler
late 1980s (see [WH86]). Furthermore, PROGRES provides a C back-end compiler
which compiles the generated PG code to C code which is used for the generation
of rapid prototypes as described in the last chapter. In this chapter we will describe
the second back-end compiler we have added due to the already discussed reasons
of tighter integration and future developments of the new prototyping environment
UPGRADE, i. e. the Java code generator. Thus, the Java code generator also relies on
the PG code. Therefore, we will introduce the PG code in this section for the better
understanding of the actual Java code generator. A complete discussion of the PG code
can be found in [Zün96].
Generally, the compilation process relies on the principle of the common six phase
compilers as presented in [ASU88]. In PROGRES we have left some stages out
as fig. 7.1 indicates. The first stage is the syntactical analysis which is done by
the common tools lex and yacc (see also [BLM95]). However, this is only true if
a specification is read from a file or if the PROGRES user enters the specification
by using the built-in MicroEmacs editor. When editing a specification by using the
syntax-directed editor, this first step is not necessary any longer and will be skipped.
The result of this first step is an abstract syntax tree which serves as input for the
second stage, the static analyses. A detailed description of these analyses can be found
in [Sch91a]. In this thesis we have described the latest changes of the static analyses in
connection with the change of the typing system and the extension of the PROGRES
language to a truly object-oriented language (see chapters 4 and 5). In this stage, type
information will be stored to every typed expression, inheritance hierarchies will be
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checked, cardinality information will be stored where applicable (e. g. for attributes,
variables, node (sets) in graphically denoted transformations etc.), and finally errors
and warnings will be marked.
The compilation process of the intermediate code is based on a recursive descent
compiler [Wir86, ASU88]. The compilation of a specification to PG code starts
at the top of the abstract syntax tree and compiles every expression successively
according to some precedence rules. First, the scheme is being compiled, then the
operations (transformations and queries) will be compiled. The constructed PG code
is stored in an attribute of the corresponding node in the AST graph. The result
of the whole compilation process is the enrichment of the abstract syntax tree by
several information: typing information, class hierarchy information, PG code. The
advantage of storing the information at the corresponding nodes compared to storing
it in a common central storage space is the maintenance of incremental compilation
and the simplification of tracing the execution process for debugging purposes. If the
user of the PROGRES system changes his specification we only need to recompile
the changed bits and do not need to touch any other parts of the specification.
Also, the intertwined editing/execution process relies on incremental rather than full
recompilations. This compilation process has been described by Poensgen in detail
(see [Poe95]).
To show the result of the graph code compilation consider the example shown in fig. 7.2
which have been introduced in fig. 2.11 already. The compiler finds the increment
which represents the whole node class definition of RELATIONSHIP first. From there,
all attribute definitions are collected, the node class identifier (RELATIONSHIP) is
read and the compiled PG code is stored in the abstract syntax tree at the node class
identifier. Fig. 7.3 shows the resulting compiled code which is part of the scheme
declaration of the corresponding specification. This code is rather straightforward to
read.
The first line declares the node class RELATIONSHIP and assigns a corresponding
value (created by the database GRAS) to the scheme component variable
SC_RELATIONSHIP which is used as the type identifier throughout the rest of
the PG code. The second line puts the node class into the inheritance hierarchy. Since
it does not inherit from any other node class, it is heir of the default class “@:ANY”
which is default pre-defined in the database as the top-most class. Then the three
given attributes are defined. First, we define the string-valued intrinsic attribute
association_name, and also assign a database generated scheme component number to
the corresponding variable SC_association_name which will be used in the PG code
for identifying this variable in the database. Furthermore, the attribute is declared
as OblUnique which means that its cardinality is [1:1]. The constant false indicates
that this attribute is not an index attribute, while the constant 251 gives the (maximal)
size for this string valued attribute. In the next line, the evaluation function for this
attribute is assigned to it. The last two lines reveal a property of PROGRES which we
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node_class RELATIONSHIP
intrinsic
src : ENTITY [1:n];
trg : ENTITY [1:n];
association_name : string [1:1];
end;
node_class TRANSITION is_a RELATIONSHIP
derived
nextTransition : TRANSITION [0:n]
= self.-trg->.<-src- : TRANSITION [0:n];
end;
Figure 7.2: Node classes RELATIONSHIP and TRANSITION to be compiled
DeclareNodeClass HostGraph, Scheme, "RELATIONSHIP", SC_RELATIONSHIP
AppendNodeClass HostGraph, Scheme, "RELATIONSHIP", "@:ANY"
DeclareIntrinsicAttribute HostGraph, Scheme, "RELATIONSHIP",
"association_name", Normal, StringValue, OblUnique, false, 251,
SC_association_name
SetEvalFunction HostGraph, Scheme, "association_name",
"RELATIONSHIP", "AttrFunc_association_name_Of_RELATIONSHIP_184"
DeclareEdgeType HostGraph, Scheme, "trg", "RELATIONSHIP", OptSet,
"ENTITY", OblSet, SC_trg
DeclareEdgeType HostGraph, Scheme, "src", "RELATIONSHIP", OptSet,
"ENTITY", OblSet, SC_src
Figure 7.3: PG code to node class RELATIONSHIP for the declaration of the scheme
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have already made extensive use of: node-valued intrinsic attributes are implemented
as edges. We can clearly see that the declaration of the attributes src and trg is done
by edge types. Both edge type declarations correspond to a regular PROGRES edge
declaration in the specification which looks like this:
edge_type src : RELATIONSHIP [0:n] -> ENTITY [1:n];
That means, such an edge type declaration would be translated to PG code in the
exactly same manner.
The PG code for a graph scheme is not very complicated, neither is the code generation
for transformations. Every transformation is compiled into a procedure on PG code
level which can be handled as known from e. g. Pascal procedures. Internally, the
execution control of a transformation is taken over by an automaton which is controlled
by so-called BacktrackInfos (cf. chapter 6.1). We will not discuss the code for graph
transformations in detail here due to its length but fig. 7.4 shows the outline of a
compiled transformation. After defining the signature of the transformation we first
check the precondition to the operation if it is specified. Depending on the evaluation
of the precondition the execution either stops or the body will be executed (if there
is no precondition specified, the body will be executed immediately). The body itself
is split into several branches. For graphically denoted transformations the branches
consist of e. g. the gathering of all nodes of the left-hand side of the transformation,
another branch checks the attribute conditions, a third branch evaluates restrictions
etc. Also, the right-hand side is divided into several branches (e. g. the creation of
nodes, creation of edges, embedding rules, ...). In textually denoted transformations
every line of instructions in the PROGRES specification forms an own branch.
However, inside the body we start with the initialisation of internally used variables.
The NDConcStat and Case statements form the backtrack information controlled
automaton which also provides the non-deterministic execution of transformation.
This internal automaton is controlled by two backtrack information variables InBtInfo
and TransBtInfo. Furthermore, the previously chosen execution branch is provided to
the automaton, the host graph, and the number of possible choices (in our example
there are three choices). On the basis of these information the automaton chooses the
next branch to be executed. If no further branch can be found, the automaton finishes
the execution, storing in TransBtInfo whether the execution was successful or failed. If
a new branch could be found, the case statement gives the virtual code addresses (VCA)
where the code is stored which has to be executed (this is an address inside the abstract
syntax tree and is of no further interest here). After the body has been successfully
executed, the post condition is checked. After that, all other relevant constraints are
checked before the execution of the whole transformation is completed.
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DefProc “MyTransformation”, Parameters with Types
Check Precondition
Execute Body
Variable Initialisation
NDConcStat InBtInfo, TransBtInfo, ChosenAddress,
HostGraph, 3, InBtInfo, TransBtInfo, ChosenAddress
Case ChosenAddress, 1, VCAInc(7436), 2, VCAInc(7180), 3,
VCAInc(7692)
[...]
VCA 7436: [...] return;
VCA 7180: [...] return;
VCA 7692: [...] return;
Check Postcondition
Check Constraints
EndProc
Figure 7.4: Outline of PG code for a graph transformation
After having discussed the PG code generation of PROGRES we will have a look at
the back-end compiler which translates the PG code to C code or Java code, resp. The
C code compiler is not very interesting. Since C is an imperative language we can
directly transfer the PG code to corresponding C code without too many changes. This
is true due to the procedural charater of the P-code which was the pattern for designing
the PG code. Also, compiling to C code is straightforward because the intermediate
PG code contains all necessary information about class hierarchies, parameter types,
variable types etc. We only need to put the PG code instructions into a C compliant
form and we are done.
The compilation of PG code to Java code is more interesting. As we have already
mentioned, the mapping of the PG code of the operational part of the specification
to Java is very similar to the way we have solved the problems in C. The major
change we have applied to PROGRES is the way the PROGRES graph scheme is
represented in Java. This mapping will be described in the next section. Exploiting
the object-oriented character of the Java code for the operations in connection with
object-oriented databases, especially for the recently added PROGRES methods, is
still ongoing work and will be sketched in the next section as well.
7.3 Mapping PROGRES Graph Code to Java
The advantage of Java code compared to C code is its portability, code security,
object-orientation, and many other features which are discussed in almost every book
about the Java programming language (e.g. [Nau96, GM96, AG98]). Generating Java
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code from PG code, coupled with the new prototype environment implementation
UPGRADE gives us the opportunity to create a platform-independent prototype of
a PROGRES specification. In this section we describe the first steps we have taken
in that research area. Currently, we are already able to generate the PROGRES
graph scheme in object-oriented Java code, and compile the operational parts of the
specification in a Java-compliant way without exploiting the object-orientation of the
language yet. Therefore, it is already possible to compile and run an almost completely
Java-based prototype. The only restrictions we encounter at the moment lie in the
platform-bound database. However, ongoing research aims at the elimination of these
problems.
The first step, generating Java code from a PROGRES specification’s PG code creates
a couple of files in the user’s given directory. The files are structured as follows:
 specification-level file: one file is created which is called specificationname.java.
Currently, this file contains the initial steps to “prepare the fields”, i.e. creating
an initial host graph, triggering the scheme initialisation etc. Also, all attribute
evaluation functions of all attributes defined in the PROGRES specification are
stored in this file. In future versions of our Java code compilation we will change
the structure as is discussed in section 7.4.
 package-level files: for each package of the PROGRES specification a file will
be created with name packagename.java. This file contains all traditional PG
code scheme declarations of the elements declared within the corresponding
package. The reason for this kind of scheme declaration which is the same
as we have already discussed for the C code is our database GRAS. As soon as
we get rid of GRAS the Java classes, which will be discussed in more detail
in this section, will form the graph scheme rather than the PGC operations.
Furthermore, this package-level file contains all transformations and queries.
 node class-level files: every node class forms a Java interface which is stored
in the file called nodeclassname.java. Node classes have to be modelled as
interfaces since Java does not support multiple inheritance on classes but only on
interfaces. This file contains put- and get-methods for every attribute defined in
the corresponding node class. Also, we will save the signatures of the methods
declared in the node class in this file.
 node type-level files: the file called nodetypename.java which is generated for
every node type of a PROGRES specification contains the implementations to
the interfaces of the previously discussed node class interfaces. That means, all
put- and get-methods are fully implemented. Currently, they contain the GRAS
attribute access operations. Since we cannot download attribute evaluation
functions to GRAS as we do in the generated C code, the implementation used in
the interpreter, which cannot download evaluation functions either, is remodelled
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here. That means, if an attribute value is read which is no longer valid because
some values within the evaluation function have changed, the correspoding
evaluation function will be explicitly called and recomputed. Then the attribute
will be read again and its value will be returned to the calling instance.
After this rather abstract description of the files which will be generated from the Java
code generator, we will have a look into them to demonstrate the functioning and the
structure of the Java code.
The file generated at specification level contains all methods for initialising the graph
scheme traditionally, using PGC operations. However, in this file we also find new
structures imposed on the generated code which are unknown to PG and C code. First,
every specification forms a Java package. All necessary PG code operations and other
supplementary functions for handling sets etc. are organised in packages as well. The
structure of the operations is very similar to the ones known from C code save the
discussed changes. The last noteworthy difference between Java code and C code is
the empty body of the so-called P_DownloadEvalProcs method which downloads all
attribute evaluation functions to the database system. We are not able to download
the attribute’s evaluation functions to GRAS when using Java. We will see later how
attribute values are recomputed in Java.
We omit the discussion of the files generated on package level. The appearance of
these files is similar to the corresponding C code files. The syntax has been adapted
such that it can be compiled by a Java compiler. No new structure is developed here.
This file contains methods which are needed for the initalisation of the underlying
database2.
An example of a file which is generated for each node class is shown in fig. 7.5. Here,
the file generated for node class RELATIONSHIP is shown. For the sake of brevity
we just show one attribute, namely the string valued attribute assoc_name. We can see
that the node class is modelled as an interface in Java (due to multiple inheritance). We
can also see that this interface inherits from NodeNumber. The class NodeNumber is a
pre-defined Java class which replaces the pre-defined GRAS class “@:ANY” (cmp. to
fig. 7.3). Two abstract methods are defined within this class, the set- and get-method
for the attribute.
The implementation of these functions cannot be provided in an interface, of
course. Fig. 7.6 shows the node type level file relship.java which contains the
final implementation of the node type relship, implementing the interface of the
corresponding node class. The constructor of this class assigns the unique identifier of
the GRAS object to an internal attribute. The following two methods are implemented
2At this level we do not imply that GRAS has to be the ultimate choice of database systems any
longer. In the future, any database can be taken as basis for the prototyping environment.
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package AutomatonSpec;
import sets.*;
import pgc.*;
import PGCBacktrackTypes.*;
import RGGlobal.*;
public interface RELATIONSHIP extends NodeNumber {
public void setassoc_name(RGGlobal.GraphNumber HostGraph, String attr);
public String getassoc_name(RGGlobal.GraphNumber HostGraph);
/* Attribute
String assoc_name;
*/
}
Figure 7.5: The node class-level file RELATIONSHIP.java
for comparison and query reasons. These methods are needed for database systems
which do not provide such functionality on their own. The interesting part of this file
is the implementation of the getassoc_name method. Here, we can see the discussed
mechanism of attribute evaluation (see highlighted code): if the pgc.ReadAttribute
operation returns an invalid result, the attribute’s evaluation function is triggered
(P_AttrFunc_...) before the attribute’s value will be read and returned by the function3.
Of course, we utilise a mechanism here which is provided by our database system
GRAS. GRAS stores the correct evaluation function to every attribute which is defined
in the PROGRES graph scheme. Because of this node instance (number) and our
knowledge of the attribute identifier we can search for the right evaluation function
name at PG code compile-time. This correct evaluation function is hard coded in
fig. 7.6, P_AttrFunc_assoc_name_Of_RELATIONSHIP_70(...).
Handling of Parameters
A last question to be answered is how we deal with in- and out-parameters in
the generated Java code. Also, managing dynamic dispatch of attribute evaluation
functions to the corresponding nodes (or Java objects) is of interest in the further
discussion. First of all, the graph is still stored in our database system GRAS. If
we access an attribute’s value (be it an intrinsic attribute’s value or a derived one) we
have to retrieve the node from the graph, i. e. from the database. A node instance
can only be accessed in two ways: either we access attributes within a graphically
denoted transformation using the transfer part of the transformation or we access it
outside a transformation. If we access a node instance outside a transformation we
have to search for this node instance by a query and return it with the help of out-
3The PROGRES interpreter operates in the exact same way. This mechanism has been copied from
the interpreter.
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package AutomatonSpec;
import sets.*;
import pgc.*;
import PGCBacktrackTypes.*;
import RGGlobal.*;
public class relship implements RELATIONSHIP{
public int no = 0;
public relship(int Node) {this.no = Node;}
public boolean equals(relship other) {return this.no == other.no;}
public int getValue() {return this.no;}
public void putassoc_name(RGGlobal.GraphNumber HostGraph, String attr) {
Global.pgc.WriteAttribute(attr, HostGraph, no, ER_Diagram.SC_assoc_name.getValue());
}
public String getassoc_name(RGGlobal.GraphNumber HostGraph) {
String attr = new String();
if (!Global.pgc.ReadAttribute(attr, HostGraph, no,
ER_Diagram.SC_assoc_name.getValue()))
AutomatonSpec.P_AttrFunc_assoc_name_Of_RELATIONSHIP_70(HostGraph, this);
boolean valid = Global.pgc.ReadAttribute(attr, HostGraph, no,
ER_Diagram.SC_assoc_name.getValue());
return attr;
}
/* Attribute
String assoc_name;
*/
}
Figure 7.6: The node type-level file relship.java
parameters or we return nodes which were involved in a graph transformation, also
using out-parameters. Thus, we can limit our discussion to two cases, i. e. dealing with
out-parameters and dealing with access inside graphically denoted transformations. In
both cases, we first generate a new Java object of the most general type NodeNumber
(or OutNodeNumber, which inherits from NodeNumber, if it is an out-parameter).
Fig. 7.7 shows an excerpt from the generated Java code for an operation which creates
one node and assigns a string value to its intrinsic attribute name and returns that node
via an out-parameter to the caller. First, we define the mentioned OutNodeNumber
and three local variables we will use inside this transformation. We save the input
string-valued parameter id in the local variable LVar4. Then we store the type of the to
be created node in TypeVar. Here, we want to create an atomicState of an automaton.
The predefined operation CreateNode creates this node in our database system and also
4Usually, all variables names have a postfix consisting of a set of numbers. We have omitted these
number for the sake of a better readability.
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OutNodeNumber O_No_1Quote = new OutNodeNumber ();
String LVar = null;
RGGlobal.NodeNumber TypeVar = null;
atomicState No_1Quote = null;
[...]
LVar = id;
[...]
TypeVar = Automaton.SC_atomicState;
Global.pgc.CreateNode( O_No_1Quote, HostGraph, new PGCInteger(1), TypeVar );
No_1Quote = (atomicState)O_No_1Quote.nodeValue();
[...]
No_1Quote.setname(HostGraph, LVar);
[...]
outParameter.setValue(No_1Quote);
Figure 7.7: Dealing with in- and out-parameters in the generated Java code
creates a new Java object of the same type which is stored in the variable O_No_1Quote
and, thus, accessible after the call of CreateNode. In the following line we store this
newly created Java object representing the node in the variable No_1Quote which has
the correct type atomicState. Now we can call the function setname on this object
which assigns the previously stored string value to the corresponding attribute of the
Java object. Finally, we assign this Java object as “value” (i. e. outParameter is also
of type OutNodeNumber and can contain Java objects representing node instances as
values) to the out-parameter of our operation (we have left out the signature of this
operation). With this mechanism we circumvent Java’s inability to return (multiple)
parameters which is allowed in PROGRES.
The lifetime of Java objects is limited. We first create a Java object for every created
node instance in our database system. This object will be returned to the calling
operation. However, as soon as an object is not passed on to other operations with
the help of out-parameters it will be exposed to Java’s garbage collector at the end
of the operation where it is used last. If we want to access a node again at a later
stage, we have to search for this node in the graph by using queries and pass it back
to the caller by out-parameters. Therefore, it is enough to create Java objects for
nodes in the above mentioned cases of assigning them to these parameters (and if they
are accessed in the transfer part of a transformation). The effect of this procedure is
that the used volatile memory is kept minimal. We are aware that this procedure of
creating Java objects and destroying them again by the garbage collector is not the
most efficient way of handling node accesses. However, the overhead produced by
that procedure compared to database operations like node creations and node queries
only, i. e. without the additional handling of Java objects, is yet to be examined. We
believe that the handling of Java objects is of no considerable deterioration of run-time
efficiency of the prototype.
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Dynamic Dispatch with Java
Currently, the dynamic dispatch is simulated using a technique which is based on the
handling of parameters as shown above. The assignment of nodes to attributes of Java
objects of the class NodeNumber or OutNodeNumber allows to access these nodes and
methods on them as shown in fig. 7.8.
OutNodeNumber O_BQ1 = new OutNodeNumber ();
Set SVar_Set = null;
TRANSITION BQ1 = null;
TRANSITION AttrNode = null;
[...]
SVar_Set = new Set();
[...]
case 1 :
Global.pgc.NDIsoChooseStat( BtInfo, SetOfCandidates, O_BQ1, ImagesOfNodes,
NewOrDelNodes, HostGraph);
BQ1 = (TRANSITION)O_BQ1.nodeValue();
break;
case 2 :
AttrNode = (TRANSITION) BQ1;
SVar_Set = AttrNode.getnextTransition(HostGraph);
[...]
Figure 7.8: Dynamic Dispatch in the generated Java code
Using Java’s dynamic dispatch for finding node objects and calling methods on them or
accessing attributes has to be explained more detailed, though. We have to clarify the
question how we find the node BQ1 (or O_BQ1 resp.) in our host graph in the example
shown in fig. 7.8. This node is of a type belonging to class TRANSITION (cf. fig. 2.11).
Fig. 7.8 shows an excerpt from the generated Java code to access the derived attribute
nextTransition. This is done in two steps. First, we have to search for a node of an
appropriate type in our host graph, using a statement called NDIsoChooseState (see
case 1 in fig. 7.8). This node is then assigned to the variable BQ1. In the second step
we access the implementation of the attribute’s evaluation function getnextTransition
(see case 2). The result will be assigned to a set valued variable SVar_Set.
The issue we have to clarify is this: BQ1 holds a node of the node class TRANSITION
and, thus, the actual (and probably redefined) implementation of getnextTransition
is unclear. Imagine that we have two node types trans1 and trans2 which
redefine this attribute evaluation function. The question arises how Java finds the
correct implementation of getnextTransition. The solution to this question is rather
straightforward. The function NDIsoChooseStat actually does the trick. We first query
our database GRAS with the information stored in the given parameters. This returns
a node from our host graph in case our query is successful. We then ask GRAS for
the name of the type of the found node. By using Java’s Reflection API [Gre03] we
can then generate a Java object of a generated Java class that corresponds to that node
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type name. The generated Java object will then be assigned to O_BQ1. Since in
our example the attribute evaluation function is declared in the Java interface for the
node class but implemented in the Java class associated with the corresponding node
type, the Java object returned from NDIsoChooseStat implements the right version of
getnextTransition, finally.
7.4 Future Work
Since the Java code generator is still in an early beta stage a lot of future work has to
be applied to it which we have developed in connection with the work on this thesis.
In the future, we will be able to take full advantage of the Java code structure, i. e. the
package organisation, class hierarchies, and method invocations. The appearance of
several files will slightly change. Especially the specification-level file and package-
level files will look differently since they still contain the database initialisation code
for GRAS based on the classic PG code. Since we have generated Java interfaces
and classes for every node class and node type in PROGRES we do not need those
components any longer if we do not use persistent graph storages in databases any
more in the future (otherwise, database initialisation routines are still necessary). The
graph scheme and the graph transformations are determined solely by the Java class
hierarchy and Java methods then.
Also, we consider to develop a database implementation which purely relies on the
volatile memory. The advantages of such a database system are striking:
 Increase of Speed: at the moment, our database system GRAS is one of the
bottlenecks regarding run-time efficiency of the PROGRES system and also
the UPGRADE prototype5. We expect a considerable increase of speed such a
volatile memory implementation of a database will deliver.
 Portability: the prominent concern of the decision to implement the prototyping
framework UPGRADE in Java was its portability. Also, the efforts we have
made to generate Java code from a PROGRES specification were also based on
this motivation. However, as long as we are bound to any platform-dependent
database we have implicitly limited the portability of our system. The usage
of widely used database systems such as Oracle	
 or IBM	
 DB/2 which are
available on multiple platforms is an issue of the research conducted by Böhlen.
However, we also have to pay the price of several drawbacks:
5It has to be mentioned that in the prototyping framework a lot of time is lost in the graphical user
interface.
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 Persistence: if we do not store graphs persistently it is not possible to re-open
sessions at a later stage. However, currently there are research activities going
on for developing a graph exchange format GXL (see [HSSea00] for further
references), an XML-based approach for the description of graphs. With this
standard we will be able to dump graphs to syntactically GXL-conforming files
which can be parsed back by UPGRADE and also other graph transformation
tools. Therefore, the persistence of graph storage is not a predominant issue.
 Backtracking: the maintenance of graph data in volatile memory also comes
at the price of having no backtracking facilities any longer, i. e. undo-redo
mechanisms on graph transformations. The overhead for maintaining these
data would result in a considerable loss of performance which annihilates the
advantages of such an implementation. Practice has shown, though, that most
specifications are programmed in a deterministic way, not using backtracking
facilities at all. The opposite is the case, as soon as the specification starts to
backtrack it is a clear sign for the specifier that something went wrong. Getting
along without backtracking is not an obstacle at all for many PROGRES users.
 Incremental Attribute Evaluation: in PROGRES we are able to evaluate
attributes incrementally by using mechanisms of our GRAS database. For
derived attributes our database provides the possibility to establish dependencies
of this attribute to other attributes. That means, if the value of any attribute
changes on which the derived attribute depends, the derived attribute will
be evaluated as long as the database detects inconsistencies of the values.
Therefore, it can happen that for very complicated evaluation functions only
parts of it are re-calculated. (Example: if in a guarded expression the value
of the guard depends on another attribute which changes its value, the guard
will be re-evaluated. If the derived attribute’s value does not change because
of the guard’s new value, the calculation stops here.) If we opt for a database
implementation in volatile memory, we have to forgo the costly dependency
graph. Consequently, derived attributes have to be reevaluated constantly. Thus,
constraint attributes and static paths cannot be realised any longer.
 Index Attributes: normal databases offer the option to declare attributes as index
attributes. They serve as unique identifier for an object stored in the database
allowing for a more efficient search. We have to do without this feature as well
if we use a volatile database system.
 Multi-User Access: our database system GRAS offers a multi-user access to
the stored graphs. However, experience taught us that this feature is very
seldomly used and, thus, can be omitted without restricting PROGRES users
inconsiderably.
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Having mentioned the disadvantages, we have to conclude that platform independence
is one of the most interesting topics to us. Therefore, the advantages of a Java
implementation of a volatile database system overshadow the drawbacks.
Another important topic of future work is the integration of the concepts regarding
object-oriented modelling which have been presented in chapter 5 into the Java code6.
The implementation of node class interfaces and node types will change considerably.
Besides attributes, node class interfaces and node types will also contain methods.
The implementation of methods is different from the structure of the PG code, though.
Since node classes have to be modelled as interfaces, the implementation of a method
has to be postponed to the Java class which implements this interface. That means,
redefinitions of methods have to be traced such that the corresponding Java class
implements the right version, i. e. the most recent (re-)definition, of a method. The
same discussion applies to attributes. (Example: in fig. 5.7 we have redefined the
method createTransition which we have inherited from node class SimpleAutomaton.
Therefore, if a node instance is created from any type derived from SimpleAutomaton
we have to use the original implementation. If a node instance is created from any type
derived from ComplexAutomaton we have to use the appropriate redefinition (dynamic
dispatch).) We have sketched the way we deal with attributes in the explanations to
fig. 7.6. Since we are still using GRAS mechanisms here, we have to invent new
mechanisms for this tracing process in the future.
In chapter 3 we have discussed hierarchical graphs in PROGRES. It is a matter
of future research how those concepts can be integrated to the PROGRES graph
model and PROGRES language. In chapter 6 we have seen that the UPGRADE
prototype implements an independent graph model from the one PROGRES offers,
e. g. graph edges are modelled as objects as well rather than binary relationships
without unique identifiers and attributes as PROGRES does. It is also feasible to spare
the PROGRES language with changes regarding a hierarchical graph model but to
implement such a model in connection with the UPGRADE prototype. The structure
of the Java code will not impose any problems. Since the latest implementation of
the JViews library, which UPGRADE is based upon, is capable of dealing with a
hierarchical graph model visually, this extension of the Java code generator is possible
as well.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter we have dealt with the process of generating the intermediate
PROGRES graph code (PG code) and, based on this PG code, Java code. For the
6The changes which have to be applied (or can be applied) to the prototype environment due to the
object-orienation of the PROGRES language has been discussed in chapter 6 already.
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better understanding of the Java code we have first discussed some internals of the PG
code we generate out of a specification. PG code is very similar to the well-known P-
code which has been produced by Pascal compilers. More details about the generation
of PG code can be found in [Zün96]. We have described the structure of the generated
Java code, the contents of the generated files, and also the mapping of the PROGRES
graph scheme to a Java class hierarchy.
The biggest restriction we have encountered in Java was its inability to handle multiple
inheritance. PROGRES’ node classes have to be matched to Java interfaces which
means that all implementations of attribute evaluation functions or methods have to
be postponed to the implementation of these interfaces, i. e. Java classes which are
mapped to node types in PROGRES.
We have also dealt with current limitations we have due to the usage of our non-
standard database system GRAS and pointed out how things will change as soon as
we are able to switch to database systems which offer a tighter coupling of Java class
hierarchies and the database itself. We discussed the advantages and drawbacks of a
database system relying on an implementation using volatile memory, which is current
work at our department. Finally, we have briefly sketched how future developments
of the PROGRES system, e. g. the integration of a hierarchical graph model, interact
with the Java code generation and the prototype.
The generation of Java code is currently still in beta status, i. e. we have already an
implementation which delivers usable Java code but the exploitation of all discussed
advantages of Java is still to be done. The center of interest of future work on
PROGRES will be the interaction of PROGRES, i. e. its generated Java code,
UPGRADE, and, finally, the underlying database system. The first goal of this
research is to achieve platform independence of the prototype. However, the advantage
of an independent graph model UPGRADE implements compared to the model
PROGRES implements can be exploited much further as well, as this chapter has
suggested.

Chapter 8
Conclusion
8.1 Summary
In this thesis we have described the use and recent enhancements of the graph
rewriting system PROGRES. Graph rewriting systems are used in our department
in many research areas such as software engineering, process control engineering,
reengineering of telecommunication systems, modelling of distributed systems etc.
Since many models are depicted as graphs, graph rewriting systems are convenient and
intuitive means to program those models, manipulate them, check them, and execute
them.
In chapter 2 we have presented different graph grammar engineering approaches
and corresponding tools. Furthermore, we have introduced the PROGRES system
which has been implemented and often used (among others in the above mentioned
application fields) not only in our research community but also in industry and by
academic partners dealing with other research areas.
The PROGRES system comprises a syntax-directed editor, an analyser, an interpreter,
and a C-code and Java-code compiler. The PROGRES language which is
implemented by the PROGRES system contains language elements for defining
families of graphs and operations on these graphs. In chapter 2 we have outlined the
structure of a specification, i. e. the distinction of the declarative part of a specification,
the graph scheme, and the operational part of a specification, consisting of graph
transformations.
In chapter 3 we have demonstrated the use of the PROGRES system in daily practice.
A close collaborative research with the Department of Process Control Engineering at
Aachen University of Technology and also the Institute for Software Engineering at
the University of Federal German Armed Forces, Munich, supported our modelling
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and design activities of a formal definition of an industry standard which is widely
used in automatisation industry, the IEC-61131/3 norm. Since this industrial micro-
controller programming language is not formally defined by the norm developed by
the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), future enhancements of this
language are very difficult. Our research contributes to the efforts of the PLCopen
community [Ope] to formalise this standard and develop it further. First attempts of the
PLCopen community have resulted in the extension of the IEC-61131/3 norm which
is released as IEC-61499 norm. We have also described the formalisation of the latter
norm in chapter 3.
However, the discussion of formalising a visual language like the IEC norms has
revealed several shortcomings of the PROGRES language which make it difficult to
design a proper model. We have mainly identified two flaws of the PROGRES system.
One affected the type system of PROGRES, the other one dealt with the implemented
graph model. We have changed this graph model in a way that it allows for an easier,
more intuitive way to model modern software systems.
Chapter 4 described the changes we have applied to the typing system of the
PROGRES language and environment. The basis of our thesis was a PROGRES
system which supported polymorphic typing on nodes already, but no polymorphism
on edges. We motivated why this feature is not only desired but also necessary for
the implementation of reusable modules for modelling complex software systems. We
introduced the terminology used in typing theory, explained the currently implemented
kind of polymorphism and developed this theory further to allow genericity, or, as we
called it, true parametric polymorphism in PROGRES.
Chapter 5 tackled the second problem we have encountered during implementing
reusable modules for the formal definition of software systems, visual languages
in particular. Chapter 4 has presented a way of defining generic templates in
PROGRES but the PROGRES language still restricted its users in defining abstract
data types although it was developed for this purpose. It was not possible to define
operations belonging to a data type. This limits the reusability of data types and
their implementation. Also, data types are not easily extensible. We usually need to
introduce several additional transformations. Furthermore, it is not possible to adapt
existing operations such that they consider the changes in the e. g. inherited (new) data
type. Therefore, we have introduced operations (methods) to node classes and node
types in PROGRES. This changed the graph model from an object-based model to a
truly object-oriented model. We have shown the effect of methods to current modelling
techniques with PROGRES and described the effects of the new graph model to open
doors to new modelling techniques by using e. g. hierarchical graphs. In chapter 5 we
have briefly sketched the theory of hierarchical graphs as developed by Engels and
Schürr in [ES95] and demonstrated the conferment of these ideas to a PROGRES
specification.
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As mentioned, PROGRES not only enables its users to conveniently edit a graph
grammar specification, but also encompasses an interpreter to execute and debug
specifications. Also, we have integrated a compiler which translates the generated
PROGRES graph code (PG code for short) to either C-code, Modula-2 code (no
longer supported, though), and Java code. This code can be used in connection with
a user interface implemented in C using the Tcl/Tk libraries for compiling a stand-
alone prototype application implementing the functionality of the specification. Recent
work at our department included the development of a new prototyping environment
UPGRADE implemented in Java, using the JViews library. Chapter 6 has described
the new prototype environment briefly (for more details refer to [Jäg02]) and described
the effects of the changes we have done to PROGRES in the context of this thesis.
Chapters 6 and 7 do not deal with PROGRES itself and generic modelling
with PROGRES, but with the prototyping environment UPGRADE. Although
UPGRADE is a research project of its own we regard it as an important part of
the PROGRES project. Very often, PROGRES users are interested in the rapid
prototyping of their specification’s functionality. Therefore, we regard UPGRADE as
an integral part of PROGRES, which means that changes to the PROGRES system
and language very often have effects on the prototyping environment and, thus, have
to be discussed.
In chapter 6 we have presented the prototyping environment UPGRADE. We have
discussed the impacts our changes to the PROGRES system have on the prototyping
environment. Furthermore, we have presented a benchmark test we have done to prove
the remarkable run-time improvement of a specification’s prototype which makes use
of parametric polymorphism as introduced in chapter 4 rather than run-time checks for
verifying correct typing as found in many specifications nowadays.
Chapter 7 described the last enhancement we have added to the PROGRES system,
the already mentioned Java code generator. Since the new prototyping environment
UPGRADE is completely implemented in Java to allow a platform independence
of the compiled prototype, we have seen the demand to generate Java code for this
prototype so that we do not restrict its independence unnecessarily.
The next section discusses the future developments which are suggested to be applied
to PROGRES and also the prototyping environment UPGRADE which emerge
directly out of the extensions we have done to PROGRES in this thesis.
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8.2 Future Developments
The changes we have made during this thesis on the PROGRES language, the
PROGRES system and also their impacts on the prototyping environment open doors
to further developments we want to sketch in this last section.
Before we outline our suggestions for future developments based on our research,
it is appropriate to point out an experience we have made during the specification
of the IEC-61131/3 system. As can be seen in chapter 3 we have made extensive
use of the module concept introduced by Winter in [Win00]. We have appreciated
the advantages of this package concept in terms of structured modelling of software
systems. However, being bound to implement everything, i. e. all packages, within
one consecutive document was quite awkward at times. Keeping a proper overview
is rather difficult, although the graphical scheme view gives a good overview of the
package structure and architecture of the system. However, on the implementation
level it is hard to focus on all structural design decisions and keep them in mind.
Therefore, it turned out to be desirable to design the PROGRES system in three tiers.
Currently, PROGRES starts up showing a document manager which is able to create,
delete, and rename all documents which are available in a so-called graph pool which
holds all specifications. Also, some rudimentary version control system has been
realised on this level. From there, we can open a specification (or its scheme view)
and edit it. Here, our experience has shown that it would be desirable to have a second
tier which implements a specification manager.
This specification manager can maintain several packages (modules) of a specification
as can the document manager do with whole documents (specifications). This breaks
the development of modules down to single parts which are much easier to maintain,
exchange, and reuse. However, this change employs a lot of considerable modifications
to the whole PROGRES system. Not only the analyses but also the interpreter has
to be able to work on multiple singular parts of a specification. According to our
experiences of the PROGRES system’s implementation this actually means that the
interpreter has to be entirely reimplemented since it can only work on one closed
document till now. It would be necessary to identify a piece of specification not only
by its internal identifier in the abstract syntax tree but by a tuple consisting of the
package identifier and its internal identifier within that package.
We believe that future research activities on PROGRES, its language and the
system, are due to the changes to the object-oriented graph model. First, it is
worthwhile to further pursue research activities concerning a hierarchical graph model
in PROGRES. Node classes can already implement graph classes to a certain extent.
It is not possible yet to define node classes within other node classes, i. e. subtypes with
a visibility which is limited to the context of the node class (comparable to inner class
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definitions in Java). Also, it is not possible yet to simulate all PROGRES language
constructs by means of methods and attributes. However, the latter is very easy to
accomplish: if we allow parameters for derived attributes we can simulate restrictions,
paths, and also functions by the use of derived attributes. Methods and queries
are implemented already, that means that the full expressiveness of the PROGRES
language would be available within the context of a node class. Thus, the remaining
question is, whether the lack of node class definitions within other node classes is really
an obstacle which limits the expressiveness or destroys the idea of implementing graph
classes by node classes. We strongly believe that this is not the case.
The PROGRES package concept provides its user with a number of visibility
modifiers to almost all elements of the PROGRES language, plus final and read-
only modifiers (cf. chapter 2). With these combinations it is possible to define only
locally visible node class definitions which can be used in the same way as they would
have been used if defined within another node class. Also, their accessibility outside a
package can be restricted by these visibility modifiers. Therefore, by skillfully using
an appropriate combination of package and node class features, it is possible to define
graph classes by node classes with the help of the object-oriented graph model we have
introduced.
Because of that, it makes sense to pursue the idea of hierarchical graphs further.
Also, our modelling experience with graphs and graph transformation specifications
have shown that a lot of real-world problems are intrinsically hierarchical. Taken the
example of chapter 3, i. e. IEC-61131/3 compliant programs, we can already identify
hierarchical relationships by considering complex function blocks. These function
blocks contain other function blocks and control block elements. A containment
relationship always imposes a hierarchical relation. Thinking about specifying a
workflow model (cf. [Sch01]) which involves people and tasks inherently deals with
responsibilities and hierarchies within a company or a department. An appropriate
graph model reflects these circumstances. It is common wisdom that it is much
easier to model, implement, and use a system if the computer-based model reflects
the structure of the real-world problem as much as possible. If real-world hierarchies
and responsibilities can be found back in hierarchies of the implemented model, the
system is more intuitive to use.
The support of composition and containment relationships coming with visibility rules,
i. e. the option to specify accessibility rules of objects (nodes), would help the user of
the PROGRES system. Currently, implementing a hierarchical model can be done
by using a non-hierarchical one, but a lot of things have to be implemented manually
(e. g. the mentioned visibility) which come for free if the underlying model of the
programming language already supports these features. That means, we do believe
that the extension of the PROGRES graph model to a hierarchical one supports the
PROGRES user considerably by offering more structural means to re-model reality.
230 Conclusion
Another important topic will be the Java code generation in the future. We
have sketched the mapping of a PROGRES specification to Java code. However,
the mapping of multiple inheritance from PROGRES to Java is still exploiting
mechanisms our special purpose database system GRAS provides. This topic needs
severe reconsideration as soon as the question of using a more general database system
(or a database system implementation relying on volatile memory) arises. Adaptations
of the whole generated Java code have to be made to use Java’s dynamic binding at
run-time.
The development of the PROGRES language and programming environment has
not stopped yet. The purpose of this chapter was to show the possibilities of future
research and motivate further extensions to PROGRES. We believe it is worthwhile
to pursue these plans since PROGRES is the most powerful and most stable very high
level programming language and system which deals with graph grammar engineering
which is available at the time of writing this thesis. Since graphs are heavily used
for modelling purposes nowadays systems like PROGRES can contribute to many
efforts done in different communities dealing with e. g. UML, and show new ways for
formalising popular diagram languages.
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